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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

FRIDAY, JUNE 14, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION .t.,Wo LABOR,
P!..asant Hill, CA,

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., 321 Golf Club
Road, Trophy Room, Diablo Valley Community College, Pleasant
Hill, California, Hon. George Miller, presiding.

Members present: Representatives Miller and Unsoeld.
Staff present: Thomas R. Wolanin, staff director; Mttureen Long,

legislative associate/clerk, and Diane Shust, legislative assistant/
counsel.

Mr. MILLER. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order for the purpose of conducting a field oversight hear-
ing on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

I believe, as I think all the members of our Education and Labor
Committee of the Congress believe, that this is one of the most im-
portant domestic issues facing the Congress and the country today.
It is essential to California's economy and our Nation's competitive
role in the world marketplace that our students ret:eive the best
preparation from our colleges and universities, but crucial to that
issue is how aie those students and their families going to be able
to finance their tenure in higher education?

For too many California families and too many California stu-
dents, the question of whether or not they will be able to operate in
higher education in this State will not be a question of their abili-
ty, their talents, their discipline and their accomplishments. It may
very well be their ability to finance that participation in higher
education.

As most of us now have come to realize, we are going to see sub-
stantial increases in tuition and the cost of education in this State,
national tuition costs increases have gone eight times as much as a
medium-family income during the 1980s, and the net price of at-
tending college, including room and board, is 104 percent.

This fall, tuition costs will increase 20 percent at our community
and California State college systems, and 40 percent at the Univer-
sity of California system.

As a result of this, all too many middle-income families will find
themselves in a very difficult position in terms of financing their
children's education. While Federal grants have targeted low-
income students, little has been done to assist middle-class families
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to obtain the means to send their children to college. And the pro-
posals of the Bush Administration would decrease college aid for
middle-class students still further, despite skyrocketing tuition
costs. That is the reason that we bring the question te Contra Costa
County today is to take a look at the issues surrounding the ability
of families to finance higher education.

I want to begin by thanking the Board of Governors of Contra
Costa Community College system, and to Diablo Valley College,
and to the staff here that have made this facility available to the
committee today. Some of you may know that this is where I start-
ed my higher education.

We are in a room today that was named in memory of Carl
Drexel, the chancellor of this system. It was Carl who one day, sit-
ting under a tree in my family yard, convinced my parents and me
that I was a late bloomer and that really I should use the commu-
nity college system. That was the nice phrase that they used for
students who had a great time in high school and weren't quite
ready for the university system; some years later we finally strug-
gled through the university system.

But we have a fantastic system of higher education in California,
and the availability of that education, but we are deeply concerned
about the continued effort to make that education more and more
expensive for our State's young people.

[The prepared statement of Hon. George Miller follows:]
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But there will be many students in Contra Costa County whose futures will not
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afford a postsecondary education.

The reauthorization of the Higher Education Act of 1965 is one of the most
important domestic issues facing Congress and the country today. It is
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Mr. MILLER. This morning I am joined by my colleague, Jolene
Unsoeld from the State of Washington, who sits on the question
with us.

Jolene is from Olympia. It is gorgeous. I was there last year; a
beautiful area.

Jolene, I want to thank you very much for coming and joining us
this morning with my constituents.

If you have any opening statement?
Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you very much.
I am delighted to be here, and pleased to be able to participate.

The function that you all perform is that you help us establish the
record so that we have the ammunition and you help us with the
resolve to go back and fight for every last dollar that we can for
middle-America's children and their access to additional education.

My biases always come tumbling out at those things because we
have some misplaced priorities, as far as I am concerned. For the
cost of one B-2 bomber, we could send 18,000 young people to 4
years of college, and that is where our emphasis should be.

During this last decade that we have been investing in toys such
as that, we, as a Nation, have dropped from having 70 percent of
the production of consumer technology world-wide, down to 5 per-
cent. So our misdirected priorities are definitely beginning to show
up, and we can't continue on this trendso you are going to help
us begin to turn that around. Although, as you know, and this
State knows only too well, the availability of dollars is so acute
right now, but you are going to help us go back and do the very
best we can. So thank you all.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Jolene.
Our first witness this morning is the Honorable Bob Campbell,

assemblyman from Contra County.
Bob, if you will come forward.
We are honored by your presence. Everybody in this room recog-

nizes the struggle that the legislature is engaged in at this very
moment to try to close the budget deficit gap and the long hours
and the weekends and th dcys and the nights that you have been
spending on that effort.

More importantly, all of us are aware of the effort you have been
making to try and protect the educational institutions in this State.
You have been a leader, you have been an outstanding spokesper-
son 1n behalf of education.

You have probably spent more hours on education this year, Bob,
than any single individual in this State.

You have been struggling with it from K to 12, to the master
plan for higher education. And I want to welcome you as a friend
and talso as a grateful constituent for all of your effort, and clearly
in what is the most difficult time for education in the history of
this State, I think, we look forward to your comments.

STATEMENT OF HON. BOB CAMPBELL, STATE ASSEMBLY,
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, George, and Mrs. Unsoeld, and the
representative I have from Chairman Ford's office as well.
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I also wonder what I am doing in these places, because it is like
preaching to the choir kind of thing. The folks who aren't here are
the ones who should be listening.

I brought a bunch of data for you. My title, by the way, is the
Fiscal Chair for the State Assembly of California. I have been
chairing the Subcommittee of Ways and Means now for going on 9
years.

We do all the budgets: K-12, community college, CSU, University
of California, Hastings School of Law, and the Maritime Academy,
plus all the financial aid stuff that goes on. Mr. Sam Kipp, their
director, is here today.

I am going to give you a bunch of data from some recent hear-
ings we have had. I won't go over all the stats. Your staff can look
through it.

There is some good stuff in there and some stuff that is redun-
dant. It probably didn't make much sense anyway, given the prob-
lems we have got.

These numbers I am going to give you are going to change, be-
cause our budget, every day we wake up, we are more in debt than
we thought. We are making more cuts and talk about taxes and
everything else, but basically out of a $55 billion budget, California
spends $30 billion on education. That founds like a lot.

It is not because California, since Proposition 13 has shifted to
the State of California, 65 to 67 percent of all the funding for
localfor K-12, K-14, basically, while in other States like New
Jersey and New York and others, the reverse is true, that 65 per-
cent of he money comes from local taxes, and so forth, so that I
don't want to get people with the wrong impression we are spend-
ing all this money because New Jersey spends about $6,000 or
$8,000 more per student than we do, as did New York and Massa-
chusetts and other States.

There are some other States in the South that haven't gotten
near the wealth we do that also spend an equal amount of money
as we do.

I know I ha ve limited time to talk, so I will try to be as specific
as I possibly can. One of the major problems we have had in Cali-
fornia is going to be access. I know thatI will leave you with a
thought before I leave.

The question is access in California. We have a UCS system that
has got nine campuses, and the Universities of California and
UCLA, last year UC, Berkeley, had 30,000 applicants to get into
the un:versity, and they only took 4,000 of them.

The University of California at Los Angeles had 26,000 appli-
cants and took 3,700 of them. That same thing holds true with the
UCSF, the medical school in San Francisco, Cal Poly, San Luis
Obispo, which is a technical school dealing with architecture and
engineering. This school turns away 3.9 students, 3.8 students, per
student that is accepted, and they go to Purdue or Texas A&M or
wherever they can go.

We have 20 campuses now in the California State University
system and 14 of them are to capacity. We have not built in this
system, in this State, since Pat Brown left office, the governor;
there have been three governors since, Ronald Reagan, Jerry

;)
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Brown, and George Deukmajian, none of which have been very
kind to education in California.

We have right now about 165,000 students in the UC system, and
about 380,000 students in the CSU system, and 1.5 million students
in community college. If we were to figure out how to house the
students so we are not turning away 3.5, 3.6 studentsnow, just to
give you a sense of this, in California the University of California
is supposed to take the top 12 percent of graduating seniors, theo-
retically that is what we look at when we get our master plan
review.

The CSU system, the California State system, is supposed to take
the top third, and, of course, the community college folks come
from that bottomanything under 30. Because of the enormity of
the problem, because of these "take-aways," the University of Cali-
fornia has taken about the top 7 percent. probably.

When I was going to school it took 4 years to get through college.
It is taking about 51/2 years to get through UC, and almost 7

years to get through the University of California, CSU system, and
as many as 5 years to get a community college associate of arts
degree.

Now, when you translate that in terms of dollars over a longer
period of time, when I went to San Francisco State it cost $19 a
semester to go to school. The CSU students will next year be
paying $1,000, which I am told we are still one of the cheapest in
the country. That is fine, but I don't like to compare myself to
other States.

I would like to see it cost nothing, that is a dream, and it is not
going to happen. UC is going to cost $2,000 a year.

We don't have tuition. We call them student fees, but if you mul-
tiply that times 51/2 or 6 years, you can see what that cost nrans
versus $300 to $400 for 4 years. It just goes on and on.

Right now it costa about $10,000 a year for the average student
to go to the University of California. Mr. Kipp knows and will give
you different figures than I have got, so don't let the figures
become the issue here. The issue is the cost.

It costs about $7,000, $8,000 at CSU, and almost $5,000 to go to
the community college. When you figure out that the community
college student, about 70-plus percent of them are working, and
when you figure that about 57 percent of the CSU students are
working, and about 27 percent of the UC students are working, you
know what that means in terms of the cost.

It also means that we might not be able to guaranteeI guess
what I am trybg to tell you is if you get accepted to CSU, it
doesn't mean you can find your classes. You may need 30 sections
of English and have 17, and understand also that a lot of students
in our State nAlect into Californians.

Forty-four percent of our population in California are non-white,
they are people of color. If you take the statistics, looking at what
the yield is in terms of children per family, the white household
statistic is about 1.3 children.

In a black household it is about 1.7, 1.8. In Hispanic American
households it is almost five. In Asian American households it is
over three, in Asians specifically, so when you start multiplying
students going through K-12 that are going to community college



and go to CSU and UC, we are just going to be turning down a lot
more students than you can take.

Now this year's budget, the University of California has about a
$2.1 billion budget. That is what we give them. They actually spend
about $9.8 billion when you figure what you folks give them. That
will be one of the points I will make in a minute.

When you figure out what USDA gives them, National Student
Health gives them, the military reserve, what they get there, a lot
of money, but again all our money goes for undergraduate work,
almost all our money, 90 percent of the undergraduates is funded
by the State of California.

The California State University budget is about $2.5 billion, and
the community college budget is also about $2.5 billion. About $1.7
billion of that comes from the State of California, $800 million
comes from local taxes.

We are going to need a couple of new campuses in the CS and
UC system, and about 20 campuses in community colleges.

I guess what I would like to see the Feds do, if I can, is I made a
comment outside earlier today that what is going to happen when
we get into this economic war, which we are going into right now
with China and Japan, a merging new Europe, is we will become
Iraqis and they will become the Americans in that war.

I think you probably understand this, but there are more Chi-
nese in universities or colleges in the world than we have people in
this country. When that starts translating into engineers and scien-
tists and mathematicians, then we are really going to be out to
lunch.

Really think about that. We are going to need engineers and sci-
entists, rnnthematicians, linguists and people who know economics
and can study international relations and _get abroad and work
with these large companies we have got. Until we start taking
those Federal dollarsguess what I am going to ask you to do, and
I know you have been saying this, I don't need to talk to George,
because George agrees with me on this, somehow we have to get
more money into the universities than we have ever done before,
and we have got to do it this way. Mr. Kipp will speak to this.

In California over the next 3 years we will have a $1.2 billion
short-fall in financial aid, an unmet need because of the costs that
I just told you about, $1.2 billion. Think about that. That is more
money than some States have budgets in terms of their educational
components.

I am trying to figure out how we do this. One of the suggestions I
would like to make is that, perhaps, we can do two things: You
could put more money in terms of loans.

Let's talk about loans first and we will talk about grants second,
but loans that can be converted into grants. If, in fact, you are
short in certain areas, doctorsI have visited Indian Reservations
in the State of California the last couple years and find there are
no medical folks in the clinics at all.

Perhaps we can say to those folks in engineering ar i mathemat-
ics that we will give you a loan for "X" number of dollars a year
and we will allow you to pay that back over a period of time, but
we will let you pay it back, we will write off part of that if you
serve in certain areas, if you do certain things for us, if you will

1 1
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take certain kinds of programs, and you can write it off over a 3 or
4 year program.

I carried a bill a few years ago in the State legislature, which
didn't get very far, to try to get doctors into clinics in Richmond,
and places in the State of California, by writing off 30 percent of
the first year, 30 percent of the second, 20 percent of the third
year, and the fourth year was negotiable, depending on if they
stayed there again, but it seems to me you could do two things.

You could put the onus on the individual to do things you would
like them to do, pay it off over a period of time. They might just
stay there because they like what they are doing.

The second part is we have to have a lot more grant money, and
we have to broaden the parameters. We have to look at who quali-
fies.

Because a woman is making $40,000 or $50,00G, a single parent,
doesn't mean necessarily they are rich. If they have two children
in school, a house and a car to pay for, there is no way that mother
or tnat father can help their kid through school, not with the costs
I just gave you and the problems we have got.

Now, the University of California is going to tell you they take
every student they get, and they do, there is a thing called redirec-
tion, but my students in this district that you are in, there tire 80
assembly districts, this is the third poorest in terms of per capita
income, so you. can't take one of my Hispanic, African-American, or
new Asians and send them to Riverside or Irvine. They can't afford
to go live down there.

They have to go to Davis, which is about a 50-minute drive, UC
Davis between here and Sacramento, University of California at
Berkeley. Those are the only two places they can go.

We are fortunate in the Bay area because of the 20 campuses, 14
are at capacity right now in California. It just so happens that
three of them in the Bay area aren't at capacity.

Right here we have a pretty good program. San Franci3co State
is at capacity, San Jose State is at capacity. Almost all the south-
ern major schools are at capacity; that is going to go on.

If I can leave you with a couple of thoughts, if you can try to
take, and explain to your colleagues that the war is not going to be
conquering, and collect hedge rows, or island hopping in the Pacif-
ic, it is going to be surviving in that socio-economic world out
there.

California is at the forefront. By the time we get go the year
2000, the people of color will exceed 50-plus percent in this State,
and we are going to have to assimilate those students. We have a
better record of accepting Hispanics and African-Americans in the
University of California and CSU, but 67 percent are still not get-
ting out the other end, which means we need more hands on.

It doesn't mean that these students are not as bright and that we
are making exceptions for them to get in. It just means if you have
a language problem, and we have some districts in California that
have 70 languages in their K-12 system. You can't possibly learn
geography or mathematics or science if you can't teach it to them
in their language.

1 2
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They are getting assimilated and doing well. If you look at the
honors program, who gets all the scholarships, it is a lot of new
Asians and Hispanics.

We just had a Kennedy-King Scholarship Program right here in
Contra Costa County last month. There were some 22 recipients,
Hispanic, African-Americans, all doing well, 3.5 grade point aver-
age in the community college, and at Los Medanos, and DVC and
Contra Costa. We are going to need a lot more help.

To the extent we can get Federal monies redirected in this area,
I guarantee you that the return will be twentyfold, and they will
be making and designing projects and products for the Silicon
Valley and for the R&D thing happening in West County and Cen-
tral Contra Costa County.

I probably said too much in a short period of time and said it too
fast, but it is really an enormous problem we have got, I can tell
you, with a $14 billion budget deficit.

Mr. MILLER. Bob, thank you.
I think your plea is a very important one for this committee to

make part of its record, because the issues that you have drawn
out, hopefully, others will amplify on in their testimony, and that
is that this deficit that we are creating, an educational deficit, is
becoming part of our national deficit in terms of the future, and
that financial shortfall, that inability of California's families to fi-
nance their education is one that is going to be very painful for
this State and eventually for the Nation.

My only comment would be that as much as we frame it in the
competition of nations, the press has been reporting in recent
months that the businesses are leaving the State, and when you
look at the States that they are going to, most of those States are
States that for one reason or another had major infusions in their
higher educational systems during the 1970s and the 1980s.

At a time when we were taking resources away from the system,
Carolina, Virginia and Texas were making major infusions of
money. Just as our university was a magnet for economic growth it
appears that also those centers, Austin and others are becoming
magnets for future economic growth, so that the competition is
even more--a little more intensive here than some people recog-
nize.

I won't hold you, but Jolene, if you have any questions.
Mrs. UNSOELD. Do you have any opinion on the mix between

grants and loans?
Mr. CAMPBELL. I think, really, that if I were doing it, I would do

half in grants. I would take the loans themselves and take a third
of those amendment make them loan to grant conversions, they
can put the onus on the student, so you can target your population,
to shift them where you want to go.

For example, we have an APLE program, it happened to be
called APLE, which is for getting teachers into certain areas. It is a
forgiveness program. That is the way to do it. All of a sudden if
you are going to get a job paying $28,000 or $30,000 out of college,
and you owe $60,000, and you say, gee, I will stay here because I
can wipe out $10,000 of that a year, that is like an extra $10,000 of
income for me because I don't have to pay it plus interest.
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Prom that standpoint it seems like you could do a lot of things.
You could sort of target your young people where you want them
to go, hopefully.

Maybe some of them will stay there and you can change that.
You can change legislation. Once you get an overbundance in this
area, you can move it to some other place where you are missing.

We have a major problem right now in our CSU system. Because
the pay hla been sort of even for awhile, until we get the pay up to
a certain point, we can't have differential funding programs so that
we can say, okay, we are short in math and science teachers, we
will pay you $10,000 more.

Why come and teach at CSU, making $45,000 a year when
McDonnell-Douglas may hire you for $80,000, so in order to keep
you teaching at San Francisco State, we will pay you $5,000. Now,
we do that in the UC, we pay doctors at UCSF and we pay lawyers
at both Wahall, in Berkeley a lot more money based upon that dis-
cipline.

The problem has been we have not been able to get our folks up
to a minimum equitable standard. The point I want to make to you
and the press is that I don't want people to think it is just dollars
we are talking about, because there have to be some reforms made,
but it is 65 to 70 percent dollars. I am going to liken it to a person
who is very sick who needs surgery, you have got to get them well
and healthy before you can do surgery on them.

The problem is we are so unhealthy in terms of the process, the
system, we can't make those reforms because if you don't do some
of those things in terms of the grants, I am going to tell you, a lot
of students will just not go to.school that are on the border that we
are trying to push over, a lot of bright students.

The last thing, George, if I can tell you this, we talk about aca-
demic education, the major weakness in higher education in this
country is in vocational and technological education. The communi-
ty college system, and I will say this, I have said it before, did a
better job with the money they got than either UC or CSU did with
theirs because of the kind of students they are taking care of.

They do it because they are taking students that have language
problems, kids who dropped out of school, went off tomaybe they
got in them and came back and did some things, and they are
doing great things now. I guess that the point that i am really
trying to deal with is that the community college is the u,niversity
for vocational and technological education.

We have two programs where you take 2 years of it in high
school and you convert it to 2 years in the community college and
you get your degree, and you can work on computers, you can do
refrigeration mechanics, you can do jet engine mechanics, you can
do all those kinds of technical skills which we are starting to lack
right now in our society.

I would hope in the process of education we talk about vocational
and technological education on an annual level and footing with
academic education. I really mean that.

As I pointed out to you out of our high school population, 30 per-
cent of our kids drop out, 30 percent go to college, and 40 percent,
the largest majority, stay and are in the middle and don't go to col-
lege, but need technical jobs, they drive trucks, they fix engines,

jt1
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they do computer work, and they get a lot more money than teach-
ers, they get $40, $50, $80 an hour doing that kind of technical
skills, and if we can get those folks redirected and get some money
from the private sector, that is another thing I talked about, some
community colleges, you can really do a lot of good things.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I just want to say thank you and how much we
appreciate, and unfortunately the public often did not see the
people such as you and did not appr liate the kind of dedication
and the kind of effort that you are putting in in this fight, but
thank you.

Mr. MILLER. Bob, thank you very much.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I will leave this with your staff.
Mr. MILLER. Good luck in Sacramento.
Mr. CAMPBELL. I just want to introduce Maria Viramontes, my

cnief of staff. She has two jobs. She is also on the college board and
was elected from the West, and she is the one who gives me all
these facts and figures.

Mr. MILLER. Our first panel this morning will be made up of Ms.
Marti tic well, who is a counselor at the Mt. Diablo Unified School
District, Kay Wallis, who is a parent from Pittsburg; Mr. Rich
Clarke, who is Foster Youth Services from Mt. Diablo Unified
School District; Ms. Beverly Williams, social worker from Walnut
Creek; Ms. Trinity Robertson, a high school student from Concord,
and Ms. Rebecka Garcia, a student from Los Medanos Community
College; if you will come forward to the table.

Welcome to the committee and to the hearing.
We look forward to your testimony. Your written testimony, if

you have it, will be placed in the record in its entirety as part of
the record of this hearing for the committee, and you proceed in
the manner in which you are most comfortable.

We are very relaxed around here, so don't be nervous. We are
here to hear what you have to say.

Marti, we will start with you.

STATEMENTS OF MARTI HOWELL, COUNSELOR. MT. DIABLO UNI-
FIED SCHOOL DISTRICT, ORINDA, CALIFORNIA; KAY WALLIS,
PARENT, PITTSBURG, CALIFORNIA; RICH CLARKE, FOSTER
YOUTH SERVICES, MT. DIABLO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT;
BEVERLY WILLIAMS, SOCIAL WORKER, WALNUT CREEK, CALI-
FORNIA; TRINITY ROBERTSON, HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT, CON-
CORD, CALIFORNIA; AND REBECKA GARCIA, STUDENT, LOS ME-
DANOS COMMUNITY COLLEGE, PITTSBURG, CALIFORNIA

MS. HOWELL. My name is Marti Howell. I am a guidance counsel-
or at Mt. Diablo High School in Concord, not too far from here.

My position as a counselor will be ending in a few more days
along with all th other counselors in our district. This same scene
is being played L'ut, all over the Bay area.

I want to tell you a little bit about my high school. We have a
student body that is socio-economically and ethnically very diverse.

We have about 55 languages on our campus. Most of our students
who wish to attend college must get financial help or try to work
full-time in addition to attending school.
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Transportation is a real problem, and many of our students are
working during high school in order to purchase a car or maintain
it, pay insurance. For some students, finding a way to pay for hous-
ing and transportation is overwhelming and results in their giving
up plans for attending college, so we are talking about basic surviv-
al here, existence.

I have assisted many of my P adents and students at our school
in filling out scholarship and financial aid forms. The forms them-
selves are very difficult to understand. Some students do not--

Mr. MILLER. I might interrupt you to tell you the committee was
struggling with them a couple weeks ago. We couldn't fill them
out, either.

Ms. HowELL. It is very difficult; students don't understand them.
Sometimes we don't understand them.

Many of our students don't have a parent who either can or will
help them fill out the forms, so we provide this service for them.

I would like to tell you about one case. I think it will exemplify
some of the problems we run into.

Last year, not this year, I had a senior who didn't qualify for the
Pell Grant. His income wasn't low enough, but he didn't have any
money to go to college.

So the two of us worked together, writing essays and doing all
that kind of thing, typing them up, got all the forms filled out.

The only thing we asked his parents to do was to give us copies
of their income tax returns, and we could not get those from them,
so he was not able to apply for the scholarships. Later with my
helpin which I insisted he go get themwe finally did get the
returns, were able to get him a scholarship, but by then the only
one available was $1,000, which we have some students who need
scholarships, that was really a pretty good one, and in addition to
that he planned to work full-time. He was accepted in Sacramento
State University.

However, I have been in contact with him since, and he wasn't
able to support himself, go to school full time, there wasn't enough
money. He joined the Army ROTC program and they started
paying for his schooling. Then he was pulled out right before finals
to go to the Persian Gulf and so has missed this year of school.

I saw him last night at our graduation. He said he was going
back next fall, but it will be really hard.

In addition to financial problems associated with college en- .
trance, many of our students are facing accessibility problems,
which is becoming increasingly more limited. The loss of counselors
in many school districts will have a negative impact on low-income
students. Counselors are instrumental in seeking out and encourag-
ing low-income and minority students to aid toward college.

I think we need to look at not only financing for higher educa-
tion but what happens before students get there, because a lot of
them are not going to get there unless there is someone there to
help them and tell them they can do it. We help them select the
appropriate courses obviously.

We also help them set personal and educational goals. Now,
these activities might be handled within a family that is knowl-
edgeable about higher education.

I (3
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However, my experience has been that it is rather that a low-
income student has a family with this interest and or information,
and I believe this is because most of those families have not been
successful in a country where financial status is primary. As long
as the State of California allows districts to cut non-mandated
counseling, we are going to find fewer and fewer low-income stu-
dents getting into higher education.

[The prepared statement of Marti Howell followsd
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My name 13 Marti Howell and I am a uuidance Counselor At Mt.

Diahlo High 3chool in cancord. My position 13 a coun.selor will be

.ending in a r-w days alang with all ot the other counselors in
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c,td.u- to maintdIn t and pay Inwoarr.-e. C students.
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ovetwhelmisg And results In their 'flying up plans for attending

I have asoist,d many students in tilling ,.,ut scholarship and

financial aide tot:11s. The forms themselve3 are difficult tO

understand and nlme students do not have a parent available to

help thent. In .sle case I helped A 3enior prepare his application

for a scholarship that he very much needed and had a good chance

vf receiving. The only ti)ing hi; parents hal to do was get the

copies of their tax return; tor us. rhey 411 nat do this. so he

Wt.; apply. W.: finally 111 jet $1,oth) per

scholarship f,,r him to go to L;actam..ulto UnIversity and he

t:3 gO I rIFT t ouuhcm t h in:se , ,t A 1 iy ) 'flats saon

to I.P? !Mt "iii rt ii lii ho ;41.1 thie Inne :r1;;
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eneouraging low-tft :me Ind min(Tity Jtiirlents to aim twari

college. helping them selet the ippraptItte courses. and helping

them fiet personal and educattonal goals. These activities might
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he hahdld within a family whi:h is knowiedgeaole about higner

education. However. it 13 rare that a low-income student has a

family with thrs interest and/or information. ll.erefore. when tr.-

state allows districts to cut non-mandated irq, it it. he

low-1 re: ,,r;e st lalent who i i i ng 61 I !!

-2,11.11:a

Not only are students suffering cuts in counseling at the

secondary level. but we are also seeing a cut-baok in services at

the college level. At one time we had frequent visits from

college representatives to talk to interested students and

students of high potential who were low-income. AS 4 result of
this service I was able to personally convince several ot my 1a4-
income students that they could. in fact. 41r,Md 4 state
university When the representative from th,.? Ur: Outreach prourrm

backed up my position and offered them help and Ilhpp.a-t. S.,Ver41

of them were able to go directly to a four-year state university.

All of this happened because I W13 here and an Outreach

representative was here on a weekly basis. This year our

representative has only been on our campus twice because this

service to schools like ours has been cut. This same thing is
happening with all of our state-funded schools. 3o who will help
these students get into college? Wnat many people do not

understand is rhe low level of ..elf-conticl-n.:e Ind m[werment
that these itu,Ient:..r tl rhey feel 1!.13 WI/ ;',!,:411Se

IIMII1.1:7 have not 1:en financially .tuer-o5;Itul in a ,,-Intry where

economic status primary. The only wiy tnis

to get thse Jti:dent-i A college 0ducation.

I have directed most of my remarks to the jr.dtf het

would also like to mention private colleges. Private collego
have much tf) (after oui low-ihcomo students. 11p.sy are nsuill/

smaller. have a "tainily" atmosphere. and ar- able to giv- wr,.t

individual attention. Unfortunately. due t,7, the tOgh c.,st of

privite colleges. and the limit'd resont.tes through

financial aide, an education at a private college has hecome
available only to the affluent. Me exceptions are rirws. 1.44-

income students who have the self-confidence and maturity to work
or to take on a large amount of debt which IS very frightening to
many.
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Ms. WALLis. My name is Kay Wallis. I am a parent of two college
students who are having problems with the California grants. I am
also an employee of the Mt. Diablo Unified School District.

I work at Mt. Diablo High School as a campus supervisor. My 19-
year-old daughter, Sheri, just graduated from DVC and is now
transferring to UC, Berkeley.

As part of the financial aid lorocess, Sheri had to choose which
school she wanted to attend. She wanted to attend Berkeley, but
because she had not heard from Berkeley, she chose UC Davis.

When we finally heard that she had been accepted to Berkeley,
she sent a form to Davis saying she would not be attending there.
Davis was supposed to notify Cal Grant that she had not been at-
tending there. Then when we applied for financial aid to Berkeley,
we were denied because Cal Grant said she was going to Davis.
Then we called Berkeley and told them the situation, and they sent
us forms to be sent to Davis stating she wasn't attending classes
there, and a form for DVC to fill out regarding any previous finan-
cial aid, even though we had already given them this information.

All of this occurred because she put Davis as attendance choice
but has never signed a contract and was still attending DVC. In
spite of all this, we still have not gotten the Cal Grant because
Davis has not notified them that she will not be attending there.

We also have gotten a letter from Cal Grant aid stating that her
GPA of 3.43 was too low, and Cal Grant B and C are held up be-
cause of the paperwork Davis has not sent.

My other daughter Cindy is 18 years old and is attending Oak-
land Court Reporting College. This is a year-round school. The cost
alone is $6,700 for tuition only, no books or other expenses includ-
ed.

When we applied for financial aid in January of 1990, that infor-
mation returned to us had many errors. The main error was in her
birth date.

They had her born in 1906, which made her eligible for a Pell
Grant and no parent support. They also had her coilege wrong, so
we corrected those errors and returned it to them.

She was given a grant of $5,000 provided that she proved she was
actually attending the court reporting college. However, the school
never verified her attendance, so she did not receive the Cal Grant
money.

However, we were not notified that the school had not received
the money, so in January we received a collection letter stating
that we owed the tuition and were not paying up. So I contacted
the school to find out what to do.

The school said they would look into it and let us know. Howev-
er, we did not find out. We changed her school to the court report-
ing college in Oakland shortly before Christmas.

I contacted the college and told them the problems we had been
having. They called Cal Grant, and Cal Grant told the Oakland
school that they had not received notification of attendance from
San Francisco nor had they received a transfer from from us,
which we had already sent.

Now we were into March and still had no money yet, so Oakland
was saying that they needed money or else. By the end of March
the Oakland college received their first payment from Cal Grant.

20
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We had by then applied for a personal loan to cover these ex-
penses. Cal Grant has not come through with the June quarter
payment, so we have had to use our personal loan that IN118 sup-
posed to be for other expenses to cover the cost.

Our frustration has been very great. The whole process has been
extremely stressful. We feel that the system needs refinement so
that the schools and Cal Grant are in better communication and
working in unison.

We also resent having to get the same information to them more
than once and the system's inflexibility when we try to change
Sheri's choice of schools. Unfortunately in supportive of our agony,
and the grant money that Sheri will, hopefully, receive will not
cover the cost of attending UC Berkeley.

At the old tuition level, the grant of $5,000 would be $1,000 short
just for tuition. We have now received notification that the new
tuition costs will be $10,000, which is exactly double what the max-
imum is for the Cal Grant.

In addition to tuition we have to pay other expenses, transporta-
tion, and living costs. We do not have this kind of money to take
out another loan.

[The prepared statement of Kay Wallis followsl
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My name is Kay Wallis. I am a parent of two colleae students who

are having problems with Cal Grants. I am also an employee of the

Mt. Diablo Unified School District and I work at Mt. Diablo High

School as a Campus Supervisor.

My nineteen year old daughter. Sheri. Just graduated from DVC and

ls ncw transferring to UC Berkeley. As part of the- financial aide

process Sheri hod to choose which schools she wanted to attend.

She wanted to attend Berkeley. but bcause she hai r.t eard nom

Berkeley she chose UC Davis. When we i.nally heard that she had

bec'n accepted to Berkeley we sera form tr Davir sayina she

would not be attending there. Davis was supposed to notify Cal

Giant that she would re.At be attending thele.

Then when we applied for financial aide to Berkeley but we were

denied because Cal Grant said she was going to Davis. So then we

called Berkeley and tola them the situation and they sent us

forms to be sent to Davis stating that she wasn't attending

chi:Ter there, and a form tor DVC to fill out regarding any

previous financial aide (even though we bad already given them

this intormItion) . All of this oceurred because the put D,.:vis as

/hei otio;ct. but hc.s never slatted et contract aNd Was StIli

attt.hdlnq P.W. In spite of all this we still have not gotten the

Cal Grant he:aure Davis has not n(dified then, thit rhe will not

be attendinu thele. We also have gotten a lettei from Cal Grant A

saying that her GPA of 71.48 war too low And Cal Grant B and C

are held up because of the problem with Davis.

My doudhter Cindy, 18 years old. ir at Oakland Court Reporting

Collet-ie. The tuition alone is T6700 with n, bookr. or expen5!er .

Wher t:e filvinciaJ d. in :cinuary of 104'.1, tlo

Ittt(1n;,.01<,11 rc.twi.t!..:1 to ut- had 11,:tLy ri-e,rt-, The II; t
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attendance. SJ she did not receive the grant money. However, we
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were never notified thdt the school had not received the money.

So. in January of this year we received a lawsuit letter stating

that we owed the tuition and they were going to sue us. So

contacted the school to find out what to do. The school sold they

would look into it and let us know. but we have never been

notified of the outcome.

No changed het school to the Court FoTortind College in oel..land

sholtly before Christmas of last yea: . 1 contocted this coliee

and told them of the problem:. we had been hovinq. They called Cal

Grant ond Cal Giant told the Oakland College that they hod not

received notification of attendance from San Francisco, nor haa

th(y received a transfer form from us (which we h,d alreaay

sent). Now we were into Morch and still had no money yet. Fo.

Oakland was saying that they needed money or else. By the end of

March the Oakland College received their first payment from the

Cal Grant. We hod by then applied for a personal loan to cover

these expenses.

By the end of March we had already applied for the coming year,

so we are still not sure which year's grant sent the payment to

the school.

Out fructiation has been very great. The whole process has teen

extremely stressful. We feel that the system needs refinement so

that the schools and Cal Grant are in better vommnication and

working in unison. We also resent having to ge:t the same

information to them more than once and the system's inflexibility

when we tried to change Sheri's choice of schools.

firif i t :tt ly ii spite (.1 oll Our el(! 'ty Ow grant money that

r10,1 i w!II hopeltil]y le-relve win not cover the 0 attending
Cc Betkeley. At the olu tuitien le...el the clan! ut wojid Le

TIOCIO short...11.e.! fot tuition. Wt have nuw received notificatich

that the new tuition cost will be $1o,noo which is exactly 6:alblc

what the itt;IXIIIIAM is for the Cal Grant. IL addil in to tuition WP

hove to pay tor books, tronspottution. and other co::tr). We do not

hove this money c we W111 have to take out anothatt Icon. however

the loan .:an nut he processed until we know what is going to
happen with the Cal Grant.
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Mr. CLARKE. Thank you for the opportunity to be here to present
this.

The issues of affordability and accessibility to higher education
strains many family systems as their children reach the point of
wanting to choose a post-high school education or training pro-
gram. For children who are removed from their parents by the
child welfare system or probation system, the first barrier to
higher education is a successful completion of a K-12 education.

I am going to ask you today to make higher education closer to
reality for the out-of-home-placement child student. In looking at
the high-risk students, parents involvement in their lives, in their
school programming often discriminates between the successful
and the unsuccessful student.

Parents of successful students establish expectations and rein-
force them with homework time and individual coaching or tutor-
ing. They have good home-school communication. They participate
or set up participatory problem solving with school it' there is be-
havior problems. They establish enrollment and record exchange at
the times of moves. This is a real important factor, and I will ad-
dress that later.

They acknowledge and reward and pay attention to the successes
of their students in school. A parent, as an advocate for learning, is
a valuable model for a student.

The caseworkers, foster parents and group home parents respon-
sible for parenting the children in out-of-home placement are not
the alternative catalyst for school success portrayed above, with
one exception that I know, I will have to say Beverly Williams ob-
viously took this roll on, but by and large that is not the case.

This lack of substitute parent and educational coach is magnified
by the school's conveying sensitivity to the needs of students living
in out-of-home placement and the eroding of personalized student
services manifested in the layoffs of pupil personnel workers that
is going on around this State.

The students I hope you will advocate for are in foster care. As a
group these students graduate from high school at about a 50 per-
cent rate.

They average two placements a year, which means they change
schools a lot. They change foster placement at times other than the
semester break, causing ineligibility for classes, incomplete course
work, and loss of eligibility for comprehensive high school pro-
grams in a system that is geared to 18 week change intervals or
semesters. They are not really geared to kids moving in and out
the way these kids move.

These children are prevented or students are prevented from en-
rollment because of immunization records that are left in previotzs
placements. They are prevented from an appropriate and rapid
school placement by lost school records as they move from school to
school, and they develop, understandably, a "why try" attitude due
to the repeated loss of credit when they are changing these schools.

Contra Costa and Sacramento Counties have four school-based
programs which have taken on and successfully dealt with these
problems for the last 15 years.

As coordinator of the Foster Youth Services Program for Mt.
Diablo School District, I am here today to urge you to promote ex-
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pansion of existing legislation aimed at those students in out-of-
home placement. ESEA Title I, Chapter 1 program for neglected or
delinquent, "N or D," provides a minimum funding for supplement-
ing the education of "N or D" students in group homes.

With the reauthorization of this act coming up, now is the time
to recognize all out of home placed students are at risk for failure
and dropping out, not just the ones that are in group homes. Such
an expansion of eligibility carefully designed will promote inter-
agency school-based advocacies for success in school.

In California our program efforts provide school placement, stu-
dent advocacies, tutoring, counseling, employment readiness. We
have achieved a 70 to 100 percent graduation rate, and students in
the program have earned greater than 10 credits per semester over
and above their school experience in districts without foster youth
services.

What we have learned can be replicated in other out-of-home
placement communities. Affordability and accessibility of the
higher education is a serious problem for the out-of-home placed
student. Unfortunately, many out-of-home placed students do not
complete high school, let along try to access the higher education
system.

You can do a lot to make high school a possibility by urging your
peers to support expanding eligibility of Chapter 1 "N or D" to in-
clude all students living in out of home placement.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Rich Clarke followsd
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Testimony by Rich Clarke, Guidance, Consultant, Foster
Youth Services, fit. Diablo Unified School District, Contra

Costa County, California, before the House Subcommittee
on Post Secwidary Education, June 14, 1991.

The issue of affordability and accessability to higher education
strains many family systems as their children reach the point of
wanting to choose post high school education and training. For
children who were removed from their parents by the child welfare
and probation systems the first barrier to higher education is the
successful completion of a K-I2 education. I will ask you today to
make higher education closer to reality for the out-of-home placed
student.

In looking at high risk students, parul., involvement often
discriminates between the successful and unsuccessful student.

Parents of successful students establish:
learning expectations cnd reinforce them with homework

time and individual coaching or tutoring
home/school communication
participatory problem solving with school over behavior

problems
enrollment and record exchange at times of move
acknowledgement and reward of sustained scholastic effort.

A parent as an advocate for learning is a valuable model for a

student.

The caseworkers, foster parents and grOup home operators
responsible for "parenting" children in out-of-home placement are

not the active catalysts for school success portrayed above. This

lack of substitute parent/educational coach is magnified by the
schools vague sensitivity to the needs of the student living in out-
of-home placement and the eroding of personalized student services
manifested in layoff of pupil personnel workers

The students I hope you advocate for live in foster care.
As a group these students

graduate from high school at a 50% rate
average 2 placement changes a year (hence school changes)

change foster placements at limes other than semester
breaks, causing ineligibility for classes, incomplete
coursework and loss of eligibility for comprehensive high

school in a system geared to 18 week change intervals
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are prevented from enrollment because of immunization
records left in previous placements

are prevented from appropriate and rapid school placement
by lost school records

develop a "why try" attitude due to repeated loss of credit
when changing schools

Contra Costa and Sacramento Couities have 4 school based programs
which have taken on and successfully dealt with these problems for
the last 15 years. As coordinator of the Foster Youth Services for
Mt. Diablo Unified School District I am here today to urge you to
promote expansion of existing legislation aimed at those students in
out-of-home placement.

ESEA Title I, Chapter 1 program for Neglected or Delinquent (NorD)
provides a minimum funding for supplementing the education of N or
D students in group homes. With the reauthorization of this act
coming up now is the time to recognize all out-of-home placed
students are high risk for failure and dropping out. Such an
expansion of eligibility, carefully designed, wH1 promote
interagency schoo! ..,ased advocacy for success in school. In
California, Foster Youth Services efforts provide:

school placement/student advocacy
tutoring
counseling
employment readiness

We have achieved 70-100% graduation rate, and students in the
program have earned greater than 10 credits per semester over and
-.hove their school experience in districts without Foster Youth
Services What we have learned can be replicated in other out-of-
home placement communities.

Affordability and accessability to higher education is a serious
problem for the out-of-home placed student. Unfortunately, many
out-of-home placed students do not complete high school, let alone
try to access the higher education system.

You could do a lot to make high school graduation a possibility by
urging your peers to support expanding eligibility of Chapter 1 N or D
to include all students living in out-of-home placement.
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Mr. MILLER Thank you.
Bev?
Ms. WILLIAMS. I would like to say I love your town meetings. I

attend every one I hear about.
I am a social worker with the Social Service Department's Inde-

pendent Living Skills Program. Our clientele is young people, ages
16 to 18, living in foster homes and group homes.

All of our youth depend on Pell Grants and other government
funding for higher education and vocational training. They are to-
tally without parental resources. We are talking about the same
folks here.

Most of our young people cannot qualify for college because of
the disruptions in their lives which caused them to become foster
children also disrupted their schooling. The next speaker will elo-
quently cover this topic.

I will address two issues of particular concern to us. We are
trying to help our youth to obtain good job training through many
sources, including adult schools, community colleges, and private
business technical schools such as Heald Business College and Med-
Help Training.

I am going to particularly talk to the issue of the private schools
and how they can help us. The private schools have been helpful to
us because they can adapt to the individual needs of our students.
They don't have waiting lists.

They offer flexible scheduling, specific tutoring, strict attendance
and achievement demands, up-to-date equipment, professional
office setting, aggressive placement of the graduates, and short-
ened, intensive training programs from 11 weeks to a few months
in length. Short programs are important because often there is no
one to support these young people while they are in training.

Currently Pell Grant funding covers between 33 and 43 percent
of the cost of the shortest technical training programs for eligibil-
ity. This leaves students a large loan to repay as they enter their
first jobs with their basic training.

The percentage of funding should be increased. I thought that
was good that your first speaker wit the same way.

It is also important not to reduce the Pell Grant income level for
eligibility from where it is now, $10,000, which is low enough down,
so that young people employed in the lowest paying jobs can qual-
ify for grants to upgrade their job skills. So that was particularly
for private business training programs.

Secondly, I would like to address an issue facing the small num-
bers of our young people, foster youth, who are able to qualify for
college directly out of high school. The Congress has attempted to
address the special needs of foster children by establishing this in-
dependent living skills program through Title IV-E funds.

As part of this program, we are permitted to give a scholarship
to students entering college. Our experience has been, however,
that rather than applying this scholarship money to unmet needs,
some State colleges take this scholarship money, reduce another
grant, leaving the student with the same unmet financial needs.

This action on the part of State colleges is negating the intent of
the Congress to assist the most disadvantaged youth who otherwise
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qualify to enter college. This needs to be changed so that the schol-
arship goes to benefit the student rather than the State college.

A last note: When I asked foster children what I should say to
Congressman Miller, they said, tell him we need high technical
training while we are still in high school so we will be skilled when
we graduate. The first concern, so this is my little summary, Pell
funding needs to be continued and strengthened for private techni-
cal training schools. Pell Grant needs to maintain a reasonable
income level for eligibility.

Second concern, some State colleges are taking independent
living programs scholarship money, reducing other grants so that
the school ends up with the money instead of the student.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Beverly Williams follows:]
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I am a social worker with the Social Service Department's Independent

Living Skills Program. Our clientele is young people ages 16 to 18

living in foster homes and group homes. All of our youth depend on Pell

grants and other government funding for higher education and vocational

training. They are totally without parental resources. Must of our

young people cannot qualify for college because the disruptions in their

lives which caused them to become foster children has also disrupted their

schooling. The next speaker will cov..:r this topic eloquently.

I will address two issues of concern to us. We are trying to help

our youth to obtain job training through many sources, including adult

schools, community colleges and private business and technical schools

such as Heald Business College and Med-Help Training School. The private

schools have been helpful to us because they can adapt to the individual

needs of our students. They don't have waiting lists. They offer flexible

scheduling, specific tutoring, strict attendance and achievement demands,

up-to-date equipment, professional office setting, agressive placement of

graduates and shortened intensive training programs from 11 weeks to a few

months in length. Short programs are important because often there is no

one to support these young people while they are in training.

Currently Pell grant funding covers between 33% and 43% of the cost

of the shortest technical training programs for eligible youth. This leaves

students with a large loan to repay as they enter their first jobs with

their "basic training". The percentage of funding should be increased.

It's also important not to reduce the Pell grant income level for elig-

ibility so that young people employed in the lower paying jobs can

qualify for grants as they are trying to upgrade their job skills.
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REPORT TO

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

1 am a social worker with the Social Service Department's Independent

Living Skills Program. Our clientele is young people ages 16 to 18

living in foster homes and group
homes. All of our youth depend on Pull

grants and other government funding for higher education and vocational

training. They are totally without parental resources. Most of our

young people cannot qualify for college because the
disruptions in their

lives which cai;sed them to become foster children has
also disrupted their

schooling. The next speaker will cover this topic eloquently.

I will address two issues of concern to us. We are trying to help

our youth to obtain job training through many sources, including adult

schools, community colleges and private business and technical schools

such as Heald Business College and Med-Help Training School. The private

schools have been helpful to us
because they can adapt to the individual

needs of our students. They don't have waiting lists. They offer flexible

scheduling, specific tutoring,
strict attendance and achievement demands,

up-to-date equipment,
professional office setting, agressive placement of

graduates and shortened intensive training programs
from 11 weeks to a few

months in length. Short programs are important because often there is no

one to support these young people while they are in training.

Currently Pell grant funding covers between 33% and 43% of the cost

of the shortest technical training programs for eligible youth. This leaves

stUdents with a large loan to repay as they ,:nter their first jobs with

their "basic training". The percentage of funding should be increased.

It's also important not to reduce the Pell grant income level for elig-

ibility so that young people employed in the lover paying jobs can

qualify for grants as they are trying to upgrade their Job skills.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Trinity?
MS. ROBERTSON. Good morning.
I would like to begin by introducing myself. My name is TrinityRobertson.
I am 17 years old, and last night I graduated from Mt. DiabloHigh School in Concord.
I presently live in a foster home and have been in and out ofhome placement for 4 years. Because of many different changes inmy life, I have not had a stable environment in which to do mystudies and maintain my grades, which has caused my GPA to slipbelow what I could have done had I been in a stable environment.I have always wanted to attend college so that I could be self-sufficient and do the things that I felt would be good for the goodof the community, et cetera. At this point in time I am dealingwith the fact of having to move out at the end of July and be onmy own. This is very scary.

I am trying to figure out a plan to support myself while attend-ing college. The cost of an apartment, as well as other living ex-penses.
Mr. MILLER. Relax.
Mrs. UNSOELD. You are doing fine.
MS. ROBERTSON. With other expenses, it is very, very expensive.In addition to paying for an apartment I will have to have moneyto eat, pay my biils, bus fare to and from work, et cetera, et cetera.Earlier this spring I applied for the Cal and Pell Grants and wasdenied due to my GPA being 2.22 at the time, and the grants werenot given below a GPA of approximately 2.6, I am not really sureon that, regardless of the need.
My counselor, Mrs. Howell, whom you heard from earlier thismorning, expressed her concern to our foster youth services personat our school, Tom Blanks. He then called the Cal Grant office andtalked to them about my lack of money for college. He was unsuc-cessful in changing their decision.
I have since given up hope of directly entering a 4 year college. Ihave contacted the OEP office, which is an equal opportunity pro-gram, at Diablo Valley College, and I have plans to go in Mondaymorning to fill out paperwork.
Hopefully, this will help me get started on my college education,but I doubt that it will be sufficient for my needs. In my opinion,the requirements for receiving a Cal Grant should be based moreon a student's needs rather than GPA or SAT scores, which I don'tknow if they come into at all.
Students that are in foster care and group homes and have nofamily support, either parents are unable to help them or theyrefuse to help them, I believe in my opinion that these studentsshould have special consideration for funding so they can attendcollege and become a bright person of the future.Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Trinity Robertson followsj
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Rebecka?
Ms. GARCIA. Good morning. My name is Rebecka Ann Garcia. I

am a student representative of Los Medanos College in Pittsburg,
California. I have been working with USSA and CalSACC on this.

I am the youngest of six children. My parents immigrated into
this country from Mexico. My father has never had any formal
education.

My father immigrated into this country when he was 12 years
old. He came to this country because he felt he could better sup-
port his family from the United States. My mother immigrated
into this country when she married my father. She has the equiva-
lency of a 6th grade education. She cannot finish her education be-
cause she had to work so her brothers and sisters could go to
school.

My parents had great hopes for their children. After all, this is
the land of opportunity.

They were amazed that five of their six children could graduate
from high school. To my parents, graduating high school was a
great accomplishment.

When I told my parents that I wanted to continue my education,
they viewed me as a selfish and spoiled brat. They thought I should
be thinking about entering the work force to help support the
family, not going to school. They felt it was a fantasy and not a
feasible dream.

They reminded me that we were poor and only rich Americans
can afford to go to college. My father also felt that I would just get
pregnant and end up dropping out of school, as my sister did.

My first year in college I had to work a graveyard shift and a
part-time job at the college. I would get off work at 7 o'clock in the
morning, then I had to be at my part-time job at 7:30 in the morn-
ing. After that I had to attend classes, then after that I had basket-
ball practice. Then after that I had a few hours of sleep before I
had to go to work again.

My first semester at college I only dropped one class. My second
semester of college I dropped all my classes except for my PE class.

At this time I found out about financial aid. It was too late. I al-
ready dropped, but I was able to apply for the following year. Then
I was told, because I was put on academic probation, that I would
have to go to summer school in order to have financial aid for the
following year to get off academic probation.

Against my doctor's wishes, I went to summer school. I took six
units in 6 weeks and worked 40 hours a week.

The following year I went to school again. I did get financial aid,
but I had to move out. Because of the conflict with my parents of
me going to school and the constant fighting and everything, I
moved out.

I had to work two part-time jobs in order to work around my
schedule. The $700 a semester I got was just enough to pay the
bills. At times, I didn't have money to pay for groceries. If it wasn't
for my brothers, I wouldn't have eaten. Some days, if I didn't take
my lunch to school, I didn't eat all day.
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At the end of that year, spring semester, I found myself in the
hospital. The doctors thought it was an appendicitis. But it was
not, it was exhaustion. I spent 8 days in the hospital.

I now live with my parents because my parents now understand
that at, all costs, I will go to school, even at the risk of my health.
My parents now solely work so I can go to school.

My retired father with arthritis continues to work every single
day so I can go to school. My mother works a swireg shift after
watching her grandchildren so I can go to school. It rAngers me that
my father and mother must continue to work and nicrifice so much
so I can go to school.

My story is not unique. There are some that are similar, but
there are too many that are worse. It is appalling that students are
denied financial aid because of how much their parents' house is
worth. My friend was denied additional financial aid because his
parents' home was worth $120,000.

His parents combined for four peoplefor a family of four, make
$16,000, and he was denied additional aid. He is not continuing his
education. He has decided to enter the work force.

It is ridiculous that students on AFDC must pay to prove they
a re poor. My sister is on AFDC, and she has to pay $12.50 to prove
that she is poor. It is clear if you are on AFDC that you are in fi-
nancial need.

I believe that there should be adequate publicity and dissemina-
tion on student aid for students who come from socially-disadvan-
taged communities. Students who are first generation college stu-
dents do not know the system and have the right to be well-in-
formed.

The worth of parents' homes should not be a factor in denial of
financial aid for the working poor. People should not have to pay
to prove they are poor. I feel education is a right. We should feed
those who hunger for education. Those who thirst for knowledge
should be given drink, not a cutback.

We cannot afford to cut financial aid. Education is the bare es-
sence, the backbone of America. If America is going to expect to
compete in the world market, we must attempt to educate as much
as possible. If Congress is not willing to allow everyone an equal
chance at education, I question if this is America, the so-called land
of opportunity in which my parents immigrated into.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Rebecka Garcia follows:]
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Good Morning! My name is Rebecka Ann Garcia I am a Student
Representive of Los Medanos College in Pittsburg, Ca. I have
been working with U.S.S.A and CalSACC on this issue.
I am the youngest of six children. My parents immigrated into
this country from Mexico. My father never has had the
priviliage to attend any school. My father made shoes and
shined shoes as a child to help support his family. At age
12 he illegealy came into this country. He came to pursue a
better life and thought he could better support his family
from the United States. My father worked at anything that would
pay him. He worked from migrante farm worker to steal mill
work. My mother immigrated into this country when she married
my father. She had to work in a home for the family that sponsored
her immigration for one year. She has the equivalent of a sixth
grade education. She could not finish her schooling because
she had to work to help support her family and so her younger
brothers and sisters could go to school.

My parents had great hopes for their children. After all this
was the land of opportunity. They were ammazed that 5 of 6
children could graduate from high school. To my parents
graduating high school was the greatest accomplishment. When I
told them that I wanted to continue my education they vere
f,,rious. They viewed me as selfish and a spoiled brat. I shol.1,1

have been thinking of entering the work force not going to schcol.
They also felt that it was a fantiny not a feasable dream. They
also reminded me that we were*poor and only rich Americans went
to college. My father also felt I would just get pregnut as my
sister did and drop out. My first year in college I worked a full-
time graveyard shift and a part-time job at the college. I would
get off of vork at 7:00 am and have to be at my other job at 7:30am.
After my part-time job I had to attend classes. Then after classes
I would go to basketball practice for 3 hours. Then I was able
to have a few hours sleep before going to work. My first
semester I dropped only one class. My second semester I dropped
all my classes except my P.E. classes. This when I found out
about finalical aid from a instructor at the college. I had
never heard of it before I did not know there vas such a thing.
I found out I could apply for the follwing year. I was told
by the finalical aid office that I could not get finalical aid
if I did not get off of probation. Against my doctor's warnings
to Blom things down I vent to summer school. I took six units
in six weeks and worked 40 hrs a week that summer. I returned
to school the next fall. I received a pell-grant but it wasn't
enough. I had move(' out because of the conflict of me going to
school. I had to vork two part-time jobs. The $700 a semester
I did get helped to pay bills only. Many times at school if I

did not bring my lunch i did not eat all day. I rarely had money
to buy food. If it vas not for my brothers who brought
grocerys there would have been many days that I would have
gone hungry. At the end of the spring semester I found myself
in the hospital. The doctors thought it was my appendix so they
put me into emerency surgery. After the surgery they realized that
it was exhaustion. I spent 9 days in the hospital and I almost died
from phenomia. I now live with my parents because the realized
that I will obtain my dream at all costs.
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My parents now work solely that I can continue my education. My
retired father with artritis continues to work every single day
as a gardner. My mother must work a swing shift operating a
production machine standing after watching her grandchildren all
morning. It angers me that my father and mother must continue
to work and sacrifice so much so I can qo to school!!

My story is not unique there are somv similar but too many are worse
and end up giving up.

It is appalling that students are denied finalical aid because of
how much their parents house is worth. My friend was denied
finalical aid because his parents home was worth $120,(mo. He

parents combined make 16,000 a year for a family of four. He clearly

is in finalical need. I regret to say that he has given-up and
is not furthuring his education.

It is ridiculs that students on AFDC must pay to prove that they
are poor. My sister is on AFDC and she had to pay $12.50 to prove
she is poor. She barely has enough to feed he own children. There
should be some kind of fee waiver for students who are on AFDC
and are under the poverty line.

I believe that their should be adequate publicity and dissemination
on student aid for students who come form social disadvaage communities.
Students who are first generation college students do not know
the system and have the right to be well informed.

The worth of parent's home should not be a factor in denial of
financial aid for the working poor!

People should not have to pay to prove that they are poor.

EDUCATION IS A RIGHT!
WE SHOULD FEED THOSE WHO HUNGER FOR AN EDUCATION!!
THOSE WHO THURST FOR KNOWLEGE SHOULD BE GIVEN DRINK , NOT ANOTHER
CUTBACK!
WE CANNOT AFFOR TO CUT FINACIAL AID !

EDUCATION IS THE BARE ESSENCE, THE BACKBONE OF AMERICA!
IF AMERICA IS GOING TO EXPECT To COMPETE IN THE WORLD MARKET WE MUST
ATTEMPT TO EDUCATED AS MANY STUDENS AS WE CAN!
IF CONGRESS IN NOT WILLING TO ALLOW EVERYONE A EQUAL CHANCE AT EDUCATIOt
I QUESTION IF THIS AMERICA, THE SO CALLED LAND OF OPPURTUNITY IN WHICH
MY PARENTS IMMIGRATED INTO!!!
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Mr. num. Thank you to each of you.
Marti, let me ask you a question. The dismissal of the counsel-

orsand you used the term non-mandated counselirgwhat is the
distinction here? Is career guidance and educations i guidance non-
mandated?

MS. HOWELL. That is right. There are certain counseling services
that are mandated in this State; for instance, students who fail
competency tests. We do give funding in the district for those serv-
ices, but for regular counseling services, we do not get any funding
that is not mandated.

It is strictly discretionary on the part of the district. You know
what happens to discretionary income.

Mr. MILLER It is discretionary.
Well, that raises an interesting issue in light of what we have

already heard this morning and what we will hear in the other
panels. You know, historically we have said in this country that
the twothat the single largest or most expensive decision a
family might make is whether or not to buy a home.

And we believe that that is a decision that people should make
very carefully, and they do. And they spend a great deal of time
over that decision, and yet we have already heard this morning of
people potentially going into debt, $40-, $50-, $60-, $70,000 on behalf
of one or more of their children.

And yet, what you are telling me is that many of our high
schools, the dissemination of that information is simply going to be
based upon whether or not that young person goes in and asks for
the information and can find someone to explain that information
to him or her.

And the same goes with their families. You get to the families
that Rich and Beverly are working with. Then it becomes a real
problem, and you can have a number of false starts. As Trinity and
Rebecka point out, you can have a number of false starts in terms
of, you use your loan, but the loan is not enough. So then you still
drop out of school and now you are in debt and now you are start-
ing over again or in terms of trying to get to work.

So it doesn't appear that we can expect these children and fami-
lies to receive additional advice unless they are going to have to
pay for it in some fashion. Would you have a private counseling
service?

It doesn't 3xist, essentially.
MS. HOWELL. It doesn't exist as far as I know. I am sure that

there probably will be some, but I don't know that there will be a
service that can provide emotional support for these otudents who
don't believe that college is possible for them and who are not even
considering it. And it takes someone calling them in and saying,
yes, you can do this, this is possible for you. I want you to do this.

And we do that with a lot of our students over and over through
high school.

Mr. MILLER Have you thought about what your two daughters'
indebtedness might be at the end of their education? One is at UC
and one is in r. technical school.

Ms. WALLIS. Yes, I have. It will be very great for them because it
is very hard to try to work a part-time job and keep your grades up
so that you can getkeep your Cal grant. And between it all, my
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daughters get very stressed out, which in turn makes us very
stressed out.

Mr. MILLER. What do you anticipate your daughter that is at the
UC system, when she graduates, what will she owe?

Ms. WALLIS. She will owe a great amount of money. We are not
sure how much she is going to get in a Cal grant, if she is going to
be able to get a Cal grant. If she can't get a Cal grant, she is going
to have to put out the whole $10,000 for each year, which is at least
2 years.

Mr. MILLER. So in this particular year, you expect a Cal grant of
roughly about half of her costs?

Ms. WALLIS. Hopefully, yes. But so far we can't get anywhere
with the Cal grant, which makes it very stressful on the student
because they are trying to get their education, not have to deal
with Cal grant, trying to get it for them. They want to work on
their grades and their studies, not deal with Cal grants' mistakes,
basically.

Mr. MILLER. Trinity, you are going to encounter a number of
challenges this fall. Not only are you going to try to end up financ-
ing your education, but you are going to have to finance your
entire life, apparently.

MS. ROBERTSON. Yes.
Mr. MILLER. You will be out of the foster care system. You will

be on your own, and all at one time you are going to have to try to
knit together the wherewithal to survive while going to school.

Ms. ROBERTSON. I am.
Mr. MILLER. That is really what you are looking at. You are tell-

ing _us _you are going to be looking forward to that this fall?
MS. ROBERTSON. Correa.
Mr. MILLER. Beverly, you mentioned that with a lot of the stu-

dents that you are working with, that you have turned to some of
the proprietary schools, the private schools because you think they
offer you what?

Ms. WILLIAMS. The main thing is that they are adaptable and
that they have a short training program, short, you can get
through.

Mr. MILLER. So you get the young people up and on their feet
and get some income coming to them, and if they want to
pursue--

Ms. WILLIAMS. Yes, Med-Helps, the emergency medical training

Frograin,
is only 11 weeks. Our youngster that did that went direct-

y to work for an ambulance company right after that. So it gives
them a very specificnarrow maybe, but very specific, high-quality
job training in a short period of time.

They are more able to adapt to starting at odd times or coming
at odd hours, so I feel we need this. We need these schools.

Mr. MILLER. On the issues I raised about the IV-E monies, the
independent living, we are in the process of rewriting IV-Es in an-
other committee, so we will take a look at that provision.

Ms. WILLIAMS. The private colleges have also wanted to eat up
that money, but we have been able to be more threatening with
them, so they didn't dare.

Mr. MILLER. That is interesting. Maybe we will talk to you about
that afterwards. There is obviously such competition out there
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within the educational institutions looking for that money that
there are a number of circumstances in which, not only can you go
deeper into debt, but find out that you haven't accomplished your
goals time and again for young people.

And that is one of the tragedies is the debt remains, but the goal
was not obtained for some of the reasons that you pointed out.

Rebecka, you are the recipient of grants at this point, the Cal
grant, or you did not get the Cal grant because your GPA was not
high enough?

Ms. GARCIA. No, my GPA is high enough. It always has been.
This last yearnot this past academic year, the year before that, I
was able to get financial aid. But because I went into the hospital
that spring, I had to take a bunch of incompletes, and I had to
make up the incompletes.

But it was from exhaustion, it was from fatigue, and I had to
make up the incompletes before the next semester in order to get
financial aid for the next year, and I was not able to do that. So I
did notthis past year, I did not get financial aid because I wasn't
going to kill myself again for that reason, because I did that before,
and I wasn't going to do it again.

Mr. MILLER. Jolene?
Mrs. UNSOELD. Inspirational. You two are representative of some-

thing that we absolutely do not see getting any mire. We have
more and more minutely calibrated measurements for GPA, for
income tests, but nothing for drive. And if this country does any-
thing, it ought to be to help those of you with the drive that could'
make such contributions to the country later.

Because the cameras were coming in and both of you were so elo-
quent, and Rebecka, you did it so much better than I, but there
was a sentence from your conclusion that I believe ought to be re-
peated to this audience.

"Education is a right. We should feed those who hunger for an
education. Those who thirst for knowledge should be given drink,
not another cutback."

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER. Richard, let me ask you a question. This has come

up from a number of my friends who teach in elementary and
mainly in high schools, this constant movement of students now.
Teachers tell me the class you start with in September, you are
going to end up with 100 percent turnover by June or, I guess in
some cases, Mt. Diablo, that this is pointed out time and again, this
constant turnover, shifting.

In your case, it is because the child may move from onethat
young person may move from one placement to another placement
that moves them into a different high school attendance area or
what have you.

Is that what you are--
Mr. CLARKE. That is true. Throughout the K-12 span, there is a

lot of mobility and because of the mobility, they lose records, they
lose credits.

I saw something recently, the retention rate in the elementary
levels is in the 25 to 30 percent range for these kids, and by the
timewhereas the normal group, the national population retention
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is in the 17 percent range. By the time they get to high school, re-
tention is in the 40, 45 percent range.

Those kids have been retained at least 1 year by the time they
get there. When you look at eligibility, that says, at age 18, you are
out of the system, we are not going to support you any longer if
you are not going to be able to finish high school or finish a pro-
gram by your 19th birthday.

These kids become more at risk for b-ing in the homeless popula-
tion without an education as we move them through the system
and hold them back and they deal with sort of the fallout of the
placement system and the school's insensitivity to that.

Mr. MILLER. But, Marti, that is a problem in terms of a student
being qualified.

Ms. HOWELL. Yes. In addition to foster children, we also have the
problem with families that are disintegrated, single parent fami-
lies, and we have new Americans who are struggling very hard to
survive. And in some cases, they find they cannot pay their rent
and need to move or need to move in with a relative and then an-
other relative.

So we do have students moving all over, and we also have stu-
dents working and supporting their families.

Mr. MILLER. Well, obviously a much different picture, but hope-
fully the Congress will recognize a much different picture of a soci-
ety trying to educate its children, certainly, than of when I started
my higher education or even when my children started theirs, that
we have really got to appreciate the number of circumstances that
the young people find themselves in and try to adapt the system to
that instead of trying to make every child adapt to that system.

We are concentrating very hard, and tomorrow is going to come
up with a form that we can all read and parents can use and will
guarantee our security interest in those loans. And at the same
time, not just to frustrate parents and families and children that
they throw the forms away and decide that it is too difficult to get
the education.

It is really appalling what we have done. We have made the IRS
look like a simplified system, and it is wrong. The issues that one
of you raised on home equities on the value of homes, we are also
making an attempt to address that in the Congress.

Clearly the amount of somebody's equity in their home is not
always related to their wealth, and just to suggest because you
have a valuable home. And people do not have income all of the
time that will allow them to go out and borrow on that equity.

They are delighted to have it, and someday they may turn it into
personal wealth, but just as we found out at Proposition 13 in this
State, a lot of people's homes were very valuable, but they weren't
very rich. So they decided that the taxes had to be disconnected.

Well, now to connect your ability to get a student loan or a grant
based upon how long you have lived in your home and what has
happened to the equity in the home, I think people are going to
feel somewhat about the same kind of disconnect in terms of deny-
ing young people their education, so we are also looking at that
issue.

Thank you.
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Ms. GARCIA. I would just like to say something. At our college,we have a mentorship program and a program called Avance. If itwere not for that program, I would have dropped out of school along time ago and I wouldn't be continuing education. I would nothave the desire that I did. And because of programs like that iswhat gives me the desire, that gives students the desire to go on.I am not sure what the authorization act has to do with that, butI know Avance has a grant, they had a grant. If it wasn't for pro-grams like that, you would lose a lot of students. A lot of students
would be gone, and for a mentorship program.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you. The difference sometimes between stay-ing in school and dropping out of school is not terribly great, as wewill hear later from Mr. Rawlings and others who have workedwith students. The threat of dropping out, sometimes it doesn'ttake very much to keep young people in school, a little discussion,
a little sorting out of difficulties, an I people can then move on tothe next step.

Trinity, congratulations. And Rebecka and Trinity, good luck toboth of you. Thank you for spending time with us this morning.
Thank you to all of you.

STATEMENTS OF GENE ROSS, PRESIDENT, CONTRA COSTA COM-
MUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT; JANIS LINFIELD, DIRECTOR OF
FINANCIAL AID, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYWARD;
WILLIAM R. FRAZER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA; JOSE QUINTANAR, EX-
ECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATORS OF
NEW CALIFORNIANS; PATRICIA HURLEY, DIRECTOR OF FINAN-
CIAL AID AND CAREER PROGRAMS, COLLEGE OF MARIN; AND
SAMUEL KIPP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA STUDENT
AID COMMISSION

Mr. MILLER. Our next panel will be made up of Mr. Gene Ross,the President of the Contra Costa Community District; Ms. JanisLinfield, the Director of Financial Aid, California State Universityat Hayward; Dr. William Frazer, the Senior Vice President forAcademic Affairs, the University of California; Mr. Jose Quintanar,
the Executive Director of the Community College Educators of NewCalifornians; Ms. Patricia Hurley, the Director of Financial Aidand Career Programs, College of Marin; and Dr. Samuel Kipp, theExecutive Director of the California Student Aid Commission.

Welcome to the Committee and, again, your formal statements
will be placed in the record as they are written. Please feel free toproceed in the manner in which you are most comfortable, but alsofeel free to comment on what you have heard in previous panels ifyou think further clarification would be helpful or if you take issuewith that. It would also be helpful to us.

Let me say, before I ask Gene to testify, just to welcome him asthe President of what I think is an outstanding college board.Maria was introduced earlier by Assemblyman Campbell, ournewest member to the college board with great enthusiasm and ex-pertise in this subject. Maria, thank you for taking your time to bewith us at the hearing.
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And the oldest member of the college board is sitting next to her,
and that is Burt Coffy because he was on the original college board
when the came up with the idea to create a community college
system in this county.

Gene, we welcome you, and as your long-time personal friend, I
thank you for your involvement in a number of these issues.

Mr. Ross. Thank you, Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Oh, Mr. Miller, is it? I knew you when you were

poor, Gene.
Mr. Ross. I remember when we used to discuss these issues over

coffee across the table and when we used to fight with the Contra
Costa Times.

Mr. MILLER. When I was poor, we shared a house.
Mr. Ross. Welcome, again, to our school, and I would like to wel-

come Mrs. Unsoeld. 1 am sure she will be back.
Your comments on Burt Coffy are so appropriate, I would like to

say. As a matter of fact, we were just talking. He was on the board
when they were trying to decide whether to buy 200 acres here for
this college or 100 acres.

The University decided on 100 acres being the prudent thing,
and just the interest on the market value of the extra 100 acres
would have doubled our scholarships or our financial aid that we
now give, so--

Mr. MILLER. We would certainly be disappointed to find out if
Burt voted for 100 acres.

Mr. COFFY. I made the motion for 200.
Mr. Ross. That aside, I want to thank you again for inviting me

to speak.
I also do want to, by the way, mention that Rebecka Garcia, who

was so eloquent on this last panel, is going to be our student trust,
ee on our board for the upcoming year. And we are, obviously, ex-

ting some great things from her in terms of participation and
elp. We would like to mention that to you.
I would like to summarize my remarks. I have heard, and you all

heard earlier, about the problems with financial aid which are ob-
viously goiro to continue and which we need so desperately in

order to ht tlp our community and to help our students. This dis-
trict, you know, has three colleges. This is one of them.

We cover an area in virtually the whole county, and the county
is very representative, I think, of the California economy or the
California demography in that we have some industrial interior
areas, we have urban/suburban areas, some urban problems, we
have some agricultural, and we have a great deal, of course, of sub-
urban growth.

So the problems we deal with at our three colleges are somewhat
different, and of course there is a cohesiveness and a thread of con-
tinuity that we must keep. We think we do a good job of that, and
we are growing.

And we find that whereas when I first got on the board, we were
out looking for students, now we are afraid we might have to shut
the door. A.nd that brings us to the heart of my testimony, and you
had asked me to talk about accessibility and affordability.

Well, there are two different aspects to that. Certainly the one
that you are most concerned with is the financial aid to the stu-
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dents who need it so that they can go to school, not just community
colleges, but the State university system also.

I am not going to belabor that because you have a lot of testimo-
ny on that. I will mention one problem that we are concerned with,
and that is the talk of a $10,000 floor on the Pell grant, and that is
included in my testimony.

We have about 5,800 students from so-called low-income families
that receive aid here out of our 37,000 students of one type or an-
other. The administration has proposed that you include a $10,000
minimum and then take some of the savings from that and give
more aid to those that are below that threshold.

Well, in this area, certainly, the $10,000 threshold isn't very real-
istic. It would do a lot of things. It would tend to impact our acces-
sibility even more. And because of the way the State creates formu-
las for other vocational education grants, they include Pell grant
recipients as a percentage of that, we estimate that we would lose,
directly, 19 percent of our 1990-1991 vocational education funding
level if that threshold was adopted just because it would reduce the
amount of our students who are eligible for Pell grants.

And the State uses that eligibility factor as a function of deciding
how much other vocational aid we get from them, and that is in-
cluded in the testimony. And I won't cover that anymore, but that
is a problem. We certainly hope you will look at that very carefully
and what the effect is to the middle income family.

Here in California, the cost of living, the value of houses, et
cetera, et cetera, is something that is a special problem. As you
know, 40 percent of our national community college students are
here in California, so that is an impressive figure. So what you do
regarding our students in Washington has a big impact here.

Getting away, though, from financial aid, we find that, from our
perspective as board members, the problem we see today in terms
of accessibility and affordability is just keeping the school going.

Just keeping the classrooms and keeping the colleges operating,
having the money to keep the class, to keep the teachers in the
classroom, the faculty members, the counselors which you heard of,
to meet the requirements of the State and to keep our plans, of
which we, through contributions of the property owners and the
citizens of this county, we have been able to construct and which,
thank God, are paid for up until now, we have been able to put
these plans in place in a very, very timely manner.

The facilities are here, but we can't use them as best we need to
use them because of the funding problems with the State, the other
requirements that come down, the cost of living for our faculties.
And our staff tend to say, hey, you have got it, but let's don't use
it.

Well, our tuition, as you know, is not impressive. It is, in many
respects, nominal. Certainly to those who can't afford it, it is a
large amount, but the $100 for the middle-income person or even to
the second head of household is not that much money, itself. The
cost of books are a bigger problem. And of course, taking off from
work, making the living, are the other problems.

Part of the accessibility problem is just being able to have the
classrooms available and the sections available at a time when
those students who work can come to class and get the courses they
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need in a reasonable and efficient manner. And that means keep-
ing our money coming.

You say that is not a function, traditionally, of the Congress.
Well, I submit to you that maybe there are reasons for looking et
that a little harder and saying, well, maybe operationor helping
the State out with the general operation of these schools is a factor
that is important.

You will see in my testimony, I referred to some of the other
problems of our society, such as drugs. We are going to spend a lot
of money on badges and weapons and things to fight drugs, but still
the best way to fight it is through the education of the kids, the
education of the young adults, to make our society interested in the
educational habit rather than the drug habit.

And that takes a generation, and it takes a lot of confidence in
the system. But that might be a good thought in terms of helping
out impacted States, such as ourselves, who 1- ave community col-
lege systems. We need to think a little bit ahead about that.

On that same score, I noticed, among my colleagues, fellow trust-
ees, that in this eagerness to get funding from the State of Califor-
nia, that is an annual foot race. It seems to us, they are all preoc-
cupied with it, too much time is spent on it.

Our fundingthe Honorable Mr. Campbell's efforts aside, it is a
very, very difficult problem to plan efficiently when the funding for
the school seems to be up for grabs every year, and that hodge-
podge in funding approach is very inefficient.

In that race to get that funding, though, I see among our trustees
a tendency to overreact to implement programs where the results
can easily be purchased. Now, these tend to be, in most cases, voca-
tional programs, which are extremely important.

But to take students and to just put them into vocational atmos-
pheres, into what we call a training atmosphere and not to intro-
duce them into the other traditional values of the colleges, of a col-
lege education, the humanities, communications, philosophy, to
steer them away from that is a mistake on our part.

To attempt to put people into jobs because we can then go to Sa-
cremento and say, look what we did, we are not doing any service
to those students. They need a broader education.

And this school has always beenhas always had that as one of
its primary goals, and we have tried to keep that tradition. It takes
courage for all of you to help us. It takes courage for us to stay on
that course, but we have got to do it.

I think I will conclude my remarks with that, and if you have
any questions.

[The prepared statement of Gene Ross follows:]
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COD
CONTRA COSTA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

500 Court Strom. Marton, California 04553
415.220.1000. EXT. 210

TESTIMONY OF EUGENE ROSS, PRESIDENT CONTRA COSTA COLLEGE DISTRICT

Congressman Miller, Members of the Sub-Committe:

Thank you for inviting me to discuss the issues of affordability and access
to a post secondary education.

As you know, thls district covers three colleges, virtually the entire county,
and probably Is quite representative of many of our states 107 colleges.

Certainly access and affordability have different meanings depending on
your perspective. If you are an unemployed head of household with
insufficient income, it has one meaning. If you are a hard-working middle
class Independent that needs to up-grade their Sk I Is but can't find a time to
attend class and cover the Job, it means something else.

We hope to cover all perspectives.

Following Is a summary of goals we, as a community need to achieve.:

A. Student Ald
This is of course the core of the Higher Education Act discussion.
Changes to structures of aid have direct impacts here.

Following is a summary of the effect of one such proposed change.
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Summary of Likely Outcomes

The District currently has 5,814 students from low-income families who receive either Pell
Grant, BOGG, or GAIN support. The state has 294,533 such recipients.

The Administration's proposal to target Pell Grants to students with family incomes of
$10,000 or less lacks sufficient detail to determine exactly what its impact would be on
the District. Several outcomes can be expected, however:

1. There will be a decrease in the number of students who receive this support and
this will affect mostly students from middle-Income families (those with Incomes
over $18,000). Students affected by the proposed change will very likely apply for
support from other financial aid programs and thereby Increase the competition for
these additional but limited funds,

2. Based on a simulation study conducted by the State Chancellor's Office, the
District would lose about $131,298 or 19% of the 1990-91 Vocational Education
funding level. This reduction is a function of the allocation formula used for Voc
Ed funds which factors in the relative percent of Pell Grant recipients in the state
who reside in the District.

8

3. An unknown number of students would very likely have to temporarily drop out of
school to work and save for their education.

4. Middle-income students in the four-year segments would be similarty affected.
Many would be motivated to apply for admission into the District's programs.
These transfers will further tax the District's annual budget which included about
$3 million of its reserves to cover the expenses of enrolling students over the
growth limit set by the state. The District does not get compensated for
accommodating these over-cap students. This strain on the District's budget will
very likely result in students having less instruction and student support services
available to them in their efforts to reach their educational objectives.

It needs to be noted that the District cannot compensate for such additional costs as well
as the four-year segments. It does not have, for example, the capacity to field research
grants monies or to solicit substantial alumni funds as does the University of California
or the California State University system,

AVIS 41.TM
MS till
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There are other Impacts that need to be discussed such as GAIN, a program
that could help our students on AFDC immensely.

Attached is a copy of our Research News Just released, for your information.

B. Physical and Functional Issues

I. The need for better and more extensive child car,1 Is an obvious one.
The parent needs to know their child is in good hands as well as
affordable ones.

2. A critical and growing problem is for the colleges to be able to staff
and operate at 100%, day and extended day courses. Students who are
working need to dovetail work hours with class sections. (and f Ind
room in the class) THIS IS A SCARY PROBLEM. As the U.C. Systems
and C.S.U.C. Systems drop courses and make enrollments more select-
ive, we must pick up the slack. We are already over-cap. We will
need help in meeting these needs, Accommodating single heads of
household, especially re-entry women hinged on the ability to operate
a full schedule. cannot be too emphatic as to the addition to
educational quality these students provide by raising the level of
Performance of the entire class as well as creating student role
models for young K-12 students.

3. Traffic congestion and distances take away accessability to a working
student. The need for additional outreach centers and/or college sites

will grow. We are trying to acquire a campus site In the southern area of
our district for this reason. Public transportaion is extremely Important to
the econom ical ly disadvantaged.

Our district, like others, is always preoccupied with the uncertainty of
state budgets as well as the "hodgepodge" sources of funding we and our
students live with. It appears that there is a growing perception among my
colleagues that we must show Sacramento increasingly short term success
rate to gain our funding every year. Vocational Education, as Important as It
is, then tends to become our benchmark of institutional success because it
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provides short term measurements. We must have the courage to Insulate
our post-secondary institutions from thls tendancy. The traditional values
that have brought our society this far are found in the educational halls.
The phllosophy and lessons of the ages are needed by all our students. It Is
a neccesity for establisnW the educational hablt, a good alternative to the
drug habit
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The Students
We Serve
By Frank Baratta, Ph.D.
Director of Research

When t comes to entollment, commu
nity colleges do a good job-- we're hulging

at the seams --but our e fforts canhardly he

called state.oithelca
We talk to high school students and

through such programs as Two-Plus-Two
encourage them to attend college.

We welcome inquirtes front anyone.
Where changes are needed to make our
campuses congenial to a particular group

e.g., re-entry students often the

changes are made in the form of specific
counseling or new programs. We're not the

first to adopt new technology, but when it

has proved itself phone enrollment

we don't turn up our noses.
Hui community colleges don't market

themsels es as aggresstvely as, say, the A's
or the (Mints. NW do we draw upon many

of the more sophishcated techniques of
marketing targeted mailings, special
campaigns to boost entollments in certain

courses.
Often there is good reason for restraint.

The higher the attendance for the A's or
Giants, the mote the teams profit. The higher
our attendance, the more support we need

from the state and our tuing sources. If that

support isn't there and with the funding

cap, it now isn't there an aggressive

campaign to boost attendance just doesn't

make sense.
Nonetheless. cortununity 7olleges. I

think, will gradually embrace more of the
advanced techniquesof marketing and shape

them to our particular needs. CompUters
are giving lts a much better Idea of who
attends our classes, and from this data and
other sources the "why" of attendance can
often he deduced. This not only allow s us to

(Continued on Page 2)

Analysis of Student Population
Spring Semester, 1991

Enrollment by Gender

Contra Costs Dfatio Volley Lea

Group No. Pet. No, pet. No

Maio 3.207 39 4% 1004A 451% 2,714

Fend* 5.152 01 6% 12232 54 9% 3,941

Taal 8.259 100% 22,296 1000% 8.715

Ethnic Makeup

Coons Costa DiabioValey Loa

Group No, Pet. No. Pet. No,Pet

Arn 68 0 8% 145 0 1% 57

AWN 976 11 7% 1,791 8 0% 25

2.106 252% 661 3 t% 430

3220 386% 11,073 16 I% 4,579

11.106C 1.101 13 2% kW 6% 9/5

Pone 361 4 3% 648 2 9% 274

unknown Ste 6 2% 496 2 2%

T0141 6359 100% 22296 100% 6115

Place of Residence

Contr. Costs Diblo Vsar, Lea

Group No, Pet No Pet. No

Pau 8239 96 8% 21.987 9119% 8.89

Om Dot I 00% 1 0 0%

74:41 Cast 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Oth Suia 25 0 3% 131 0 6%

Forego 94 t% Ill 0 8%

Unknown 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Total 8,359 100 0% 22,296 W00% 6,71

ClOtefliihip

Contra Costa Otibto Vol* Los

Group No. Pet No, pa No.

US 6265 90 9% 22,119 992% 6.706

rotor 94 itS, 177 0 9%

insmgrant 0 01% 0 0 0%

Proles 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Smart 0 7% 0 0 0%

°that 0 0 0% 0 00%

Urimxpe 0 0 0% 0 3 0%

TOW 9159 100 0% 22296 1030% 6.71

Source Otkui oi Dom Rauch, Court Com Qum* Cape Ounct

16e85604
pa

41 3%

587%

100.0%

Madam

0 6%

3 9%

6 4%

882%
14 5%

4 t%
2 1%

100%

*isms
Oct.

99 1%

0 0%

00%
0 1%

001
OD%

000%

*Woe
Pet,

99 9%

0 t%
00%
00%
00%
0 0%

00%
1460%

Soya 1991

MUNI
No. Pet.

16.045 42 9%

21.325 57 1%

37,370 tO0.0%

fastriel

No. Pet

270 0 7%

3 026 8 1%

3211 8 6%

24.1881 86 6%

OR 9 5%

t .263 3 4%

1.15$ 31%
3/.3/0 WO%

%Mel
NO Pet.

36,921 90 6%

2 0 0%

0 0 0%
165 0 4%

280 0 7%

0 9 0%

37310 100 0%

Distekt

No. Pcl,

31.090 99 7%

280 0 7%

0 0%
0 0%

0 0%
0 0%

0 0%

37.37 180 0%
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((ontinisedfrom Page I )
pot trends quickly hut it gives us the infor-
mation lo think about beneficial changes.

To mention one possibility, once the
cop is lifted, we might tackle the late af-
ternoon dead hours.

Most students prefer to attend classes
in the moming or in the evening, after work.

Many classrooms go empty in late after-
noons. A marketing effort might focus on
attracting students in these Wile pe rr twit. As
for the "how to," tnal and error, with result,
carefully analyzed, will probably point the
way.

This issue, based on data fun Spnng
I 991. profilesour students: their ate ndance
patterns, their gender and ethnic makeups.
where they Itve, what high schools they
attended.

Foreign Studente

Cate must he taken in afigning the
number of foreign students to the need foi
such classes as English as a Second Lan-
gl149'

"Foreign" covers immigrants who are
mat:mans. Many immigrant students hat e

become c'ituens.They may or maynot need
special language instruction.

Incidentally "foreign" students can he
"residents" or "non-residents" of the state

a hig dif ference in assessing lees. It all
depends on how long they have lived here.

Male-Female Attendance
Young-Middle Age

Thew figures re flect trends of the 197th
and 19101s and indicate some clial lenge s for
the 1990s.

As noted hefore, ss omen lotyears have
outnumbered men tn attending not only our
colleges hut community cone ges in general.
The patient. however. is not uniform

Iletween the ages of I Y1 and 24 the
traditional college age men and w omen
run pretty much even in enrolment and at
some ages, men outnumber women.

About age 25, the pattern changes,
Forollnient among women soars, among
torn it drops

The reasons ., well, we know that
many of the older students are it entry
*omen and that many art mother, *hose
c hildien hat e ie e.hed ia:hool age A,,dd.nsn

through the years our colleges has e re-

Day Enrollment Full Tenn Credit Courtn by Age, Sex, Class
First Census Sprkaa Sonata, 1991

Aga

A9e1

Sex

Maw

Total
sirs

Froth,
1,370

Fermi 6,436 1,281
10121 i1.561 2.651

<113.20 Mate 2.442 968
female 2.319 906
Tota 4 161 1.614

21 24 Mae 1266 279
Fos* 1 013 156
Tot 2219 437

25 29 Mal 509 73
female 649 83
Tots 1.158 156

30-34 Male 270 II
Faso) 559 53
Tote 829 71

35.39 Male 179 11
Same. 538 15
Tow 717 59

4049 Mad 189 is
Female 668 29
Taal 557 41

500 onx Mate 268 3
Verses 687 7
Total 955 10

Ftss rm.
Soph. All Oth.

880 43

Part The
Fresh. Soph. all Oth.

1,801
675 53 2 3/6 902 919

1.755 126 4,117 1.546 1.301
440 927 103 3
117 1 871 120 4
657 2 1,798 223 7

366 8 376 291 17
223 6 354 226 12
526 16 730 509 59
63 10 165 124 54
84 20 236 145 79

161 30 403 269 113
26 4 114 58 48
60 19 223 94 tO6
88 21 33/ 156 154
t2 8 5/ 53
43 22 196 133
55 30 255 132 165
I I 9 6/ 19 ea
19 10 243 16 231
50 t9 310 135 299

1 3 93 26 112
9 3 246 96 324

10 6 339 121 406Sams Once ce Nati ReSsarch. Coal Costa
Cersevety Colepe Detect Some 1901

'InMes eye saxlvviteso nee, three *oral ape unmans

Units Attamplad Disttichsids

WW1', UMW
FLA Term 244.445 5
Pos ABM 16.662 6
ITV ApprentrcesTep 347 0
Independent Study 326 0
Work Exponent@ 18/1 0
Teta 266 271 1

WSCH FullTarrn Credit Clams
Distrietvildo

Calecto4S craws
Day 218.556 7
EdehJed Day 102.061 0
704

320.617 7

Source Mee et Csetryt 9htesem Corers 00414

Ceeswerser College DetO.Scheq 1991

oriented themseis es to serve this "mazket
Are there any other w ays we can ,erse

elk-a:rifting the pattern in a different was
suggests some possibilities.

Dui n g high ss hoed and fot shout se sen

years Altera ards many young V, uMen aft
unable to attend college f or a variety of
tra_son the most important of which mtght

larni) obligations About age 25, many
decide to resume their educations, also for

(Continued on Page 31

Total Patol.lal HMOs Attehdad
DlstrIchvide

Catal2orl Hours
Day-Ciedit 694.979 1
Day Non Crocal 17.092 0
Eteiung Coedit 338 090 6
Evering Non Credit 1.9150
Total 1.051 961

VoWans Aid Distrlehrida

No. Pet.
No Vets Ad 31,122 99 35.
Veterans 226 06%
Dapentlents 22 01%
Tett 37370

Some Othce ot Detect netseerth Cents COSta

Comorsinty Cope Dona Sesr9. 1991

14144rach Nava m published by Me
Ottsca of Wind Research AS Inquesel
COoclenewj Os cordon% Or the tocorti
mentioned should he directed to
(ryer Beretta, Ph 0
Duector ot Csotnet Research
Contra Costa commoner coupe Dot
500 Court St
Martmez. CA 94553
Phone 1415) 229 1000
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(Continued from Page 2)

a variety of reasons, perhaps the most int-
portant. a restaiming of family relations.

Now let's assume that in the happy
future the state solves OS money problems
and allocates mom funds to community
colleges. We want to boost enrollment. we
want to selve mote students, but we have
limited marketing dollars.

Dowe fashion &campaign to appeal to
women I 9-23? Or do we redouble our ef-
forts at the elementary-high school level?

Well, that's a decision for the District
to make but with statistics and with more
research we can fashion a campaign that
targets each group. For the age group lit to
25, child care might be stressed. For the
high school students, possibly the social'
life of college. If we wanted to Wised to
both groups, we could use both messages.

On the flip side, the challenge would
be to put together &campaign ot programs
that appeal to older men.

High School Students

The chart on page 5 lists the mart
feeder high schools for our younger stu-
dents and the number of students each ad-
vances to our colleges.

This is one way to define the high
school-colkge correlation geographi-
cal. School X in Town Y sends this many
students to the local community colleges.

There are many other dimensions to
assess the high school - college connection.
To mention several; college performance
as related to high school scores; perfor-
mance related to high school
socioeconomics; carver choices or drop.
out rates as related to each feeder high
school.

Community colleges are charged with
the duty to educate all students, and we
pride ourselves on our willingness to ap-
proach each student with an upen mind. We
take the students at whatever level theyare
at, and move forward from there.

But we all know, of course, that the
students bring their histories with them.
The strengths and weaknesses of then high
school canters will often be their strengths
and weaknesses of their college careers.

And in recent years. community col-
leges, recognizing their close assoc whom

(Continued on Page 4)

Evening Enrollment Full-Term Credlt Coulees by Age, Sex, Class

First CMOs Opting, 1991

Pert Time
Age Sea Tout Fmk Scce. MOth. Frock Sopti. Ail Oth.

MAIM MW
Fowls
Iota

de-20 usio
rem*
Total

21-24 Mala
Fmnabs

Tata

25-29
Twat
Tota

30-34

Fanalit
Total

35-39 Mali
Feels
Total

40-49 IA*
Fern*
Total

5,147 86 36 7
6.964 75 43 7

12,131 140 79 14

639
737

1,376

795

1,067

1.653

1.037

1253
2.340

005
1.070

!MA

636
654

1.490

738

1.341

2.0/11

32

17

17

34

11

7

19

1

3

5

it

0120

13

13

26

0
1

2

16 4

3

5

3
2 0
3 3

3
3 4

2

2
0
2

2.756
3.722
6478

635
1202

464

1,006

Seo

638
1,196

397
539
936

313
444
757

283
595
676

50 6 Ow PAW 442 0 0 0 116Twat. 649 ti 2 2 289
Total 1,090 o 2 2 405

lona olios or Dassd Nemeth. Coln Costs Comm* Cedegs Watt Stelrg I 99t
'Iticlass Ion Masa Isu mac lour Naas) apt unlacw

7/3 1310
1.3 t 7 1.620
2.020 3,330

25 3
47 1
72

e3
284 153
473 236

206 299
272 324
400 613

142 2E0
202 329
344 589

91 276
142 266
233 492

88 363
209 472
357 MS

30 276
101 274
13! 550

Day & Evening Enrollment Full-Term Credit Cotlfiell byAge, Sex, Class
First CMOS Spring SeentSter, 1991

Full
AfFt Stie Total Flesh. Sue. AN Oat.

M 405 Mat. 3.870 1,300 ess gg
Femme 4.900 1.192 1.037 90
'Total 8.776 2.772 1,972 107

<16 20 Msis 1.757 604
Fano* 1.619 654
Total 3.576 1.748

21.24 Male 1.026 281
FaTila 973 233
Total 2,409 514

2579 WO 418
Fwalis 567
Total VS

30 34 MW 245
Female 480
Toll 714

35 39 Ws 164

Twits 392
Toml 566

40-49 Mato 151

Fangio 405
TOO 646

365
437
823

374

303
677

2
2
4

9

15

24

03 St 19
121 96 16
214 191 37

52 43 18
78 71 la

120 114 34

34 18 i I
52 61 14
ft re 25

18 13 8
45 so 23
63 72 29

50 A Owl Meat 97 7 5
Farnas 199 0 lO
Tout 296 13 IS 14

Put Vol
RSA. Soph. Others

904 386 197
1.344 621 41$
2,248 LOX 613

loom Once 01 (leind Rstiortn Conn Cosa 0:crusty Coasos Disbxt, 5TTn3
1991%%OW as assionts (het nub. lout !was) sps untroso
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417
431

1348

217
407

112

100

292

Se

03 1
151 2

167 IS
174 31
341 46

ea 31
95 57

151 00

70 32 32
1711 63 63
240 as

40
124

173

25 27
77 64

102 91

48 23
154 87 115
204 110 160

te 14 47
56 41 74
74 56 121
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Active Enrollment of Students In Credit Courses

First Census Spring SernesIsr, 16191

- osy only -
CIGNA:anon

A FRESHMEN

Group Omni Total Total FR

Sdno1 Mlle 531 231 6

(01 11 or 12j Fermis 775 355 2

Total 1.305 516 a

Rnautv 7Hign IMM 835 3,407 7.115

Sdnol Fyn* 17 000 4.069 7.325

&Wants En' I Total 19 835 1.116 2.740

Tog Mass 9.366 3.636 7.121

Freshmen Feriae 11.775 1.421 1.327

Taal 741 73462 2,118

B SCOHOMORES

30-59 Sem 1/47e 2414 1 095 6711

or* 89 123 Femur 3.290 1244 668

Units Taal 5.171 2.131 7.362

More Than 59 lame 1.292 191 204

Sem or 89 On Fenn* 7.727 659 226

Urns. No Dep Tolal 3.079 .150 432

Tow Man 3.776 1 566 894

Sophomores Femme 5 017 1 903 896

Toml 8.793 3.489 1.794

C AU OTHERS

Among Man 704 189 21

Decree Orly Femme 1206 433 50

Total 1110 67:2 113

BaCA1010418 Male 2.064 195 36

Oscree oi NINA 3.076 1.043 19

Hvywr Total 5.760 1 538 85

Toss Maw 2.188 681 64

M caws Female 1282 AN 99

Tolal 7 0/0 2.160 16.1

Total A. B. C

Male 15 930 5 906 2353
Female 21 011 7,803 2,322

Totai 37 001 13,777 1 705

PR

225

353
578

I 992
2.144
1 736

2217
3.097
5.34

401

576
977

287

431

115

608
1.0o7

I .695

161

383
544

459

991

1 453

620
1 377

1,997

3 525
5 451

9 DX

Some 076ce or ISOM Research. Corti Cosu Connors CON* Sore9. 1991

STUDENTS
(Conunued from Page 3i
with high schools. have been reaching out
more to them. llse Two-Flus.Two pro-
grams are one rumple,

With reiell7C1l and statistical analyses.

we can do a ben a job in this area, not only
in identifying .mengths and weaknesses but
in suggesting and testing remedies

Finally, many of these assessments
have polsy implications: How deeply do
we investigate. what do we investigate,
when do ow questions become intrusive

The educational communit)' is now
debating these issues. The District s Re,
seanh Office and Office of information
Sy stems will be providing pertinent dila
for these deliberations.

Osy Ewing -
Total PR PR

- Everting Onry--
TOM FR PIT

44 43 256 255

se 2 4. 372 37'

92 3 14 628 2 (21

2296 1.385 911 3.132 64 3E168

2 826 1.436 1.420 &los 75 4,900

5.722 2791 2331 7 231 139 7.0113

2.340 1.386 954 3 388 65 3.321

21371 1.406 1 466 1,177 16 1.401

5211 2.794 2.120 1,665 111 7.721

697 672 225 492 27 465

159 153 401 887 51 1116

2.056 1.425 631 1,379 58 1.321

432 265 161 364 9 360

514 285 229 554 12 542

946 550 396 923 21 902

1.329 937 392 825

I 613 1338 635 1,441 43 1.118

3.002 1.975 1,027 2302 79 2223

95 37 sa 420 479

195 37 se 578 4 511

290 71 216 298 5 993

218 34 114 t 377 6 7.365

403 61 142 1,630 3 1.621

621 95 526 3.011 9 2.942

313 77 242 7,797 7 1 784

594 96 500 2200 7 2201

911 169 742 3.999 14 1965

3 962 2 3% 7.801 8.010 108 5.932

5,145 2.544 2.601 13,126 125 8 000

9 127 4 938 1.189 11.166 234 13.932

Students' Educational Objectives
Spring %Metter, 1991

osoctive CCC DVC LMC

Transfer wo M 928 I 330 539

Transfer vr,AiS 1,136 5,361 1017

AA Vassonal 583 741 585

AA General Ed 232 680 264

Cod of Actionerner9 409 461 448

Nee Job Skis 683 1,759 839

6.6untan Cod -License 168 222 284

Improve Basc Sit& 658 928 530

Personal lnIcrest 2697 3.335 1.011

Source Once ot DOW Rossano Cones COCA Contruney Comer Nand

NOW Datt irsm lonns fibtl OA vi 5Contl. 1991 Wants were obi to Newly *earns

5 ,/
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Analysis of Student Enrollment
Spdng Semester, 1991

Level of Educatlon

Contra Costs IMMO Vaasa Los Winos

Grote No. Pct. No. Pct No. Pat

kur SOW 622 7 4% 522 2.3% t63 2 4%

Rosman 4,537 54 3% 11.150 50 0% 4.484 66 tt%

Soonancts 996 1 i 9% 4.051 162% 732 10 9%

08144 trona( 131 8 7% 1.976 8 9% 319 4 8%

AA Dec 443 5 3% 1.070 4 8% 4133 6 0%

BA Dsg . 1.030 ¶ 2 7% 3 527 158% 617 9 2%

lAtuve 0 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Total 1359 100 0% 22296 100.0% 6.715 100 0%

Pattem of Enrollment

Cadre Costs DIsOlo Vaasy Los *dance

Group No Pat No. Pot No. Pct

Day C4 3110 kJ 2% 7,491 33 8% 2.590 38 5%

Day Na9 Cr 293 3 8% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

WA 20 0 2% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Day EAtC.4 1.8904 21 6% 5.666 25 4% 1.539 22 9%

Day Ev69458 C, 1 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Both 9 0 1% 109 0 5% 0 0 0%

Evott 2.597 31 1% 8.929 40 0% 2.586 38 5%

botion Ce 18 0 2% 48 0 2% 0 0 0%

Boat 0 0% 53 0 2% 0 0 0%

Liremegn 0 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

TOW 6.159 100 0% 22.296 100 0% 6.715 100 0%

Status at Enrollment

Centro Costs Disblo Viler, Los Msdsnos

Group No. Pct No Psi. No. Ptt.

191 7011 2588 31 0% 5 304 23 8% 2.104 31 3%

to Nos* 796 9 5% 2532 11 4% 006 12 0%

Br Dans 165 2 2% 832 3 7% t 23 1 9%

fisynng 1 116 13 1% 2.418 1013% 735 10 9%

Cont." 3 641 43 6% 11210 50 7% 2.961 43 8%

1 0itros9 0 0 0% 0 0 0% 0 0 0%

Total 1159 100 0% 22296 100 0% 6.715 100 0%

District

No. PM

i .307 3 5%

20.171 51 0%

5.779 15 5%

3.026 8 1%

1.913 5 t%
5.174 13 8%

0 00%

37.3/0 100 0%

DIstnct

No. Pct

13 691 36 6%

299 0 8%

20 0 1%

9909 24 1%

1 0 0%

118 0 3%

14.112 37 8%

66 0 2%

54 0 1%

0 0 0%

37.370 103 0%

Vital
No. Ptt.

9 996 26 '',
I 134 1 .

1 146

1.299 11 5%

17 795 47 6%

0 0 0%

37.370 ¶ 00 0%

District Feeder High Schools

AU Credit Students

Comm Costs Public Schools

School Male WWII

Acalane6 54 62

Om** 59 72

Mts3c11 Add is 21

Antioch NO 162 192

Unarms 81 88

Gnome° 43 33

Clayton Vale) 153 159

COAgge Pa* 124 133

Concord KO 121 113

Ds Ann 68 97

Del Mpg 19 15

Del Oro 12 20

DO Vas I 3

Deka HO tS 8

El Congo 68 107

ESs HO 10 17

Gonvors Kph 15 13

.1000 Swett 30 36

Kennedy 45 76

Las Lomas 69 78

Liberty 72 95

Mearnorte 26 31

Mot* Vsla 66 58

Mt Deblo14441 2 1

Mt Deblo Flyn 93 101

Nodttgate 69 81

01(199169 42 57

Paa5C1 Rit1 0 3

Pinc4s Volley 152 147

Patiburg 87 93

Pleasant Ha 9 10

Retyncond Bch 69 109

Sal Ramon Valey 92 88

Mow 198n 0 t

Vunsoo Valley 127 132

Total 2.067 2.351

Contra Costs PrIvati Schools

Caroodeeal 0 78

Da Li Salle 713 0

Salmon 22 3

Otnef 80 90

Total 180 17t

I

Group

F ull Try
PIA Tin
No9 C.4,01

Tr9a1

50590s Olks

Type of Student

Contra CoNs Diablo Verily 1.01 Madanos

No Pet No pst No. ptr.

2 029 242% 6 567 29 5% ¶ 210 18 9%

6021 720% 15 661 70 7/. 5 445 en %

318 3 e% 46 0 2% 0 0 0%

8 159 100 0% 22296 1000% 6 715 100 0%

Daryl .....saA9 Cool CcAs Commey Cap, DAV

District

Nu. Pct.

9.877 26 41t,

27 127 72 6%

366 1 0%

37 370 t30 "

Recent HS Graduates

from Other Counties (Top 5)

Put414 Schools We hmele

Kameda 320 357

Los Motass 61 78

San F ranosco 67 122

San Mateo 38 48

Solaro 112 t 06

sow:. 09.* 91 DsIct Relost79 CAM Costa
04creutty Colito Wad. scmg. 1991

BEST CVY AMIABLE
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Student Distribution by Age

Spill!: Semester, 1991

Age Group

Contra Costa

No. Pct.

Diablo Valley

No. Pct.

Los Medanos

No. Pct.

District

No. Pct. 1

Under 18 536 54% 493 22% 122 1.8% 1,151 3.1% ;

Age 18 326 3.9% 1,579 7.1% 346 5.2% 2.251 6.0%
le 19 523 6.3% 2.560 11 5% 577 8.6% 3.660 9.8%
Age 20 536 6 4% 2.362 10.6% 473 7.0% 3.371 9.0%
Age 21 426 5. t % 1.615 72% 359 5.3% 2,400 6.4%
Age 348 4 2% 1,088 4.9% 251 3.7% 1,687 4.5% ,

Ag n 263 3 1% 863 3 9% 226 3.4% 1.352 3.6%
AgL 24 256 3 1% 691 3.1% 202 3.0% 1.149

;

3.1%
Age 25 242 2 9% 668 3 0% 175 2.6% 1.085 2.9%
Age 26 240 2.9% 614 2.8% 222 2.3% 1,076 2.9%
Age 27 259 3 1% 553 2.5% 200 3.0% 1,012 2.71
Age 28 214 2 6% 545 2.4% 214 3.2% 973 2.6%
Age 29 213 2.5% 492 22% 193 2.9% 898 2.4%

30.34 968 11 6% 2.039 9.1% 979 14.6% 3,986 10.7%
35.39 e55 10 2% 1,637 7.3% 802 11.9% 3.254 8.8%
43.44 643 7.7% 1.516 6 8% 578 8.6% 2,737 7.3%
45 49 380 4 5% 1.113 5.0% 370 5.5% 1.863 5.0%
50 54 234 2 8% 735 3.3% 190 28% 1,159 3.1%
5559 157 1 9% 394 1 8% 102 1.5% 653 1.7%
60.64 155 1 9% 278 1 2% 60 0.9% 493 1.3%
65.69 185 2.2% 185 0 8% 25 0.4% 395 1.1%

Over 69 387 4 6% 272 1 2% 33 0.5% 692 1 9%
Age Unkn. 13 0.2% 4 0 16 0.2% 33 01%

Source Ora ol Lkstnci Research. Contra Costa Community CoSoge Dcstnci.

CoMra Costa Community
College District

ourt Street
Martinet. CA 94553

Governing Board
hu Arne II Itoss. President
Witham M ( Wet '. l' residentle K Wolters. Fs, maw
Maria 1' Vtramontes
William P Moses

I ha ncellor
John Cathatt
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Janis?
Ms. LINFIELD. My name is Janis Linfield. I am Director of Stu-

dent Financial Aid at California State University, Hayward. I have

18 years of experience in the student aid field.
Today, I am speaking on behalf of the California State Universi-

ty at the request of 3ur Office of the Chancellor. I certainly appre-

ciate this opportunity to discuss the reauthorization issues impor-

tant to the California State University. I plan to talk about a pro-

gram delivery system and quality control, need analysis, and grant

aid and debt burden.
With regard to program delivery and quality control, in describ-

ing the 1990-1991 student aid application for California, that docu-

ment has six pages of instructions to families and 71 numbered

questions.
Many of the questions are repetitive. The form is designed pri-

marily to evaluate the complicated financial positions of high-

income families, not those of low-income families.
We need to design an application to meet the needs of low-

income students. For colleges that do need a more detailed infor-

mation on higher income families, we could develop a bifurcated

approach, where colleges could opt to collect additional information

from the higher income families if they felt it was needed.

This would eliminate the need for low-income families to com-

plete a long, complicated form, many questions of which are not ap-

plicable to their family situation. The CSUs support NASFFA's

plan for reform, our national association in terms of determining
eligibility for Federal student financial aid.

That plan supports the automatic, full eligibility for students or

parents receiving AFDC. It supports the elimination of questions

about assets for parents with low incomes who file a 1040A or a
1040EZ or who do not file a 1040, and it caps home equity at three

times the family income.
The plan also emphasizes approval judgment by the financial aid

administrator as key to need analysis methodology. Regarding need

analysis, the CSU endorses a single need analysis computation for

campus-based Pell grant programs.
This approach would reduce confusion and complexity for both

the students and the institutions. It would also eliminate the con-

gressional practice of adjusting Pell grant methodology to fit pro-

gram funding levels.
The need analysis methodology, itself, should be removed from

the statute. In statute, it becomes less responsive to regulatory
changes necessary as a result of changing demographics of the ap-

plicant population.
We would like to consider alternatives, one being establishing

broad need analysis goals in the statute, and then the specific
methodology being developed by another agency or committee; for

example, the Department of Education or the Congressional Stu-

dent Flnancial Aid Advisory Committee in conjunction with the
higher education community.

Specific recommendations regarding need analysis are contained

in the written testimony, and I won't go through them today,

orally.
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With regard to grant aid and debt burden, over the last 10 yearperiod, there has been a sharp increase in student loans as opposedto grant assistance. In 1979-1980, grants represented 70 percent ofall available State and Federal financial aid programs. Loans, 19percent.
Ten years later, in 1989-1990, grants declined to 49 percent andloans increased to 46 percent. Approximately one-half of all CSUaid recipients have some degree of unmet need which, in the aggre-gate, represents almost one-fourth of the total need demonstratedby CSU students.
This results in a very heavy reliance on heavy student loans andon student employment. It forces many students to enroll part timeinstead of full time, thus delaying graduation and entry into theemployment market.
Financial aid is a critical element in attracting and sustainingenrollment. It provides access and ensures the abilities of studentsto remain in college until graduation. We have a clear need for ad-ditional Federal grant funds. First, to fill the gap of each student'sunmet financial aid; and secondly, to help reduce the student loanand work component in students' financial aid package.I would like to address the 5 year limit on Pell grant eligibility.It poses a severe hardship for transfer students, which our systemparticularly is interested in, many of whom must make up subjectdeficiencies to satisfy degree requirements at CSU.The current required institutional standards of satisfactory aca-demic progress negate the need for that 5 year limitation on Pellgrant eligibility. The CSU supports an increase in the Pell grant to$4,500 a year. The maximum award would qualify for $2,750 forliving expenses plus 25 percent of tuition and fees, not to exceed$1,750 minus the family contribution.

This would address low-income students by increasing the maxi-mum award, and it would extend eligibility to students frommiddle income families with incomes up to $47,000. And it address-es the erosion in grant assistance, which has happened over theyears.
There is also a need for additional grant founds for post-bacca-laureate students. We would like to consider extending eligibilityfor SEOG and Pell grant to post-baccalaureate students who areenrolled in a program leading to a teacher credential.
Becoming a fully-credentialed teacher in the State of Californiarequires completion of a year of approval preparation, 30 unitsbeyond the baccalaureate degree.
The growing reliance on loans as opposed to grant assistancemeans that the students have a heavY debt burden by the timethat they receive their bachelor's degree, and even more, once theyreceive their teacher credential, Of course, California, like manyother States, faces a growing shortage of qualified teachers.Just in summary, I would like to say that, in terms of programdelivery and quality control, we would like to see the applicationshortened. We would like to develop a short form for low-incomefamilies, and we would like to utilize existing databases to elimi-nate verification and documentation procedures.
For example, why ask a question about citizenship? Why not justlook at the INS database. Utilize those databases rather than
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asking the questions on the form. In need analysis, we endorse a
single-need analysis. We want to remove it from the statute.

In terms of a little bit of detail, we would like to eliminate the
dislocated worker and displaced homemaker criteria and allow that
to be taken care of through approval judgment. We would like to
revise the married student formula, revise the treatment of parents
in college and deal with problems concerning the confusion of Vet-
erans' benefits.

In terms of grant aid and debt burden, we would like 6- --werse
the current trend of increasing loans at the expense of the grant
program funding. We would like to increase the availability of
grant funds to fill unmet financial needs of students, and reduce
growing reliance on loans.

We would like to extend Pell grant eligibility from 5 years to at
least 6 years for students completing their first undergraduate
degree, and extend Pell grant and SEOG eligibility to post-bacca-
laureate students in recognized teacher credential programs and
increase grant funds available to graduate students if possible.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Janis Linfield follows:]
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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED

JUNE 14, 1991
FIELD HEARING

TESTIMONY
JANIS LINFIELD

DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY, HAYWARD

ON BEHALF OF
THE OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR

THE CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

1. Introduction

A. Janis Linfield

1. Director of Financial Aid, California State University, Hayward

2. 18 years experience in financial ald

B. I am speaking on behalf of the California State University at the request of the
Office of the Chancellor

C. Appreciate opportunity to discuss some of the reauthorization issues important
to the California State University

D. Testimony today addresses following student aid issues

1. Program delivery system and quality control

2. Need analysis

3. Grant aid and debt burden

E. To understand issues in relation to CSU, following background information may
be helpful

I. CSU enrolls over 369,000

2. Twenty campuses

3. Largest public, fouryear university in nation

4. CSU financial aid applicant and recipient profile

a. 1990/91: over 190,000 financial aid applicants

b. 1991/92: estimate over 200,000 applicants

E; 0
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c. Approximately 89,000 CSU students receive financial aid totalling over
$305 million from federal and state sources

1. 76 percent from federal sources

2. 24 percent from state sources

S. Financial aid funds insufficient to meet needs of this applicant group

II. Program Delivery System and Quality Control

A. 1990/91 SAAC has 6 pages of instructions to families and 71 numbered questions

1. Many questions repetitive

2. Designed to evaluate the complicated financial positions of high-income
families, not those of low-income families

B. Need to design an application to meet needs of low-income students

1. For colleges that need more detailed information on higher income
families, develop a bifurcated approach

a. College has option to collect additional information

b. Eliminates need for low-income families to complete a long,
complicated form, many questions which are not applicable to their

family situation

C. CSU supports NASFAA's "Plan for Reform"

1. Determination of program eligibility for federal student financial aid

a. Automatic full eligibility for students or parents receiving AFDC

b. Elimination of questions about assets for parents with low incomes who

file a 1040A or 1040EZ or who do not file a tax return

c. Utilizes federal database matches in order to eliminate questions form
financial aid application, e.g., INS, IRS, Social Security, Selective

Service

d. Caps home equity at three times incOme

2. Proposed student aid application is only two pages long

3. Resource analysis determines eligibility for non-federal financial aid
eligibility

4. Emphasizes professional Judgment by financial aid administrator as key to

need analysis methodology.

2
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III. Need Analysis

A. CSU endorses a single need analysis for campus-based and Pell Grant programs

1. To reduce confusion

a. Many students receive Pell Grant SAR before hearing from campus

b. If SAR indicates ineligibility for Pell Grant, many students are
discouraged and fail to complete applications for admission and
financial aid assuming ineligibility for all other financial aid programs
even though they would be eligible for other Title IV, state, and
institutional financial aid funds

2. To reduce complexity of program administration at campus level

3. To eliminate Congressional practice of adjusting Pell Grant methodolou to
fit program funding levels

B. Need analysis methodology should be removed from statute

1. In statute, less responsive to regulatory changes necessary as a result of
changing demographics of applicant population

2. Consider alternatives

a. Establish broad need analysis goals in statute, and

b. Develop specific methodology by another agency or committee, e.g.,
Department of Education or Congressional Student Financial Aid
Advisory Committee, in consultation with hipher education community

3. CSU supports the development of one need analysis methodology to be used
to determine student eligibility for all Title IV financial aid programs, i.e.,
collapse Pell and Congressional Methodology into one methodology

C. Dislocated worker and displaced homemaker

1. Eliminate from Congressional Methodology

2. Would represent effort toward simplification at federal level by reducing
confusing instructions and number of questions on financial aid application

3. Allow campus financial aid administrators to exercise professional
judgment in these cases

D. Married student formula

I. Should be revised, especially for those without dependent children

3
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2. Tends to underestimate family contribution for married students without
dependents and overestimate family contribution for single parents

E. Parent in college

1. Current methodology allows parental contribution to be reduced when
parent attends college at least hal "time but there is no requirement that
the parent be enrolled in degree o, certificate program

2. Many hi0income parents are counseled by "financial planners" to enroll in
college specifically to reduce parental contribution

3. At a minimum, parents, just as students, should be required to enroll in a
degree or certificate program in order to reduce parental contribution; or

4. Do not automatically adjust parental contribution by parent in college but
allow campus aid administrator to adjust the parental contribution if
parent's enrollment actually generates financial burden on family

F. Veteran's Benefits

1. Current rules which treat V.A. benefits differently are confusing to
students and aid administrators

2. V.A. educational benefits should be treated as a resource to meet student's
financial need, not as student income

IV. Grant Md and Debt Burden

A. Over the last 10year period, sharp increase in student loans as opposed to grant
assistance

1. In 1979/80, grants represented 70 percent of all available state and federal
financial aid; loans, 19 percent

2. In 1989/90, grants declined to 49 percent of all available financial aid; loans
increased to 46 percent

B. Unmet financial need of CSU students

1. Approximately 50 percent of all CSU aid recipients have some degree of
unmet need which in the aggregate represents almost onefourth of the
total need demonstrated by CSU students

a. Results in heavy reliance on student loans

b. Results in heavy reliance on student employment

c. Forces many students to enroll parttime instead of fulltime, thus
delaying graduation and entry into employment market

4
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2. Unmet financial need:

a. Undergraduates: averages $1,890

b. Postbaccalaureate/graduate students: averages $2,325

c. All students: average $1,926

C. Financial aid is critical element in attracting and sustaining enrollment, i.e.,
providing access and ensuring ability of student to remain in college until
graduation

D. Clear need for additional federal grant funds

I. To first fill the gap of each student's unmet financial need

2. To second, help reduce the student loan and work component in student's
financial aid package

E. Number of Years Restriction on Eligibility for Pell Grant Program

I. The 5-year limit on Pell Grant eligibility poses a severe hardship for
transfer students, many of whom must make-up subject deficiencies to
satisfy degree requirements at the CSU

2. The required development and administration of institutional standards of
satisfactory academic progress in compliance with federal regulations
negates the need for a limit on Pell Grant eligibility

3. CSU supports increase in Pell Grant to $4,500

a. Maximum award would equal $2,750 for living expenses plus 25 percent
of tuition/fees (not to exceed $1,750) minus EFC

b. Addresses low-income students by increasing maximum award

c. Extends eligibility to students from middle-income families with
incomes up to $47,180

d. Addresses erosion in grant assistance

F. Need additional grant funds for postbaccalaureate students.

1. Consider extending eligibility for SEOG and Pell Grant programs to
postbaccalaureate students who are enrolled in programs leading to a
recognized teaching credential

a. Becoming a fully credentialed teacher in California requires
completion of a year of professional preparation, 30 units beyond
receipt of the baccalaureate degree

(1) The growing reliance on loans, as opposed to grant assistance,
means that student has a heavy debt burden by the time they
receive bachelor's degree

5
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(2) The in-service or student teaching requirements for teacher
credential students virtually precludes part-time employment as

a means of financing the addition training required for a teaching

credential.

b. California, like many other states, faces a growing shortage of
qualified teachers.

2. Consider developing a program similar to the SEOG and/or Pell Grant

Title IV programs for graduate students

VII. Graduate Financial Aid

A. Early Identification Program

1. Establish a federal umbrella program that includes both the McNair and

Title 1X,A programs

2. Expand combined programs to provide greater opportunities for more
institutions and more students.

B. Programs for financial disadvantaged/underrepresented students

I. Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Awards

a. Continue to authorize funding for the Patricia Roberts Harris
Fellowship Program

b. Authorize funding that doubles the number of Harris Fellowships

2. Ensure graduate fellowship awards for graduate programs at institutions

where both the academic master's degree and the professional master's

degree are the highest degrees awarded.

3. Inprease support for faculty in non-doctoral degree programs

.- ......,

VI 11. Summaii,

A. Program delivery system and quality control

1. Shorten application

2. Develop short-form for low-income families

3. Utilize existing data bases to eliminate verification and documentation

procedures

B. Need analysis

1. Endorse single need analysis

2. Remove from statute

3. Eliminate dislocated worker and displaced homemaker

6
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4. Revise married student formula

S. Revise treatment of parent in college

6. Count 100 percent of V.A. Educational Benefits as student resource, notincome

C. Grant aid and debt burden

1. Current trend of increasing loans at expense of grant program fundingmust be reversed

2. Increase availability of grant funds to fill unmet financial needs ofstudents and to reduce growing reliance on student loans
3. Extend Pell Grant eligibility from 5 to at least 6 years for studentscompleting first undergaduate degree
4. Extend Pell Grant/SEOG eligibility to postbaccalaureate students enrolledin recognized teacher credential programs
S. Increase grant funds available to graduate students

7
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Bill?
Mr. FRAZER. I am Bill Frazer, Senior Vice President for Academ-

ic Affairs, University of California. You have my written testimo-

ny. Let me just emphasize a few points that I hope underscore and

complement some of the other remarks you are hearing.

Let me put it in the context of the regents' policy on the admis-

sion to the University of California and read you one sentence.

Policy contemplates a student body that, quote, encompasses the

broad diversity of cultural, racial, geographic, and socioeconomic

backgrounds characteristic of California.

Achieving this goal relies just as much on the availability of stu-

dent financial aid as it does on the quality of our student Affirma-

tive Action programs. What you are considering talking about ex-

amining is of vital importance to us all.

The point has been made several timesyou made it, Represent-

ative Millerthat the costs are going up. The costs are going up.

Costs of education are going faster than income and faster than the

availability of financial aid. We have seen it in the University of

California over the past year in a couple of forms, particularly

strongly.
We see it affecting middle-income students increasingly. Our fees

have to go up next year by $650, almost a 40 percent increase. This

is a response to the State budget crisis that you have been hearing

about. This increasingly impacts on middle-income students.

We have recognized that we have more needy middle-income stu-

dents now and we are doing several things. One is we are setting

aside some of this fee increase so that we can cover the fee increase

for needy and newly needy students.
Secondly, we are now investigating the possibility of creating a

loan program with our own resources for middle-income students.

But the crunch is felt, particularly strongly also at the lowest

income students, and it is just the issue that was just mentioned,

namely the balance of grants and loans.

Student loans just should not be the primary vehicle available to

our neediest students. It is not effective. It is not going to enable us

to diversify the student body and to attract low income students

from families that have not previously benefited from higher edu-

cation.
Now, Let me turn to a point that, looking at the panelists, prob-

ably no one else will make, and that is graduate education. It is

particularly of interest to the University of California. As you

know, we play a key role in the production of doctoral degrees for

the Nation.
You may not know that the University of California produces ap-

proximately 10 percent of the Ph.D.s produced in this country. We

are facing a condition that threatens our national economy and

higher education in the late 1990s in having a well-documented

study document the shortage, shortfall in the production of Ph.D.s.

iii the sciences, engineering, the studies for the International Sci-

ence Foundation are all well known. It is perhaps less well-known

that we face a shortage of qualified faculty across the board. This is

going to be a period of rapid turnover, retirements from the univer-

sities, and in some cases, such as in California, growth.
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The University of CaliforniaI think this number will surpriseyou we anticipate needing to hire between now and the year 2005,10,000 faculty members. Now, where are these faculty membersgoing to come from?
Of course, from graduate students, the population of our univer-sity and others. This means a great increase in the amount of grad-uate education in the late 1990s.Graduate education depends upon financial support to graduatestudents. Student support is a vital issue. This period of rapid fac-ulty turnover also gives us an opportunity. It gives us an opportu-nity to diversify the faculty, provided that the pool from which wecan recruit is diverse. So, again, graduate student financial aid iscritical.

Although much of graduate student support is provided by theinstitutions themselves, teaching assistanceships, for example, andby research grants from other Federal agencies, I want to empha-size to you the importance that the Higher Education Act places inaffirming Federal interest in the development of the diverse futurefaculty.
In addition, the Higher Education Act authorizes the only Feder-al programs that support graduate education in the humanitiesand social sciences. Although the Ph.D. shortage in the sciencesand engineering has received more attention, the faculty shortagein the humanities and social sciences will also be severe.I want to leave you with this point because I think now one elsewill make it, Don't forget the graduate students.Thank you.

[The prepared statement of William R. Frazer follows:]
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Testimony of William R. Frazer
Senior Vice President--Academic Affairs
University of California

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT HEARING
EDUCATION AND LABOR SUBCOMMITTEE

ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
JUNE 14, 1991

DIABLO VALLEY COLLEGE, PLEASANT HILL, CALIFORNIA

GOOD MORNING. MY NAME IS WILLIAM FRAZER, AND I AM THE SENIOR

VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS FOR THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA SYSTEM. ON BEHALF OF PRESIDENT GARDNER, WHO IS UNABLE

TO APPEAR BEFORE YOU TODAY, I WANT TO THANK THE COMMITTEE FOR

PROVIDING THE UNIVERSITY WITH THIS OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS YOU ON

THE TOPIC OF THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF

1965.

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT IS THE ARTICULATION OF A FEDERAL

COMMITMENT TO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION. THE RENEWAL AND EXPANSION

OF THAT COMMITMENT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT 10 THE UNIVERSITY AND

TO THE NATION AS A WHOLE. MY REMARKS THIS MORNING WILL FOCUS ON

THE CONTEXT FOR THAT RENEWAL--THE CONDITIONS TN HIGHER EDUCATION

THAT CONGRESS WILL NEED TO ADDRESS AS IT REAUTHORIZES THIS VITAL

AND FAR-REACHING STATUTE.

THE PRINCIPAL ISSUES I WANT TO ADDRESS TODAY ARE AFFORDABILITY,

AccEss, AND DIVEKUTI. ALL THREE OF THESE ISSVt' ARE OF NATIONAL

CONCERN AND MERIT THE PARTICULAR ATTENTION OF CONGRESS IN ITS

DELIBERATIONS ABOUT THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT.

1
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THE UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS POLICY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA, ADOPTED BY THE REGENTS IN 1988, ANNOUNCES THE

UNIVERSITY'S INTENT TO ENROLL, ON EACH OF ITS CAMPUSES, A STUDENT

BODY THAT NOT ONLY MEETS THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, BUT ALSO

"ENCOMPASSES THE BROAD DIVERSITY OF CULTURAL, RACIAL, GEOGRAPHIC,

AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC BACKGROUNDS CHARACTERISTIC OF CALIFORNIA." THE

UNIVERSITY OPERATES A BROAD RANGE OF ACADEMIC OUTREACH PROGRAMS,

SOME IN PLACE FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS, WHICH IDENTIFY PROMISING

JUNIOR HIGH AND HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FROM DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS,

PROVIDE ACADEMIC ADVISING SUPPORT, AND ENCOURAGE THESE STUDENTS

TO PREPARE THEMSELVES FOR POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION.

BUT ACADEMIC PREPARATION FOR COLLEGE IS ONLY PART OF THE PICTURE.

ACCESS TO POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION ALSO ENCOMPASSES ISSUES OF COSTS

AND FINANCIAL AID. THE UNIVERSITY HAS SEVERAL CONCERNS IN THIS

AREA, WHICH I KNOW ARE SHARED BY MY COLLEAGUES IN CALIFORNIA AND

ACROSS THE NATION. THE FUNDAMENTAL ISSUE IN THE AREA OF

AFFORDABILITY IS THAT COSTS ARE RISING FASTER THAN FAMILY

RESOURCES. LET ME CITE A CASE IN POINT. THE UNIVERSITY HAS HAD

TO RAISE ITS FEES SHARPLY FOR THIS COMING ACADEMIC YEAR.

RECOGNIZING THAT NEEDY MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS, AS WELL AS LOW

INCOME STUDENTS, WILL NEED SOME HELP WITH THE HIGHER FEE, THE

UNIVERSITY IS PROVIDING TO THE CAMPUSES ENOUGH FUNDING TO COVER

THE FEE INCREASE FOR NEEDY AND NEWLY-NEEDY S1UDENTS. INDEED, OUR

CONCERN FOR THE DIFFICULTIES CONFRONTING MIDDLE INCOME FAMILIES

2
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HAS PROMPTED US TO EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITY OF CREATING, WITH

UNIVERSITY RESOURCES, A LOAN PROGRAM FOR MIDDLE INCOME STUDENTS.

ANOTHER ISSUE OF CWICERN IS THE DECREASING PURCHASING POWER OF

GRANT SUPPORT FOR NEEDY STUDENTS. THE UNIVERSITY BELIEVES THAT

STUDENT LOANS SHOULD NOT BE THE PRIMARY VEHICLE AVAILABLE TO OUR

NEEDIEST STUDENTS FOR FINANCING THEIR COLLEGE EDUCATION. DURING

THE UPCOMING REAUTHORIZATION PROCESS IT IS ESSENTIAL THAT CONGRESS

RENEW THE NATIONAL INVESTMENT IN AN EDUCATED POPULACE. ALL

ASPECTS OF OUR DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL WELL-BEING ARE ENHANCED

BY ENSURING THAT ALL THOSE WHO ARE ACADEMICALLY QUALIFIED HAVE THE

SUPPORT THAT ENABLES THEM TO ATTEND COLLEGE, NO MATTER HOW LITTLE

THEIR FAMILIES ARE ABLE TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARD THE COST OF THAT

EDUCATION. THIS SUPPORT WILL, OF COURSE, COME FROM VARIOUS

SOURCES, FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDING, INSTITUTIONAL SOURCES, AND THE

INDIVIDUAL STUDENT, BUT THE FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO AN EDUCATED

CITIZENRY MUST BE FIRM AND UNEQUIVOCAL.

PROVIDING ACCESS TO HIGHER EDUCATION MEANS MORE THAN MERELY MAKING

SURE THAT FUNDING IS AVAILABLE FOR THOSE STUDENTS WHO MANAGE TO

CROSS THE THRESHOLD. MANY STUDENTS--AMONG THEM MANY DISADVANTAGED

STUDENTS AND STUDENTS OF COLOR--DO NOT EVEN START DOWN THE PATH

TOWARD OUR DOOR BECAUSE THEY ARE CONVINCED THAT A COLLEGE

EDUCATION IS COMPLETELY UNAFFORDABLE. WE KNOW THIS IS NOT TRUE.

FINANCIAL AlD IS AVAILABLE FOR NEEDY STUDENTS, AND THE PROGRAMS

AUTHORIZED UNDER THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT ARE THE FOUNDATION (AND

3
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AT MANY COLLEGES, THE BULK) OF THAT AID. OUR KNOWING THIS,

HOWEVER, DOES NOT CHANGE THE FACT THAT UPPER ELEMENTARY AND JUNIOR

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS ARE MAKING ACADEMIC DECISIONS ABOUT WHETHER

TO PURSUE COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSEWORK BASED ON A MISPERCEPTION

ABOUT THE AFFORDABILITY OF COLLEGE AND THE AVAILABILITY OF AID.

THE DIVERSITY OF THE FRESHMAN CLASS OF FALL, 2000 WILL BE DECIDED

DURING THE SAME TIME PERIOD THAT YOU AND YOUR COLLEAGUES WILL BE

FINALIZING THE PROVISIONS OF THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT. STUDENTS

AND, MOST IMPORTANTLY, THEIR PARENTS NEED TO BE ASSURED AND

REASSURED THAT FINANCL.,L SUPPORT WILL BE AVAILABLE TO STUDENTS IF

THEY STAY IN SCHOOL AND PREPARE THEMSELVES ACADEMICALLY. THE

IMPORTANCE, THEREFORE, OF A STRONG FEDERAL MANDATE REGARDING

FINANCIAL AID OUTREACH CANNOT BE OVEREMPHASIZED.

ACCESS IS ALSO AN ISSUE FOR THOSE WHO DO MAKE IT TO OUR DOORSTEP,

BECAUSE THE COMPLEXITY OF THE FINANCIAL AID APPLICATION AND

DELIVERY SYSTEM INCREASES THE NUMBER OF STUDENTS WHO BECOME

DISCOURAGED OR "FALL THROUGH THE CRACKS." THERE ARE SO MANY FORMS

TO FILL OUT AND SIGN, SO MANY PIECES OF PAPER TO KEEP TRACK OF .

. . FINANCIAL AID HAS BECOME AN OBSTACLE COURSE, AND THE

ADMINISTRATIVE BURDEN KEEPS COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY STAFF FROM

PROVIDING STUDENTS WITH THE INDIVIDUALIZED COUNSELING AND

ATTENTION THEY WOULD LIKE TO GIVE.

BEFORE CLOSING, I WOULD LIKE TO TURN BRIEFLY TO A FACET OF ACCESS

THAT DOES NOT RECEIVE AS MUCH ATTENTION AS THOSE I HAVE JUST

4
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DESCRIBED. IT IS, HOWEVER, ONE THAT IS OF PARTICULAR INTEREST TO

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. AS YOU KNOW, THE UNIVERSITY PLAYS

A KEY ROLE IN THE PRODUCTION OF DOCTORAL DEGREES FOR THE NATION

AND, INDEED, FOR THE WORLD. THE VITALITY OF OUR NATIONAL ECONOMY

AND OUR ABILITY TO COMPETE IN THE WORLDWIDE MARKETPLACE ARE

INEXTRICABLY TIED TO CONTINUED EXCELLENCE IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

AT UC AND AT COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES ACROSS THE UNITED STATES.

THE UNITED STATES IS ABOUT TO ENTER AN ERA OF A REAL AND

POTENTIALLY DAMAGING SHORTAGE OF COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY FACULTY.

THIS FACULTY SHORTAGE WILL AFFECT EDUCATION AND RESEARCH AT ALL

LEVELS. THE SHORTAGE ALSO PRESENTS US WITH THE OPPORTUNITY TO

DIVERSIFY THE FACULTY--PROVIDED WE CAN RECRUIT AND RETAIN

OUTSTANDING STUDENTS FROM ALL BACKGROUNDS. ACCESS--OR STUDENT

SUPPORT--ONCE AGAIN BECOMES AN ISSUE. THE ACCESS THAT GRADUATE

STUDENT SUPPORT PROVIDES IS QUALITATIVELY DIFFERENT FROM

UNDERGRADUATE GRANTS AND LOANS. THIS IS REASONABLE, BECAUSE THE

DEMANDS AND PURPOSES OF GRADUATE EDUCATION ARE ALSO DIFFERENT.

ALTHOUGH MUCH OF GRADUATE STUDENT SUPPORT IS PROVIDED BY

INSTITUTIONS THEMSELVES AND BY RESEARCH GRANTS FUNDED BY VARIOUS

FEDERAL AGENCIES, I WANT TO EMPHASIZE TO YOU THE IMPORTANCE THAT

THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT PLAYS IN AFFIRMING FEDERAL INTEREST IN

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A DIVERSE FUTURE FACULTY. IN ADDITION, THE

HIGHER EDUCATION ACT AUTHORIZES THE ONLY FEDERAL PROGRAMS THAT

SUPPORT GRADUATE EDUCATION IN THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES.

ALTHOUGH THE PH.D. SHORTAGE IN THE BIOLOGICAL, PHYSICAL, AND

COMPUTER SCIENCES HAS RECEIVED MORE ATTENTION RECENTLY, THE

5
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FACULTY SHORTAGE IN THE HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES WILL BE

JUST AS SEVERE AND HARMFUL. A REVITALIZATION OF THE FEDERAL

INVESTMENT IN GRADUATE EDUCATION IN THESE FIELDS IS CRUCIAL TO

THE FUTURE VIGOR AND DIVERSITY OF OUR NATIONAL PROFESSORIATE.

THANK YOU ONCE AGAIN FOR GIVING ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO PRESENT THE

UNIVERSITY'S VIEWS ON THESE CRUCIAL ISSUES. I WILL BE GLAD TO

ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE.
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Mr. MILLER. Jose?
Mr. QI1INTANAR. Thank you for the opportunity to speak before

you this morning.
My name is Jose Quintanar. I am Co-Executive Director of Com-

munity College Educators of New Californians. I am also amnesty
director at Glendale Community College, and I am also advisor to
the Latin students at Oxnard College, a private, 4 year university
in Los Angeles.

I am here this morning to speak to you about educational access
and to present the question, "Is the door closing for Latinos?" Prob-
ably at no other time in the United States history has the right of
educational access for Latinos and other underrepresented groups
been more seriously threatened than today.

Already faced with one of the highest junior and senior high
school dropout rates in all the underrepresented groups, Latinos in
California are in grave danger of being systematically locked out of
post-secondary education.

This action, if allowed to continue, will most certainly reverse
any social, economic, and educational progress that these histori-
cally discriminated groups have accomplished thus far.

Apart from the inability for our society to stem the rising tide of
student dropout, Latinos desiring to pursue an education as adults
are faced with a growing number of barriers. Collectively, these
barriers represent a return to the shameful level of educational
access that existed before the historic Civil Rights Act of 1964.

Access is being attacked on all fronts, from the admission process
to the financial aid office, and on to the classroom. The purpose of
this paper is to provide an overview of the barriers and the need
for public and political action to overcome these barriers.

The first issue is educational services. It is well-documented that
Latinos, particularly recent immigrants, show a critical need for
basic skills instruction. Without the ability to read, write, and
speak English, as well as compute, there is little or no hope for this
population to move up the educational ladder or secure better
paying jobs.

Usually, most of the programs offering these courses are impact-
ed and have long waiting lists. Non-credit adult programs are often
the only educational access point for Latinos. Tragically, when
community colleges and adult schools experience physical crises,
such as now, these are often the first programs to be cut.

Coupled with overcrowding and course cancellation, 4 year col-
lege students, confronted with rising prohibitive tuition costs at
their institutions, are also impacting community colleges because
they offer many of the same courses at a fraction of the university
cost.

Next, we have the problem of high school dropouts. According to
a study released in January of this year by the American Council
on Education, the Ninth Annual Status Report on Minorities in
Higher Education, Latinos from enrollment in school to attainment
of graduation are grossly underrepresented at every rung of the
educational ladder.

It goes on to say that, by many measures, academic achievement,
they continue to lose ground. The statistics presented in the report
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serve to illustrate some serious consequences of not successfully
solving the dropout problem.

Without question, most of those that do not complete high school
will never enter post-secondary education if we continue to build
walls rather than bridges. The opportunity to have a second chance
must be made easy.

What will happen to these people? Most likely, they will join the
ever-growing ranks of the underprivileged. Incidentally, I am also
not a graduate of high school.

Regarding the admissions issue, in the fall of 1990, Congress
passed the Student Loan Default Prevention Initiative Act of the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990, intended by Congress
to prevent the large default in Federal student loans.

The law, also known as the ability to benefit law, requires that
any person seeking admission to a community college must have a
high school diploma or its equivalent. Those without it must pass a
federally-approved examination prior to enrollment.

According to the California Community Colleges Chancellor's
Office, this could effectively bar over 100,000 new students from a
public education.

Although this discriminatory act was to go into effect on Janu-
ary 1, 1991, the Chancellor's Office was successful in arguing due
process in the U.S. District Court of San Francisco and was granted
a temporary restraining order until June 30, 1991. Meanwhile, leg-
islators and educators are working hard to have all or part of the
law repealed.

For Californip ,nis law represents a serious misguided attack on
a long-standing tenet of the community collegeits open door
policy. Before this damaging law, to attend a California community
college, one had to be a high school graduate or be at least 18 years
old.

For many, this open door policy means a second chance to pursue
a post-secondary education. Without this policy, those students who
demonstrate the greatest educational need and who would stand to
benefit the most would be locked out.

The most irrational aspect of this law is that, by requiring an en-
trance examination of all non-diploma students, it unfairly pun-
ishes those who may not have any desire to receive financial aid.

How would barring non-participating students from admission
reduce the skyrocketing student loan default rate? After all, this is
the intent of the law, isn't it? This law, unfortunately, presents
many such questions as to the wisdom and fairness of its enact-
ment.

For example, what is wrong with the California Community Col-
lege Matriculation Act which mandates a process for incoming stu-
dents which includes outreach, orientation, assessment, academic,
and transfer components, Financial aid counseling as well?

Possibly, at no other time in community colleges' history has a
student's progress through college been more closely monitored and
held accountable.

Finally, I want to address the issue of financial aid. Granted, if a
person cannot gain entry into college, the matter of financial aid is
of little consequence. However, many currently enrolled needy stu-
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dents may find themselves with little or no financial aid in the
near future.

Currently, Federal legislation states that any school, public or
private, participating in the student loan program can be barred if
its student loan rate is above 35 percent for 3 consecutive years.

According to the U.S. Department of Education, in 1988, trade
and vocational schools had the highest default rates with an aver-
age of 26.9 percent. By contrast, public and private 4 year schools
had a rate of approximately 6 percent.

There is talk of lowering the cut-off to 25 percent. Statewide data
shows that private vocational schools receive 20 percent of all
loans, but are responsible for 44 percent of the total defaults. To be
fair, the loan participation rates should be noted when considering
the loan default rate percentage.

It should also be noted that, at California community colleges, a
small percentage of the students access financial aid, while at the
vocational schools, almost 100 percent of the students participate.

Furthermore, for California community college students, a good
portion of that aid goes directly to the student to pay for many per-
sonal expenses, such as books, supplies, transportation, et cetera.

Meanwhile, students of private vocational schools expend 100
percent of their financial aid in tuition purposes. Consequently, the
argument that community colleges, at least in California, should be
excluded from private vocational schools when the issues concern
financial aid is valid and documentable.

Why, at the Federal and State level, should community colleges
be punished for the mismanagement and improprieties of voc, tion-
al schools?

In closing, I recommend the following actions. There are many
factors that contribute to limiting educational access. The reduc-
tion or elimination of educational services is one such deterrent to
access.

The fact that State law places a cap on student enrollment and
growth places a tremendous burden on institutions, particularly
those that are at or over their enrollment limit.

Community colleges should be able to admit all who want to
enter without the concern of exceeding a cap. Colleges that are at-
tracting students because of their reputation for academic excel-
lence should not be punished for responding to the educational
needs of their respective communities. The cap must be lifted and
growth encouraged and rewarded.

Funding must be maintained or increased to accommodate
growth. The inability of many minority high school students to
earn diplomas means a generation of underskilled workers will
negatively contribute to an already dismal work force and potential
add to our public assistance rolls, jails and prisons. It is no secret
that the lack of even minimum basic skills breads many social
problems.

Successful existing high school retention programs must be rec-
ognized and financially supported. As the saying goes, you can pay
now or you can pay later. California can be proud of the fact that it
is the last and only State in the Nation with an open door policy.

However, the "ability to benefit" legislation has threatened that
policy. Fortunately, through Congressman Miller's efforts, a techni-

7 7
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cal amendment has corrected some of the folly of this legislation.
Now we need to exempt all California community college students
from this ill-conceived law.

These students are not the principal abusers of student loans.
Private vocational schools are the perpetrators. Legislation must be
enacted to separate community colieges from these victimizing
schools. Students at community colleges need more grant money
and less loans.

Loans are an insidious trap because of the relative easiness in ac-
quiring. Students need to be protected from themselves and unscru-
pulous school.

I offer no easy solutions. But one thing is for sure, if we as a soci-
ety continue down the road that condones limiting educational
access for minorities, then we are in for a rough ride as a State and
as a Nation.

I would also like to submit for the record a paper on the educa-
tional needs of the amnesty population which we are very much in-
volved in. Their needs are three-foldEnglish language proficien-
cy, job training skills, and ci tizenship.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. QUINTANAR. And alai, at my campus I have Dr. Ray Steiner,

Dean of Financial Aid and nationally known in the financial aid
arena.

He has two papers he would like presented, the Pell Grant Con-
sensus Formula on Analysis Gf the Impact on California Communi-
ty Colleges, which might be helpful to you, and The Concept of Fi-
nancial Need, Does it Work For Lower Income Families?

Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
Mr. QUINTANAR. Thank you very much for the opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Jose Quintanar and the papers men-

tioned follcwd
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Coupled with over-crowding and course cancellations, four-year
college tudents who, confronted with rising, prohibitive tuition
cots at their institutions, are also impacting community college
programs because they offer many of the same courses at a fraction
of the university costs.

DROPOUTS

According to a study released in January of this year by the
American Council on Education (ACE), the Ninth Annual Status Report
on Minorities in Higher Education, Latinos, from enrollment in
preschool to attainment of graduate degrees, are "grossly under-
represented at every rung of the educational ladder". It goes on t.
ay that by many measures of academic achievement, they continue to
lose ground.

The study points out that from 1984 to 1989, the most recent year
for which data is available, Latinos completing high school dropped
from 60.1 to 55.9 I. By contrast the high school completion rate
for African Americans rose slightly during that period -- from
74.71 to 76.1%. Though the Anglo completion rate dipped slightly,
down to 82.1% in 1989, it was still significantly higher than
e ither of the two minority groups. In California, where Latinos
represent 33% of all public school students in grades kindergarten
through 12th grade, the numbers are even more dramatic when one
looks at the high school completion rate.

In 1989, the high school completion rate for all California
tudents was 67.3%. For Latinos, it was 53.71 and for African
Americans 53.51. In Los Angeles, which has the one of the largest
school districts in the nation, the high school completion rate for
1989 was 43.7% for all students; for Latinos it was 35.7%, while,
for African Americans, the rate was 41.61.

These tatistics serve to illustrate ome serious consequences of
not successfully solving the drop-out problem. Without question,
most of those that do not complete high school will never enter
post secondary education if we continue to build walls rather than
bridges. The opportunity to have a "second chance" must be made
asy. What will happen to these people? Most likely, they will join
the ver-growing ranks of the underprivileged.

ADRISSIONS

In the fall of 1990, Congress passed the Student Loan Default
Prevention Initiative Act of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1990. Intended by Congress to prevent the large default in
federal student loans, the law, also known as the "ability to
benefit" law, requires that any person seeking admission to a
community college must have a high chool diploma or its
e quivalent. Those without it must pass a federally approved
e xamination prior to enrollment. According to the California
Community Colleges Chancellor's Office, this could ffectively bar
over 100,000 new students from a public education.
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Although this discriminatory act was to go into effect on January
1, 1991, the Chancellor's office was uccssful in arguing due
process in the U.S. District Court of San Francisco and was granted
a temporary injunction until June 30, 1991. Manwhile, legislators
and ducators are working hard to have all or part of the law
repealed.

For California, this law represents a serious, misguidd attack on
a longstanding tenet of the community college: its "open door"
policy. Before this damaging law, to attend a California community
college, one had to be a high chool graduate gx be at last 18
years old. For many, this "open door" policy mean a second chance
to pursue a post-secondary education. Without this policy, those
students who demonstrate the greatest ducational need and who
would stand to benefit the most, would be locked out.

The most irrational aspect of the law is that by requiring an
entrance examination of all non-diploma students, it unfairly
pnnishes those who may not have any desire to receive financial
aid. How would barring non-participating students from admission
reduce the skyrocketing student loan default rate? After all, this
is the intent of the law, isn't it? This law, unfortunately,
presents many such questions as to the wisdom and fairness in its
nactment.

For example, what is wrong with the California Community College
Matriculation Act that mandates a process for incoming students
which includes outreach, orientation, ass eeeee nt, academic and
financial counseling, certificate and/or degree attainment and
transfer components. Possibly, at no other time in community
colleges' history, has a student's progress through a college been
more closely monitored and held accountable.

YIMAMCIAL AID

Granted, if a person cannot gain entry into college, the matter of
financial aid is of little consequence. However, many currently
enrolled needy students may find themselves with little or no
financial aid in the near future.

Current federal legislation states that any school, public or
private, participating in the student loan program can be bart-ed if
its loan default rate is above 35% for three consecutive years.
According to the U.S. Department of Education, in 1988, trade and
vocational schools had the highest default rates with an aVerage of
26.9%. By contrast, public and private four-year schools had a rate
of approximately 6%. There is talk of lowering the cut-off to 25%.

Statewide, data shows that private vocational schools receive 22%
of all loans but are responsible for 44% of the total defaults. To
be fair, the loan participation rate should be noted when
considering the loan default rate percentage.
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It should also be noted that at California community colleqes a
small percentage of the students access financial aid while at the
vocational schools almost 100% of the students participAte.
Furthermore, for community college students, a good portion of that
aid goes directly to the student to pay for the many personal
expenses (books, supplies, transportation, etc.) incurred.
Meanwhile, students at private vocational schools expend 100% of
their financial aid on tuition purposes.

Consequently, the argumenc that community colleges, at least in
California, should be excluded from private vocational schools when
the issues concern financial aid is valid and documentable. Why, n
the federal and state levels, should community colleges be punisht
for the mismanagement and improprieties of the vocational schools?

CONCLUSION

It is vident that the issues overlap and in some i.nstances,
conflict with each other. While it is true that they all deal with
educational access, it is also true that they are separate and must
be dealt with individually.

The availability, reduction, and/or elimination of educational
services probably presents the most difficult obstacle for people
wanting to access education. Even if an individual meets the
admission and financial aid requirements, little good will that do
if the appropriate courses are filled or canceled. Nothing is more
disheartening for a prospective student, eager to embark on his/her
educational journey, than to find the road blocked by fiscally-
driven program limitations.

Motivating students to complete their compulsory education must
begin at the pre-school level and continue through high school.
This task must be shared equally by students, parents, teachers,
administratore, business and industry leaders and politicians

cause, if these students fail, we all stand to los. 4nd suffer.
The high school retention problem requires innovative solutions
because the traditional methods have not worked.

The issue of community college admissions policies is closely tied
to non-high school graduates. If the door is closed to them, where
will they get the second chance? Any atterpt to bar students from
pursuing an education is morally wrong and must be vehemently
opposed by all of us. At all levels of the workplace and through
out our community, non-high school graduates have earned post-
secondary certificates and degrees and have gone on to lead
successful, positive lives while contributing to our society as
teachers, doctors, lawyers, civic and business leaders and many
other professional roles.

4
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Finally, the issue of financial aid is of prime importance if a
_student can get past the admissions hurdle. Technically, if a
watudent is prohibited from applying, or deemed ineligible, for
financial aid, for all intents and purposes, this student is banned
from pursuing a post-secondary education. If we allow these
educational access barriers to exist then we will all sUffer the
negative consequences for decades to come.

ACTION RIQUSTZDs

There are many factors that contribute to limiting educational
access. The reduction or elimination educational services is one
such deterrent to access. The fact that state law places a cap on
student enrollment and growth places a tremendous burden on
institutions, particularly those that are at, or over their
enrollment limit. Community colleges should be able to admit all
who want to enter without the ccncern of exceeding a cap. Colleges
that are attracting students because of their reputation for
academic excellence should not be punished for responding to the
educational needs of their respective communities. The cap must be
lifted and growth encouraged and rewarded. Funding must be
maintained or increased to accommodate growth.

The inability of many minority high school students to earn
diplomas means a generation of under-skilled workers will
negatively contribute to an already dismal work force and
potentially add to our public assistance rolls, jails and prisons.
It is no secret that the lack of even minimum basic skills breeds
a myriad of social problems. successful existing high school
retention programs must be recognized and financially supported. As
the saying goes, you can pay noW, or you can pay later.

California can be proud of the fact that it is the last and only
state in the nation with an "open door" policy. However, the"ability to benefit" legislation has threatened that policy.
Fortunately, through Congressman Hiller's efforts, a technical
amendment has corrected some of the folly of this legislation. Now,
we need to exempt all California community college students from
this ill-conceived law.

They are not the principal abusers of student loans: private
vocational schools are the perpetrators. Legislation must beenacted to separate community colleges from these victimizing
schools. Students at community colleges need more grant money and
less loans. Loans are an insidious trap because of their relativeeasiness in acquiring. Students need to be protected from
themselves and urscrupulous schools.

I offer no easy solutions but, one thing is for sure, if we. as a
society, continue down the road that condones limiting educational
access for minorities, then we are in for a rough ride as a state
and as a nation.
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al .1 costs associated silh collecting and
processing new informatkm when verify-
ing the residency of all students.

The lall would not change the types of
nonlinmigra Ms who are precluded front
establishing residency.

A student may be classified as a resident
for tuition purposes If he or she has
resided In California for more than one
year and meets other requirements es
la Wished by the segmental governing
boards

Assembly CoMMIllte 00 higher Eduraiion

FROM THE CCENC DIRECTORS

Row C Deem redo.. 14 QM/Mire

Welcome in the first edition CCENC
Report. The CCENC Report is a public&
lion of CotnatunIty College Educators of
New Californians ICCENCI.

CCENC la a stateside cortsortiam of
community college Amnesty Program
Directors dedlotted to providing echica
uonal opportunitlea (or our 1.7 utdulioti
New Californians as mandated by the
Immigration Reform and Control Art
(MCA) of 1086 and State Legalization
Immlgott ion AssIsbuice Grunts (SWAG).

CCENC member colleges lc," strived to
meet the legislative man& . of INCA
while, at the same time, add the
question of seeking ways to tontlnue
meeting the employment training. gen
nal edsication, and citIllenship neds of
this traditionally underrepresented Mu
dent population.

The CCENC Report is Intended to pro-
vide information on current Issues re
ganling intend and state legislation, public
policies. and programs which impact the
education of our New Californians.

As we go to print. a critical lassie is the
1.1 Milton in federal SUAG dollars uric!t
ttally appropriated to the states Ian later
recommended for recislon by President
Bush. The decIsMn to continue SLIM'.
funding at Its original allocation level is
currently in the House Appropriations
Committee.

Your support. by wilting the members of
the House Appropriations Committee,
Youkl lend tremendous assistance to
hie ellor tit to secure approximately $400
nellion in federal SL1AG funding for the
Slate of California.

For fur ther information. please call 818
'240 1000, XS60. a
TORRES
Ceelffraled from page one

The nteasure would e0111/(Ille hell/111g
applicants Meet the requirements for
attaining permanent residency status.
including basic literacy. knowledge of
the English language, and understand
hug of its history and goventment. The
lall woukl also provide for education awl
training th:11 would enable applicants to
Mu crest la school, to beconte more
employable. and to realize their full po
tential as citizens of ihe tinned States.

11I1I0i bisllkiIi
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CCINC POSTON Ma

MAKING A FEDERAL COMMITMENT TO A SPECIAL POPULATION:
THE NEWLY LEGALIZED PERSON

THE ISSUE OF CONTINUED FEDERAL SUAG FUNDING

'As Hispanks bscome Me largest rnhorky pump In Km UMW Sages In las nod contra%
isocomsra TOM and mom Irnportont lo woman* N. curl h Entre:SW,

President Ovals lush IMO

FEDERAL IAN
The Immigration Reform and Control Act
fIRCA10f 1886 established the State Le
galization Impart Assistance Grant
ISLIAG1 program to reimburse slate and
local costs of educational services. pub
Ilc health, and public asslatat me to newly
legalized persons. Nationwide. of the 3
million newly legalized persons. 83% are
of Hispanic orlejn: hi the slate of Califor-
nia, 90% are of Hispenie origin.

IRCA manda ted a langiiage/edrri.iliorral
requirement in order to achieve the lin
provement of English language mon
dewy and to develop knowledge of
history and government. This resulted
in the commitment of feminine, to the
language and educational needs of this
newly legalized population.

AI the Oflice o( Management and Budgets
(OMB) insistence. Federal financial re
sponsibility was capped at $4 billion
over the life of the SLIAG program. AS a
'guarantee to slates for each of folo
years (FY 1988 19911. !RCA included a
pennanent appropriation of $1 )rIllkai
year. Under this program. ?gates are
permitted to cany aver unexpended SIAMu
funds through FY 1904.

CONCERN!! OF PROGRAM
Illapsnie Americana ars ispecially

inaliondsinatad,- Pussidast Mah sold la HMO
etas he Ionised thin Praaidential Task Pore.
es Hispania Education.

The FY1999and 1991 Labor MIS Edit
cation Appropriallot is At ta shifted $1.1
billion In SLIAG appropriations from FY
1990 and 1991 into FY 1992. The Pres!
dent's Fy 1902 budget proposes to re
scind the entire $1.1 billion in FY 1092
SIJAG funds. The Adminktration con
tends that MAC outlays have been so
low that states' unexpended SHAG inal
antra from prior years ale 'aufficiem to
vanyant the Federal government's tont
mliment of offsetting SUMP or the costs
which have resulted from the legaliza
lion of aliens previously residing in the
U.S..' This ignores three Iloportutl Lois

I) lh potting data, I.e . doeinineitl It;
accurate numbers being serve). Inas
been slow to reveal the it ue level of
demand and expenditures as they
have been reported to the slates:

21 An increase in numbers seeking
these services I. expected as the newly
legalized population hemmes more
knowledgeable about and comfortable
with the American educational system:

310u trench programs must he given a
chance to work.

It is imperative to nonionic developing a
solid service delivery base for those eli-
gible services which are provided now
a t id for which dile umen latkm has shown
a crilkal need for the future.

For newly legalized persons, SIJAG of
feta acre», to educational opportunities
whir h include English langsige and I5I2111.
skill improvement., as well as citizenship
training. This leads to the partaking of
either vrwational training and/or Rea.
define pursuits.

Of lite legalized persona eligible for men.
ices, the great majority have iinexpect
elly low literacy levels. This makes the
nonffnination of educational servitrs a
necessary ilivestshlent Isi order to bring
their abilities in line with the require
inents for entry level into the workforce.
A survey of the S1AAG population In
'aliforttla revealed that 86 penetit testni

below the literary benrimiark for the
state welfare population. Further, one
third of the .SLIAG elliable group are not
Illenite In their own langtmge.

In spite of echinatinnal shorn outings our
newly legalized population, inertia pa bet
ter than anyone. understands the need
for educational advancements. Among
nlinators, there is tot question that newly
leg.nlized persons are agressively access
log tl.ese seiNhrs. lhe California Com
nintintly colleges report a 50 60 percent
retention rate of those studenta who MI.
Willy enrolled to complete their 'Forty
hom permanent 11-skinny reniulrement
but who is-minute beyond the minimum
retinilrettretit of 40 hams. The eapet1
cIrce tll NeW York has been similar. they
also report a tin lenient retention) rate in
tontitinittig education. Consequently.
the newly legalized person tennalos a
viable shift; III WII hInotif (-filo-Atonal In
slItlillonS. an trasIng educational serV
it.'S provided tinder Sliat)

!lentil of tonlInlied funding WIII only
maintain theextstence of this poplrlalion

_ .

as all underrepresented population inn
education. employment, and as reelpt
ents of health care benefits.

RECOIDEENDATION
SLIAG dollars are eurrentry being u111-
tied for esbential and necessary serv
ices: education and health. In the state
of California. 1.7 ntillion newly legalized
petsons will begin eligibility for citizen
ship in 1993. As the newly legalized
person inoves toward full citizenship.
CCENC believes the Federal government
must continue its commitment to this
distinctive population that is definitely.
and obviously, very much In need or
education and health services.

It is especially Important to note that the
riliTent recession being felt in our stahol,
plus the possibility of reduced or no
SLIAG fimcling. will have a double if not
a triple whammy an this population.
Otte to reduced employment appal turti
lies, and the fact that an AFL CIO survey
indicates that 25% of the newly legalized
population is dislocated every 18 months.
the newly legalized persona are Ilrst.
finding themselves unemployed. Then,
In their attemp: to improve their English
language and basic skills proficiencies
for new job opportunities. they wIll find
that due to insufficient state resournes
and insufficient federaISIJAG funding, a
situation which will create further re
ductlo ns In the availability of classes. an
less to these necessary classes Will be
imponsible.

EXPECTATION!) OF CONTINUED SUM
FUNDING
Congress 'noel reeognize that the ability
to continue to educate this population
wIll mean increase:1 worker produn tiv-
ity. as well as increased job opportind
ties, and thus continued economic giowth
for Ow stales. lii California, this newly
legalized population represents 12% or
the workforce. To halt tonlinited SIAN;
funding wIll not only result In a drastin
rut in services to this newly legalized
populatlon within the states but it sill
3140 seriously impede Ole ptepatalloll
AIM deVeloplitent or a significant ration
or the Wolktotre. In turn. continuing
edit( -Menai our newly legilized lama'
non will III1,111 less dependency on mil)
Ile servincs. arid future savIngs inn lax
uktliar, that are channeled to public safe
lees.

CCENC asks that natefill nensidel Olon
be given to lids matter and that we Mcp
the omininlitnent tmn assist:nos-1.y pre:Id
ing the I 1 billion if' SLIAG hinds 1,leS.1
musty applopliMed tnl Ons Wog; alii
fief IS/011 it MO 014 401110 !IAA) bill alit
111(1Ve li%mr agtole III ye.ifs inn n once LI

BEST V1PY AVALMILE
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MAY 17 CCENC load olDiniclon Meeting
Centtos Caps

MAY20 C CENC truss Discuss Son Citizens Np Centers; Continued SLIAG Funding
lot Angeies

MAY 30 CCENC Employment Training Ponei Pmwdalion
F111400

JUNE 6-7 CCENC Board of Directon Retreat Sena Center
Malibu

JUNE 14 CCENC Plesentation to Congreulonal Education and tabor Canna Nee
Re Higher Education Act Reauthorization

Bay Area

JUNE 27-29 NALE0 Conference

G.E.D. BRIDGE PROGRAM
FOR NEW CALIFORNiANS
Compton Community College

lhe Division of ESL/Foreign languages
at Compton Community college hit the
ground running when they received the
'ability to beneill* mandates. icc all effort
lobe proactive. the division. in 1.oripitir
lion with Concptolis &It cli School, devel
oped the tiltlIgiE PRWRAM Ft dt
NEW CALIFORNIANS. The Impact has
heen tremendous! On Mari it I 1. Pell.
power house peer counselor. Matilde
laden had 1.200 students signed lip to
take the G.E.D. College tutors Laura
Rucks. dmse I.1115 Retro. and Adolfo
Quintero voltinteered to gtve G.E.D.
preparation workshop, Maria Hellcat.

CCC's C allfortila Student Gpportu
!My and Access representallve. focused
on tutoring studenta in math. ESL to
anis tor Elena Sauckel I,. tutoring slu .
dents after their Melling I'LlNyes.

With the cooperation of Compton's Adult
Fcc hool. 000 fallara'. Will have leen lested
by MAy 30. Presently, ia the tin who liave
taken the (1.F.D. 11,1% hare pastied

Norma Parker, ESL instructor. is busy
orgalilelng mc ap and gown res r11111,11 lo
he held at the end ofJune. Awaiting to
Loretta Moles Division Chair. 'the train
effort has been womierful. and students
wind to lake Ihe G E.1.7 not Jost be( aloe
of the 'ability to henefit lccct bec acme
hwing a titian! States his/c 'shoot nion-a
kitty diploma Is a crelleta131 retool/1-d
as a key to employment and advmued
edivational opportillaties.'13

Loretta M. Catlett Italics

PROJECT ADELANTE:
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION GRANT

Long hock CRy College

long Beach City College is the recipient
of a graid award of ezi2.500 from the Vn
,0111/11,1Eillimikin Unit cif California Com
vicinity Colleges with the goal of prold
log Improved Job oppnrinnities foe the
post 1111111e:51y population AO well as pro

skilkd employees for the local pet
rutheink-al and automotive Inclusliy. This
Poles t represents the commitment of
long Beach City Colleke's Amnesty
Program to meet the continuing Moa
tional and et orioncii needs or this popti
Litton 'beyond Amnesty.*

I lister the direction of Rose Campos
Dosta. Props t Adelaide will provide (.1
reer conmeling and employment mien
tat ions as well as linkages and p. er
ships with the petrochemical and auto
motive lc skinny which will provide (nor
(limited vocational education Iralsilog
programs for the post amnesty popula
lion

1 TRANSITIONAL SERVICES
Rlo Hondo Cana.

Transitional Services Interim DIrector
Martha r'arreon and her staff at Itio
Hondo College will be hosting the third
meeting of their newly formed Bilingual
Professionakc Network on Friday. May
17. The previous Iwo programs have
been extremely well attended end Whir
mative. The topics have Included Muni
grallon laws. transcript evaluation pro
cedures. and licensing and credentialing
for 11/11-1011s career chokes in the United
Slatea. The th-mte fur this meeting will
be 'Progranias en Existent-Lc' The soup
consials or lawyers. doctors, teachers.
engineers. architects, 111111tea. account
anis, elc. front a variety of foreign coon.
tries. The professionals are hiking ESL
classes but a( the Name time receive spe
cific information to meet their employ-
ment needs.

The omept cif 7151. parenting classes Is
.ilso being piloted at Rlo Hondo College
hy Transitional Services (Mice. These
icitique classes Involve tcc,ctiiicg studec cis
ESL while introducing parenting skills
as topics. Al Ihe same lime, their cliff
dren. ages 3.5. receive bilingual insinic
lion Born a child development specialist
al the same sites. F'urthermore. al rad
0111111mM tlinawhout the week, the adi
Join the children in activities geared to
parallel the topics discussed by the ESL
Insti mica Tu date the profect has been
gime slIcressrill and enjoyed by all par
Licipants.

As an end of the year celebtation, a pot
lnek gatherIng Is being planned by lan
Hondo College for 11A amnesty students
and faculty. gives our students
sense of family.' slated Martha, 'and en
your:igen them in their incest fur aria
deride achievement' 13

Martha Carreon

OFF CAMPUS ESL CLASSES
Wolf Los Angolos College

'the West Los Angeles College Anita-sly Program has expanded this iemester to
in( hide three new off campus sites for beginning level ESL lasses tn the tom
mutiny These classes serve students who are unable In allend classes al die
1114111i ammo. The new sites are at miblic elementary sclumbt. and Ihe students
are pu-Ill. of the children who attend those schools. Earl. new class Is filled
to capacity 13

Diane Mt licide
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CCENC POIMON PAPER

EDUCATIONAL ACCESS:
IS THE DOOR CLOSING FOR LATINOS?

wino odes &MN to puma on odometer' as Wad oft a growing number ol barim

Probably at no other lime In UMted States
history has the right of educaUonal ac
eras for Latinos been more sertously
threatened than today. Already faced
with one of the highest., unlor and senior
high school drop out rates of all the
underrepresented groups. Latinos. In
California. are In grave danger of being
systemaUcally locked out of postsecon
dory educaUon. This action. if allowed to
continue. will most certainly reverse any
social, economic and educational prug
less this historically discriminated arainst
group has accomplished thus far.

Apart from the inability of our society to
stem the rising Ude of student drop out.
Lallnos desiring to pursue an education
as adults are faced with a awing number
of barriers. Collectively, these barriers
represent a return to the shameful level
of educational access that existed before
the Malone Civil Rights Act of 1,14;4.
Access is being attacked at all fronta:
from the admissions process to lire fi-
nancial aid office and on to the rdassIOUdi
The p urpose of this paper is to provide art
overview Of the barriers and lire need Ad
public and political action to overcome
these barriers.

TIM ISSUES: DROPOUTS
Accordingto a study released InJanuary
of this year by the American CouncIl ott
Education (ACE), the Ninth Annual Status
Report on Minorities In Higher Ediwa

lAUnos, from enrollment in pre
school to anal ll tent of graduate de
grecs. are 'grossly under-represented at
every rung of the educational ladder'
The article goes on to say that by many
measures of academic achievement,
Latinos conUnue to lose ground.

The study points out that from 1984 to
1989, the most recent year for whirit
data is avallabk. the rate fur Latinos
completing high school dropped from
60.1% to 55.9%. liy rontrast, the high
school completion rate for AfrIcart Amen
talla row slightly during that pertod
front 74.7% to 76.1%. 'though the Anglo
completion rate dipped slightly. down to
82.1% in 1989. it was still alpine:m[1y
higher than either of the two minority
groups. In California, where laUnos
represent 33% of all public ric hool sin

dents In grades kindergarten through
twelfth grade, the numbers are even
more dramanc when one looks at the
high school compleUon rate.

In 1989. the high school completion rate
for all California students was 67.3%.
For Latinos, It was 53.7% and for African
Amencims 531%. In Los Angeles. which
has one of the largest school distrk Is in
the nation. the high school completion
rate for 1989 was 43.7% for all students;
for Latinos it was 35.7%, while, for Afrt
can Amertcans, the rale was 41.6%.

ADMISSIONS
Ini the fall of 1900. Congress passed the
ShIdeld Dian Default PrevenUon Innis
Uve Act of the Onalibus Budget Remo
ciliation Art of 1990. Intended by Con
grew, to prevent the large default In
federal student loans, the law requires
that any person seeking admission to a
comn lllll Hy college must have a high
school diploma or Its equiralent. Those
without It must pasa a federally ap-
proved examination prior to enrollment
Aecording to California Co lllll %unity Col-
leges Chancellor's Office, this could el
fectively bar over 100,000 new studeida
from a public eduartion.

Although this discrtminatoty art was to
go Into effect un January 1. 1991, the
Chancellor's office was suceessful 111
arguing due process in the ll.S. District
Court of San Francisco and wrat granted
a temporary injunction until Jane 30,
1991. Meanwhile. legislators and edu-
cators are working hard to have all or
part of the law repealed. For California.
this law represents a serious. misguided
attar k on a longstanding tenet of the
rommunilly rollrge: Its 'open door pol
Icy. Refore this damaging law. to attend

Cidddr Ida communIty eolkge. one had
to be a high school graduate or beat least
18 years old. For malty. this 'open door
polity means a second chance to pursue
a post secondary education. Without
this policy. little hope of continuing op
Ihe educatictial ladder V.01 be exper teri.

The most irrational aspect of the law is
that by requiring art entrance examina
lion of all non diploma students, it un
lately punishes those who may not have

any desire to receive financial aid. How
would barring non particIpaUng students
front admission reduce the skyrocketing
student loan default rate? After all, this
Is the intent of the law. Isn't It? This law,
unfortunately. presents many Burt ques
lions as to the wisdom and fairness ofits
enactment. Take for example, the quer).
Uon of why data has not been made
public that supporta the correlation
between non-high school graduates and
student loan default.

And, what ts wrong with the California
Community College %Maculation Act
that mandates a process for incoming
students which includes outreach, ori-
entation, assessment. academic and
financial counseling, certificate and/or
degree attainment and transfer tvmpo
nenta? Possibly, at no other time in
oommuillty colleges' history, has a stri
dent's progress through a college been
more closely monitored and amount
able.

FINANCIAL AID
Granted, if a person tannot gain entry
into college, the matter of financial aid is
of latle consequence. However. many
urrently enrolled needy students may

Ilnd themselves with !littera- no Nit -elal
aid In the near future.

Current federal legislation stales that
any sr hoot pithily or prtvate. participat
ing In the student loan program rain he
barred if its loan default rale is above
35%. Arcording to the U.S. Department
of E. hicatlon, In 1988. trade and coca
Uonal schools had the highest default
rites with an average of 26.9%. by
contrast public and private four year
schoras had a rate of approximately 68
There Is talk of lowerIng the mil off to
25%.

Statewide. data shows that privale coca
timid sr hoots receive 22% of all loans
Ind are responaible for 4411, of the total
defaults. To be fair, the kian particIpa
tont rate shooki be noted when I molder
hug Um loan default pereentage rate

It should also be noted that .ti California
community collegea a small percentage
of the students acres, financial aid while
at the vor a tional sclicsils almost I 008, of
the student,' pada-Mate Portia-metre.
for unnnrrnrrrunrtny college stodents..1 good
portion of that aid goes direr tly to the
student to pay for the many personal
expenses Ilaxiks. supplies. transporta
lion, etc.) incurred. Meanwhile. stti

cr,frk.1 r,,,,p8
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CALIFORNIA SENATE MIDGET AND FISCAL IPAELY COMMITTEE TESTIMONY

ZERO DOLLAR IMPACT ON AMNESTY EDUCATION
PROGRAMS AT THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE LEVEL

1991/1992

In the last 2 I /2 years Long Beach City
:ollege has served over 6700 Amnesty

students within otir beginning level Et ig
ish As A Second Language program.

Stair vide, 11 is expected that community
olleges will serve over 3110, 000 Amnesty

students by the end of 1992. The stu
dent with us today Is that student who is
continuing beyond the legally !mulled
40 hours of instruction. and who is very
much Interested lit pursuing ail educa
lion.

halal CASAS evaluatton of our students
at Long Beach City Coliege. plovitled the
following statistit a *hall also am ton
gruous with statewide statistIcs

99% ale Flinp.tnic
tai94, have .1 6.5 median grade
i'uluuu.utlon
I /3 function minimally. if .tt all.
lit English
Median income of $5.45 per hour

It is tear that t`te number of Amnesty
students has Ii d lis greatest Impact
within the ESL al el Basic Skills program.
I lowever, Mere is also no doubt thal they
are transItaating into inalLstrealit aca
tirade et:lases. RS evklenced by Los Ai twins
Commuillty College IlistritTs recent
klentification of over 4000 Amnesty silt
dents enrolled in ESL. Bask- Skills and
other general education courses beyond
the 40 hour requirement.

The Amnesty students are ito doubt, a
very large population of student:. with
setiolis educational needs. However, in
spite of their Mutational haitditups, what
we find Is a population that, Ilecau.. lur
their new legal slatus. are willing mid
cagei to pursue their educaUon in hope,
of improving themselves both soctully.
luit especially. economically. The f.wl is
that the Amnesty students, who tradi
Umtally would have been seen as the
tinderrepreseldni within the nillege. have
in fact proven theniselves to be highly
represented In terms of sheer numbers
being served, the high retention rates
they have established within ESI. and
liaidc Skills programs. atid the mintier,
tra list 11011111g lit acadellltr alai voca tal
1..o1r4n5s.

AMNESTY PROGRAM
SUPPORT LERV10ES

The educational success achieved thus
fai by the Amnesty student Is in lame
part due to the model bilingual student

vtded "i Iiit'dievriceSI, ir 1'1'1-i:dr "1 ly "rog. These
Amnesty Prograni services include

CAMPUS SUPPORT
al Assessment. registration anti plate

meld of the student in applopriate
classes:

h) Instilletor orientations and In serv
We tianillig:

cl Estahlishment of ESL/Aitlitesty In-
structor iesource library:

cll SIAM: stupport for InstrtictIonal and
tlassroont facilities costs.

STUDENT SUPPORT
il adilltloil to the Issuance of terUll

rates of 'Satisfactory Pursuit* for ap
pill-Minn to permanent maidenly, the
student support services also Include:

al Academic. Career. and Vocational
outtseling:

Itl Student books and iegistrallon al
no cost In student:

II I,ree As:mauled Student Body 'nem
beiship cards. which provide addi-
tional student servItes access:

Ill Student bus transportation
discounts:

el Student orientations In mainolleam
ampus plograllis and semi( es;

I) Provision of student information :Ind
transitional services to facilliate the
malitstretuning of this precintrammtly
Spanish speaking Audent.

As with many other minim linty colleges.
at long Beach City College. the Amnesty
Mutation Office was the first riffIce OIl
campus to offer bilinglial services to Its
'21% Moamar population. whkli Ls largely
monolingual In Spanish upon inithd
enrollment. These bilingual services,
whidi were i unquestionably needed. have
filled a great void and are largely respon
slble for the !metros of the Amnesty
students and program.

It is important to noir that the Amnesty
Eriticatkat Programs have given the col
leges the tapability to recruit large
numbeis of these newt), legalized lienil
grant students Into our pmgrarns. II
well as to provide the campus and the
student simport services necessary for
the sum/ambit transilioning and main,
streaming of this population

CONSEQUENCES OF
Lanza rumpir4G

Ibe tonsequelteni of significantly re
duced level el SLIAC. and/or stale kmd
ing lor Amnesty Education in the corn
mouthy u ulleges will u ertalnly mean the
tategorit al demise of lintrts Ilona' classes
and Anntesty support services.

As It Is. the comniunity colleges that
provide A iiiii enty FAIL-anon services ale
currently operating over their state fund
Mg levels. which walls they are pnwld
Mg services to students for which they
ale never rehnhursecl. Because or cam-
puses operating over their enrollment
caps, and because of stale budget cuts.
OM' mummies are already I during
classes. At Long Beach City College, for
example. the KS!. Departntent offelings
have bast Mutest by SO% for the Sthlilller
sesslout. Therefore, without appropriate
SLIAG funding levels for next year,
tampuses will be fluffier Toned to close
Amnesty EducitUon Programs. which
Include the wry classes this population
la mumbled in. As a restill, with I ton-
United SLIAG funding, /Neil moue class
offerings will be reduced, and supprot
services run), eliminated. This means
the end of much needed Mutational
resolute's for the contInuing growth and
Inimovement of the lens of thousands of
Aninesty students on our campuses.

RECOMMENDATION
While efforts in the state and arrins the
nation ale being made to 1114 !muse I lin
panic minden( recruitment mid ieten

we in C1111'6)11141 can be proud OW
our Amnesty FalucaUon programs have
tackled this pi oblem and are experleitc
ing significant sucuess with this popula-
tion, which. as I have said. has luitg been
considered extremely tinderrepieseilled
in our cutulnnlunily colleges. In fact. what
SLIAG binding has alloWed US 10 (10 thus
far. Is to establish the Amnesty sititlein
populatIon as a highly visible mad viable
student group In the community tol
leges. Unforiunately. there et no goes
Uon ULM with Mlle or no dollar masa-tea.
the progiess achieved thus fat by the
Amnesty student could tragically come
In a halt.

Sltwe the Amnesty population repie
aeons 1.7 milhon people In Ow stale of
California and 12%rd the slate tvorkfortr,
the educallonal needsof this L urgeoning
poptdallori must be 'Sven priority in order
In circunwent what mai eventually math
In added stale expenditures Inward pub
lic assistance programs, such as ollr
rittleli more expeuslve GAIN programs,
because we failed to take preventive and
pioactive measures al this point til time.

Therefore. In the dellberallon of the all11 .
ratan, of SLIAC. funds for next year we
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slide dedsion that will provide for the
educational services as descrtbed. anti
whit h, In th e long terra. will yield I he best
return from our investment of SLI/dl
&Mars, for the state of California Its
residents and its economy. 13
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ZDUCATIONAL ACCUI
Continued from page 5

decd. at private vocational schools must
turn over almoet all of thek aid to the
school for tuition and little or no money
ls kit for personal expenses.

Consequently, the argument that com
munity colleges, at least in California.
should be excluded from private vow
Ilonal schools when the issues concern
financial aid is valid and dortimentabk.
Why. at the federal and state levels.
should community tolleges be punished
for the mismanagement and improplie-
ties of vocational schools?

CONCLUSION
It %evident dal the Issues regarding the
barriers to eittratkal overlap and. in
some inaLmt es, conflict with each other.
While it is true that they all tied with
educational access. It is also nue Mai
they are separate and tontine and most
be dealt with indivklually. For example,
one issue, the high school reieution rate.
requires innovative solutions because
the traditional methods hiwe not waked.
Motivating students to complete their
compolsoryeducation mum begin at I hr
pre-school level and continue through
high school. 'Ibis task MIMI be snared
equally by students. parents. teat hers,
adattnktrators, business and nation),
leaders and politicians beralise. lf we

ar all stand to lose and suffer

Iskille of community c °liege minas
skets policies Is closely tied to not high
school gcaduaies. If the door is clowd to
them. where will these inclivklual. get a
second chance? Any attempt to bar ant
dents front pursuing an education is
morally wrong and must be veltemetttly

opposed by all of us. It is a known fact
that, at all levels of the workplace and
throughout our communities, non-high
school graduates have earned post. sec-
ondary certificates and degrees and have
gone un to lead sucsrssful, positive lives
while contributing to re w society as teach
era, doctors, lawyers, civic and business
leaders and In many other professional
roles.

Finally. the Issue of financial aid is of
prince importance once a student ls
admitted to a college or when a prosper.
live student is considering further edu-
cation. Technically. If a student is pm
hibited from applying for, or deemed
ineligible for. financial aid, for all intents
and purposes this student is being banned
from pursuing a post secondary edited
non. If we allow any of theae educational
access barriers is exist. then we. the
educational and bushman communities
as well as society as a whole, wIll all
suffer the tri4ttive consequences of these
barriers for decades to come. is

CCENC OUTREACH VIDEO
NEARING COMPLETION

CCENC. In conjunction wlth Rancho
Santiago college. is prod uci tg a Spa c I h
language Amnesty Outreach video un
der the direction ofTransitional Services
at NM I iondo college ibe vkleo is near
tog, lllll [denial and willsoutibe available
in the public. Falward Olmos has gru
ionsly donated Insular to appear in this

video which has been made possible
through an initial graca of $10.000 from
the Mu kriktr's Offkr. A matthlrig grant
of 810.000 was Oven Icy Rancho San-
tiago College with additional contrital

lions front Southwest College and Cern
toe College. Various representatives front
anutesty programs have served on an
advisory committee to provide further
guidance and assiatance .

'ibis Outreach video not only Introduces
the newly kgalized immigrants to the
California Community College system
but it is designed to motivate prospective
students to further their education be
yond the 40 hour IRCA requirement using
Community Colleges as a means to leach
their educational goals. Student support,
services. such as financial aid and child
rare facillties, are also included In the
presentation.

Recognizing that, unfortunately. so often
students become discouraged academi-
cally if they do not have a clear picture or
at kast some vision of additional re
sources, this video will give the New
Califontian the needed knowledge it,
access community college academic,
voranonal. and student support serv
ices programs.
1.Or more information regaeling the
CCENC Outreach video, please contact
Martha t'arreon. interim Director of
Transitional Services, Rio Hondo Col
lege. 12131 908 3447.

Martha Carremt. 111cc timid.
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Mr. MILLER. Patricia.
Ms. HURLEY. My name is Pat Hurley. I am the Director of Finan-

cial Aid and Career Programs at the College of Marin. As a resi-
dent of Richmond, I thank you for your interest in education. I am
here on behalf of the California Community College Student Finan-
cial Aid Administrators Association.

As said before, student enrollment at the California community
colleges is over 1.5 million and growing, constituting 61, percent of
the post-secondary students in California and about 40 percent of
the community college students nationally.

The majority of the students we serve are minorities, single par-
ents, recipients of public assistance, and new immigrants. Because
of these populations, we are concerned about access to higher edu-
cation, the availability of student aid funds, and a fairer process for
both students and institutions.

As was already stated, last November the "ability to benefit"
regulations were interpreted by the Department of Education to
apply to all institutions and required all students who did not hold
a high school diploma or GED certificate to pass certain tests
before they could be admitted to a school.

Following a lawsuit filed by the Chancellor, congressional action
was sought, and this provision was rewritten for H.R. 1285 to apply
only to students receiving additional aid.

The community colleges much appreciate Congressman Miller's
efforts in our behalf on this issue and recommend that the full
intent of H.R. 907, the Miller bill on Ability to Benefit, be pursued
to eliminate intrusive testing requirements.

Every California community college is required to implement a
matriculation process providing supportive counseling and remedi-
al academic services if needed to all students. We recommend that
our matriculation process be deemed separable to meet the "ability
to benefit" testing requirement.

We believe it is our responsibility to help students get into
school, not to devise ways to keep them out.

As I have discussed, community colleges enroll the neediest seg-
ments of the college population, but thousands are not able to be
helped because of lack of funding.

It has been estimated that the total unmet needs of community
college students in the State of California who apply for financial
aid is in the hundreds of millions of dollars. This lack of funds pre-
vents students from attending college on a full-time basis. Approxi-
mately 75 percent of all California community college students
work 30 hours or more per week while attending class. While we
do not expect to be able to fully fund all of our students, communi-
ty colleges desperately need a more equitable share of SEOG and
college work study funds.

The U.S. Department of Education figures from 1987 to 1988
show that community college enrolled almost 40 percent of all stu-
dents nationally, but received only 13 percent of the total Federal
dollars in campus-based programs. Private colleges enrolled only 17

percent of all students but received 41 percent of the funds. This
occurs because the current funding formula measures need based
on cost, without separately factoring in the number of low income
students served.
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Institutions with high tuitions benefit under this formula. If the
State of California were to discontinue subsidizing its public col-
leges and universities at the current level and charge students tui-
tions comparable to those of other States, I believe the tremendous
increase in demand for student aid funds in California would have
an unprecedented impact on the national budget and on Title IV
programs.

A funding formula should be devised into account numbers of
low income students in addition to the aggregate need of students
and does not penalize those States willing to subsidize higher edu-
cation.

We recommend that given that funds are limited and that access
and choice are national educational goals, dollars should be direct-
ed first to ensure the right of access to higher education for all.

Financial aid officers at community colleges are very concerned
about the number of our students who borrow student loans and
our institutional default rates. However, we cannot offer an alter-
native to our students. Since public institutions cannot increase
tuition at will, as private institutions do, we are unable to generate
tuition revenue to provide additional financial aid assistance and
must rely more heavily on Federal and State funding for our stu-
dents.

We strongly support the proposals to increase Pell grants in the
first 2 years of college as a way of eliminating the loan burden on
students who will have the most difficulty paying it back. Provid-
ing increased grant funds and decreasing the need for loans will
help us to control our default rates.

Many of the community colleges have voluntarily withdrawn
from the supplemental loan program rather than face a default
rate increase. Given the punitive nature of the default regulation,
many of us would like to withdraw from Stafford loans. However,
due to our lack of alternative resources for students, many stu-
dents would be unable to stay in school, and we would find our-
selves in a Catch-22. We are either jeopardizing the students or the
institution.

All the default problem has been laid on the doorstep of the col-
leges; the entire system must, be looked at. The student loan pro-
gram has become an overly complex system supporting a variety of
businesses whose main interest does not always appear to be assist-
ing students.

Diuring the past several years, the Title IV programs have been
used as a vehicle to enforcing regulations for several Federal agen-
cies. Before a student can receive Title IV funds, the financial aid
office must certify or document that the student is registered with
selective service, has not violated drug laws, and is properly regis-
tered with immigration and naturalization service.

During the years that these regulations have been in effect, de-
spite the pride financial aid administrators may take in the oppor-
tunity to play cop for four major Federal agencies we have seen no
evidence that a sufficient number of violations have occurred to
justify the paperwork and delay in delivery of funds to students
that are caused by these requirements.

In conclusion, while Federal regulations attempt to make our in-
stitutions more selective and structured in the name of account-

0 40
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ability, we believe it is our responsibility to extend our doors and
serve underserved populations, such as new immigrants and stu-
dents on public welfare programs. This country is better served
both economically and socially by providing the disadvantaged with
a means to become productive members of their communities.

Student reliance on loans to finance the education must be cur-
tailed. Students who do borrow student loans are not served by the
complexity of the current administrative boondoggle of the loan
programs.

Simplification and monitoring of the repayment process are
needed. In the development of regulations, the essential differences
of profit making and nonprofit making institutions, graduate and
undergraduate and other segments must be recognized. The at-
tempt to comply with laws and regulations that don't fit results in
costly administrative burden, even for institutions that are not
part of the problem.

We look forward to a process where all parties work together to
channel limited funds into the best possible programs for our stu-
dents, our educational systems and the higher goals of our society.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Patricia Hurley follows:]

LI I
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Congressman Miller and other members of the panel:

My name is Patricia Hurley Jensen. I am currently the
Director of Financial Aid & Career Programs for the College
of Marin and am a resident of Richmond, California. I am
here on behalf of the California Community College Student
Financial Aid Administrators Association, otherwise known as
CCCSFAAA. Our organization has been in existence for over
twenty years and represents financial aid administrators at
California's 107 community colleges, including my own
institution and the Contra Costa Community College District
colleges. Because bf the populations we serve, we are
concerned about access to higher education, the availability
of student aid funds and a fairer process for both students
and institutions.

Student enrollment at the California community colleges is
over 1.5 million and growing, constituting 65% of the post-
secondary students in California and about 40% of all
community college students nationally. The majority of the
students we serve are minorities, single parents, recipients
of public assistance and new immigrants. Over 60,000 of our
students are documented AFDC or SSI recipients who are
returning to school to learn skills that will allow them to
become financially self-sufficient and support their
families without government assistance. Most are re-entry
students returning to school to earn the certificate or
college degree they were unable to get when they were what
is considered to be "college age". The average age of
students at most of our campuses is about 27 to 28 years of
age. At Contra Costa College the average independent
student is 30 years old. These are the needy student
populations that the Title IV programs were designed to
serve. We appreciate the opportunity to represent these
students here today and discuss our views of how the rederal
Title IV programs can best serve their needs. I would like
to highlight some of the major issues we in the community
colleges would like to see addressed during the
Reauthorization process.

ACCESS

During my 22 years as a financial aid administrator, it has
been my understanding that the federal student aid programs
were established to eliminate financial barriers and provide
access and choice for disadvantaged students seeking a
higher education: Access, so that the neediest students will
have the opportunity to enter the higher education system
and Choice, so that students can select a college on the
basis of their academic ability rather than their financial
background. However, as cost.s at institutions have risen,
particularly at private institutions, and substantial
amounts of federal dollars have shifted to the for-profit

`I?
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vocational school sector, there is increasing doubt that
both of these ideals can be financed. At the community
college level, access is being eroded by Ability to Benefit
regulations and insufficient student aid.

Ability to Benefit:
As you are well aware, last November the Ability to Benefit
regulations were interpreted by the Department of Education
to apply to all institutions, and required all students who
did not hold a high school diploma or GED (Graduate
Equivalency Diploma) certificate to pass certain tests
before they could be admitted to a school. This
interpretation directly contradicted the open enrollment
policy of the California community colleges. Following a
law suit filed by the Chancellor, Congressional action was
sought and this provision was rewritten through HR1285 to
apply only to students receiving federal funds.

However, we ask if there is sufficient data supporting the
position that lack of a high school diploma inhibits
academic success. During the past year 6% of the students
who applied to the College of Marin indicated that they had
no hi.11 school diploma or GED and, the same percentage (6%)
persisted to the end of the semester. Consistently, 7% of
this year's graduates indicated no high school diploma or
GED certificate on their original admissions application.
Since, based on these figures, the ratio of "Ability to
Ber..sfit" students does not seem to fluctuate greatly between
admission and graduation, our conclusion is that "Ability to
Benefit" students are at least as successful at our
institution as students who have earned a high school
diploma or GED certificate. We request more in-depth
studies of the success rate of these students and, if our
figures are typical, a reconsideration of the need for
Ability to Benefit regulations.

We now have a restriction that these students must pass an
independently administered test approved by the secretary
before they can receive financial aid. The Secretary of
Education has named approximately 25 tests from which we
must choose, but we have not been informed of the criteria
applied to selection of these instruments. Lnder state law,
the California Community Colleges Chancellor's Office has
reviewed hundreds of tests available for student assessment
purposes and has approved six for college use based on the
application of strict criteria, including validation for
lack of cultural bias. None of the federally approved tests
passed the state review process. Therefore, students
seeking Title IV aid for this Fall term will have to be
tested for advisement and placement purposes, and then be
tested again to qualify for financial aid. By positioning
such barriers between students and the educational process
we are denying assistance to the students who may need it
the most. Many of these students are single parents or
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recent refugees who may not have had a chance to complete
high school due to mitigating circumstances. Some of these
students may have greater difficulty passing a test without
the remedial or language assistance that community colleges
are prepared to provide, but without financial aid these
students will be unable to attend school and obtain that
help. We believe that it is our responsibility to help
them get into school, not devise ways to keep them out!

RECOMMENDATION:
We very much appref'iate Congressman Miller's efforts on our
behalf on this issL. and recommend that the full intent of
HR907, the Miller B 11 on Ability to Benefit, be pursued to
eliminate intrusive testing requirements. Every California
community college is required to implement a Matriculation
process providing supportive counseling and remedial
academic services, if needed, to all students. We
recommend that our Matriculation process be deemed
acceptable to meet the Ability to Benefit testing
requirement.

Inadequate Funding:
As I have discussed, community colleges enroll the neediest
segments of the college population. This is demonstrated
even at my own campuses located in Marin County, one of the
wealthiest counties in the nation. Of the 1,300 students
who applied for financial aid during the past year, 51% have
such low income thPy have a Pell Grant Index of 0 and
qualify for maximuia assistance. Of the 1,100 students who
received some typl of assistance, 66% are AFDC or SSI
recipients, or have family incomes that do not exceed an
income scale on which the income ceiling for a family of
four is $17,000. At Contra Costa College, the typical
dependent student comes from a family whose income is
$15,345 and whose total net worth is less than $17,500.

On a statewide basis, over 200,000 students, or only 13%, of
all California community college students receive some type
of financial assistance. Thousands of others are
eligible, but are not able to be helped because of an
impacted delivery system and lack of funds. It has been
estimated that the total unmet need of our students who
apply for financial aid is in the hundreds of millions of
dollars. Glendale College alone has estimated an unmet
student need of over $9,000,000. From all combined sources,
the College of Marin provides a approximately $2 million in
student aid, about 30% of the calculated need of the
applicants. In 1989-1990, Contra Costa College awarded
students approximately $1.8 million from all sources, of
which 67% was from Title IV programs. An additional $5.5
million would have been required to meet the total
calculated need of all students who applied.

9;)
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While general figures are not available, many financial aid
directors know that this lack of funds prevents students
from attending college on a full-time basis, Especially
students who must pay for child care in order to attend
class. In fact, approximately 75% of all California
community college students work 30 hours or more per week
while attending classes.

While we do not expect to be able to fully fund all of our
students, community colleges desperately need a more
equitable share of SEOG (Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant) and CWS (College work-Study) funds. The
U.S. Department of Education figures from 1987-88 show that
community colleges enrolled almost 40% of all students
nationally, but received only 13% of the total dollars in
the campus-based programs while private colleges enrolling
only 17% of all students were allocated 41% of the funds.
During 1988-89, as segments, the independent institutions
and community colleges each received 23% of the total
campus-based funds available to California institutions.
However, the independent colleges enrolled only 6% of the
statets student population while the community colleges
accounted for 65% of all enrollments. This discrepancy
occurs because the current funding formula measures need
based on cost without separately factoring in the number of
low income students served. Institutions with high tuitions
benefit under the current formula. Some people have
recommended eliminating the conditional gurantee, which
maintains current funding levels for institutions, and
allowing institutions to re-establish their funding levels.
Since the formula remains cost-driven, it is estimated that
California public colleges would lose millions of dollars in
student aid funds under this scheme, while high-cost
institutions and other states would gain. In a strange
way, California is penalized for placing a high priority on
accessible higher education. If the State of California
were to discontinue subsidizing its public colleges and
universities at the current level and charge students
tuitinns comparable to those of other states, the tremendous
increase in demand for student aid funds in California would
have an unprecedented impact on the Title IV programs.

RECOMMENDATION:
We recommend that, given that funds are limited and that
access and choice are national educational goals, dollars
should be directed first to ensure the right of access to
higher education for all before funding the privilege of
choice. A funding formula should be devised that takes into
account numbers of low-income students in addition to the
aggregate need of students and does not penalize those
states willing to subsidize higher education.
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STUDENT LOAN ISSUES

Loan/Grant Imbalance:
Financial aid officers at community colleges are very
concerned about the number of our students who borrow
student loans and our institutional default rates. Given
the characteristics of the majority of our students, we do
our best to discourage borrowing. We know that many of them
already have families and high expenses and will have
difficulty repaying federal loans. However, we cannot offer
an alternative. The maximum Pell Grant for a student at a
community college is.approximately $7r) per semoster. If
the student has pre-school childr: and must pay child care
to attend classes, she will receive about $1000 per
semester. While this covers books and fees, it does not
begin to address living costs. Since public institutions
cannot increase tuition at will, particularly in California,
we cannot generate tuition revenue to provide additional
financial aid assistance and must rely more heavily on
federal and state funding for our students. We strongly
support the proposals to increase gran: availability to
students in the first two years cr college as a way of
eliminating the loan burden on the students who will have
the most difficulty repaying it.

RECOMMENDATION:
We recommend that Pell Grant funds be increased as an
alternative to federal loans to students in the first two
years of college.

Default:
Providing incrcased grant funds and decreasing the need for
loans, will he]p us to control our default rates. Many of
the community colleges have voluntarily withdrawn from the
Supplemental Loan programs rather than face a default rate
increase. Given the punitive nature of the default
regulations, many of us would also like to withdraw from the
Stafford loan program. However, due to our lack of
alternative resources for students, many students would be
unable to stay in school and we find ourselves in a "catch
22" situation.

Although the default problem has been laid at the doorstep
of the colleges, the entire system must be looked at. Once
the student's loan i approved by a lender, it may be sold
immediately or when the student reaches repayment status.
If the student borrows more than one loan, they could each
be with a different servicer. At times the servicer or
secondary market wi3t sell the paper to yet another
collection agency. During this time it is not unusual for
it to take months for the student to receive a bill. Once
the student is notified, he/she may already be close to
default, confused and frustrated. The student loan program
has become an overly complex system supporting a variety of
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businesses whose main interest does not always appear to be
assisting students.

The combination of students who are unable to pay, students
who get lost in the system and those who just refuse to
repay results in above average default rates. According to
the new regulations, 16 of our colleges appear to have a
default rate over 359- three consecutive years and will
be disqualified from the loan programs. Although the
regulation allows an appeal, the disqualification is
effective while the appeal is being heard and does not seem
to provide reasonable due process. In the event a college
is reinstated because of mitigating circumstances or
erroneous data, some students may already have had to drop
out of school because loan funds were unavailable while the
school was in an ineligibility status. We request that due
process procedures be required of the Secretary in the
enforcement of the default regulations.

RECOMMENDATION:
We recommend simplification of the administration of the
repayment process and regulation of loan servicers and
collection agencies to provide a system more concerned about
the welfare of the student and the integrity of the program.
We also recommend reasonable due process provisions for
institutions terminated from programs due to high default
rates.

FEDERAL ENCROACHMENT

During the past several years, the Title IV programs have
been used as the vehicle to enforce regulations for several
fed(?,ral agencies. The Selective Service registration
regulation applies to all males within a certain age range
and iNmigration regulations apply to all non-citizens, yet
of all the ctudents on our campuses, it is only those who
apply for financial aid who must be monitored. Before a
student can receive Title IV funds, the Financial Aid Office
must certify or dor,ument that the student is registered with
Selective Service, has not violated drug laws and is
properly registered with the Immigration & Naturalization
Service. If the student is not cleared with Selective
Service or Immigration, the institution or the student must
provide documentation to update the agencyls records. Aside
from the inappropriateness of a college financial aid office
providing copies of INS forms back to INS to update INS
records and the added administrative workload for the
financial aid office, these regulations are discriminatory
because they apply only to necdy students seeking financial
aid. During the years that theer regulations have been in
effect, despite the pride financial aid administrators may
take in having the opportunity to play "cop" for four major
federal agencies all at the same time, we have seen no
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evidence that a sufficient number of violations have
occurred to justify the paperwork and delay in delivery of
funds to students caused by these requirements.

RECOMMENDATION:
We recommend that Title IV and its accompanying regulations
be restricted to the administration of the Title IV programs
and not attempt to prescribe institutional programs or
enforce unrelated social policies. These are the province
of law enforcement and other administrative bodies.

RECOGNITION OF SEGMENTAL DIFFERENCES

Many of the recent laws and regulations, such as Ability To
Benefit testing, Track Record Disclosure requirements and
the NPRM addressing the definition of the credit hour, were
intended by Congress and the Department of Education to
correct abuses in the for-profit segment of higher education
institutions. However, since there is no provision in law
for directing a regulation to a specific type of
institution, they are applied across the board to all
schools. Even though the regulations were intended to
address policies and practices which do not occur in other
segments, all were required to comply with the burdensome
regulations. This is like keeping the whole class after
school because a few kids broke the rules.

RECOMMENDATION;
We contend that the difference in mission and administrative
structure between profit-making institutions and non-profit
institutions provide the basis for targeting some
regulations appropriately. We recommend building stricter
controls on abusive institutions into the provisions of the
Higher Education Act and providing the means for the
Secretary to differentiate between non-profit and profit-
making institutions in the regulatory process.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the Community colleges in California are one
of the last avenues of access to higher education for our
neediest students. This misrdon has gone unrecognized at
the federal level. While federal regulations attempt to
mahe our institutinns more selective and structured in the
name of accountrhity, we believe that it is our
responsibility extend our doors to serve underprivileged
populations, sucn as new immigrants and students on public
welfare programs. This country is better served both
economically and socially by providing the disadvantaged
with the means to become productive members of their
communities.
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In order to provide this opportunity for the low income,
additional funding is needed in the form of grants. Student
reliance on loans to finance education must be curtailed.
Students who do borrow student loans are not served by the
complexity of the current administrative boondoggle of the
loan programs. Simplification and monitoring of the
repayment process are needed.

Finally, the regulatory process has become a punitive,
shotgun approach to curtail abuses and reduce costs rather
than a means to rationally improve programs. In the
development of regulations, the essential differences of
profit-making and noh-profit institutions, graduate and
undergraduate and other segments must be recognized. Some
regulations just do not fit within the philosophy and
structure of every type of institution. The attempt to
comply with laws and regulations that "don't fit" results in
a costly administrative burden, even for institutions that
are not part of the problem the regulation is attempting to
cure. We would like to see the spirit of partnership
established between the institutions and the Department of
Education. Programs such as the "Quality Control Project"
should be expanded to all institutions. We look forward to
a process where all parties work together to channel limited
funds into the best possible programs for our students, our
educational systems and the higher goals of our society.

I thank you for the opportunity to participate in this
process and would be happy to answer any questions.
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CCCSFAAA REAUTHORIZATION RECOMMENDATIONS

PREPARED BY CCCSFAAA FEDERAL ISSUES COMMITTEE

Drafted November 19, 1990
Revised April 10, 1991
Rtivised May 31, 1991

A. DEPENDENCY STATUS:

1. Change cut-off age to 23 years of age.
Comment: This would begin independency at !he year atter most students graduate from
undergraduate schools and Is, therefore, consistent with the current automatic independency
status for graduate students who are dependent only If their parents plan to claim them as a tax
exemption In the current year

2. Eliminate the language "prior to the first year of aid"
in defining the years that students must earn at least
#4000.
Comment: Th Is Is a technical correction to clean up the retroactivity of those criteria.

3. Eliminate the "orphan/ward of court" criteria in favor of
professional judgement.
Comment: Since students are not current wards of the court because they are over 18, this
category is often a professional judgement decision in practice.

4. Revise "student with dependent" to "student with a child
for which the student provides at least 50% of support".
Comment: The current language on the application caluses some students and they indicate
that they have dependents when they really don't creating processing delays for corrections.
Other dependents can be considered on a professinnal judgement basis.

S. Eliminate the dislocated worker, displaced homemaker and
simple need analysis categories in favor of professional
judgement.

B. DELIVERY SYSTEM

1. Revise #30.a.on the FAF/SAAC form which asks students to
check a box if they wish tu be considered for federal
student aid and provide automatic transmission of data from
the ICE application to Pell Processing for all students
indicating an undergraduate status. This item should be
revised to be checked only by those students NOT wanting to
apply for Pell Grant.
Comment: Many students miss this item on the SAAC and are forced to reapply for Pe II

2. Eliminate verification for any student indicating
receipt of AFDC funds.
Comment: These students have already been certified eligible for public funds on the basis of
Income.
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3. Eliminate all application fees for student financial
aid.

4. single need analysis for all programs.

5. Retain profes.ional judgement in need analysis.

6. Target funding to students with the lowest income rather
than the highest need.
Comment: Need is relative to costs and the Institutions with the highest budgets would receive the
most funds.

7. Provide more grant and CWS money for 1st and 2nd year
students tc decrease need for loans.
Comment: Many public Institutions have no options for funding students other than federal funds.
The small amount of available federal grant is not sufficient to cover expenses and students are
forced to take out student loans, even when In vocational programs for careers with limiter, earning
potential.

8. Treat all Veterans Benefits the same.
Comment: The current system of counting differing percentages of the various VA Chapter
programs Is confusing and leads to numerous need analysis errors.

C. LOAN DEFAULTS:

1. Redistribute grant funds to low-income students to
decry's. dependency on loans for those students in the first
two years of undergraduate study.
Comment: The distribution formulas that provide funds to the highest need students often neglect
the lowest income students attending lowcos. 'nstitutions. These are the students federal
programs were originally intended to assist. More recognition of the lowest income student,
regardless of the cost of the Institution, Is needed.

2. Recognize that there are problems specific to each
segment.
Comment: The current philosophy of treating all types of institutions equally has resulted in chaos
and tremendous administrative burdens in all institutions when the Department of Education has
attempted to cure abuses at proprietary Institutions. If there is a problem in a certain segment
define it and address It as It pertains to that segment.

3. Increase grants to 1st and 2nd year students to replace
loans.

4. Provide an institutional administrative allowance for
loans.

rtomment: The administrative burden of processing loans at the schools increases with rbverynew
regulation. It is almost impossible to comply with each and every requirement without lalge
staffing increases that Institutions are unable to fund.

Et;
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S. Allow the institution to set policies regarding eligible
borrowers.
Comment: Although current regulation allows the FAO to deny a loan on an IndMdual basis, the
ability to establish a policy, such as, no loans to first year students, would Increase the institution's
ability to reduce defaults.

6. Require disclosure information (graduation and placement
rates) only from institutions that make job placement claims
for marketing purposes.
Comment: Students attend college for a variety of reasons. ff they attend an institution to gain a
skill that the institution claims will help them obtain a job, that should be proven under truth in
advertising provisions. However,.other, educational outcomes are much more difficult to assess
and are equally valuable incentives for some students to attend college. Current disclosure
requirements and those under conskleration as a result of SI3580, place a value on education that
may be different from that ol the institution and may force changes In the institutional goals and in
the very definition of an "edUcated person'.

7. Reflect students who are paying on defaulted loans in
the default rate.
Comment: This would encourage institutions to increase efforts to find student defaulters and
reward those who assist students into repayment status. It would also provide a more accurate
picture of actual funds outstanding.

8. Regulate and monitor loan servicing agencies.
Comment: Collection agencies often are overly bureaucratic and make unreasonable demands on
students. Many students go into default because they are never billed, do not know who has their
loan or become frustrated dealing with an unfriendly collection agency that they are unable to
reach on the telephone. Many are too large and unable to function effectively and others maintain
a punitive rather than helpful demeanor. A frustrated or angry student is less likely to repay the

an.

D. FEDERAL ENCROACHMENT ON INSTITUTIONS:

1. Intrusions of public policy should not be allowed to
interfere with the mission of the student aid system or pre-
empt state and local control.
Comment: During the past year we have experienced federal regulations that were in conflict with
the state provisions regulating state institutions. The current ABT regulations are an exrellent
example of a federal regulation that Is in conflict with California's concept of access in its
community colleges.

2. National data base checks should be used in a way that
will not interfere with the student's right to timely and
equitable treatment.
Comment: The current requirement that male students not In the Selective Service data base must
receive verification from Selective Service that they did not fraudulently avoid SS ragistration, an
impossible thing for Selective Service to determine, creates lengthy delays in the institutiohs ability
to process funds for a significant number of students.
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E. ABILITY TO BENEFIT

1. Regulations should recognise segmental differences.
Comments: Not all types of institutions are alike, that is why we identify different groups as
scjments. It should be recognized that these differences In mission, philosophy and structure are
significant enough to make implementing sweeping regulations cumbersome, Ineffective and
costly. Problems that are predominant to one particular type of institution should be addressed
with that one group of institutions.

2 . Fully franchise Ability To Benefit students in
institutions that matriculate their students under a program
of placement, testin4, assistance, counseling and followup.
Comment: Currece regulations thake an assumption that students who have not completed
secondary education cannot be successful stt.dents and citizens. This is a discriminatory policy
and penalizes students who wish to re-enter school after years of working or raising a family. Is it
within the scope of the Dept. of Education to determine who can be educated, even if it were
possible to do so?

F. PROFESSIONAL JUDGEMENT

Continue and expand professional judgements provisions in
all areas of financial aid administration.
As the programs, the eligibility requirements and the need analysis processes become more
regulated and complex, an increasing number of students 'fall through the cracks" because they
do nor meet the codified criteria and are unable to participate In the higher education system.
These students are truly needy and should not be excluded from the benefits of 'he programs.

G. PACKAGING

Retain institutional ability to set packaging policies.
Comment: Any attempt by the Department to set a standard packagiryzi policy cannel take into
account institutional differences in funding resources, expenses and program.

H. PELL/SEOG GRANT PROGRAMS

1. Retain Pell and SEOG as separate programs.
Comment: The current system guarantees eligible students of funding while allowing the institution
the ability to meet individual needs with the campusbased funds.

2. Keep SEOG as a resource for lowest incor..e students.

3. Make Pell an entitlement program.
Comment: The Pell program Is already an entitlement program In philosophy and practice.

4. Eliminate the matching requirement for SEOG.
Comment: Currently this Is a paper match only and, In most institutions does not represent any
Increase In actual funding. A mote definitive match requirement would not be possible for many
public institutions that are facing severe budget cutbacks and would eliminate those institutions
from the programs. Many of these institutions serve the ncrodiest populations for which the
program was intended.
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I. COMMUNITY SERVICE

1. Provide loan cancellation as a benefit for
participation.

2. Allow flexibility that recognises older students.
Recognize chUd care needs and housing needs of older students. These students are often more
mature and experienced and have a great deal to offer to this type of program if allowed to
participate.

3. Structure program to supplement, rather than supplant,
existing programs

Respectfully submitted by the California Community College
Student Financial Aid Administrators Association.
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Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you very much.
Dr. Kipp?
Mr. KIPP. It is a pleasure to be here today.
I am Sam Kipp, Executive Director of the California Student Aid

Commission, and I am pleased to be able to speak to you on specific
issues of accm and affordability facing California students and in-
stitutions in the 1990s.

The Student Aid Commission acts as the State's designated guar-
antor for the Federal student loan program as well as administer-
ing the State's grant programs and a number of other programs
which promote access to the State system of higher education.

Much attention is focused on the need for fundamental change in
the student loan programs. Student Aid Commission guarantees
over $1 billion in new loans to California students every year, and
that amount is likely to increase sharply next year because of
major increases in college costs in response to the severe State
budget crisis.

At the request of Chairman Ford and Representative Coleman,
the Commission staff submitted extensive authorization proposals
to your committee which seek major changes in program eligibility,
including institutional operation, front-loading of grants, and great-
er assistance for middle income students. These proposals are de-
signed to provide access to quality education and restore program
integrity in the student loan programs.

Today, however, I would like to take the opportunity to speak to
you about other current programs that serve California students
exceedingly well, programs that are not only deserving of greater
Federal support, but also which might provide models for the rest
of the country. These are the State student incentive grant pro-
gram, the assumption program of loans for education, and the Cali-
fornia student opportunity and access program.

California receives the largest share of Federal funds in the $62
million SSIG program, currently about $9.8 million. These funds
are used directly to match State grant funding for the State's need-
iest students.

The average annual income of California recipients of SSIG fund-
ing is less than $12,000. The Student Aid Ccmmission currently has
124,000 needy eligible applicants for the 3000 new awards it has
to offer. The 3.5 GPA cut-off that forced Ub to deny awards to a
great many needy and capable Californians was the direct result of
California's unprecedented budget crisis.

At this time any loss of Federal funding to the State grant recipi-
ents would have a devastating impact. There have been proposals
which would redirect Federal funding in the SSIG program tc as
yet undefined efforts at early outreach and other teacher training.

While these goals for the program are commendable, they must
not come at the expense of serving the State's neediest students.
Any change which broadens the goals of the SSIG program must
recognize and continue the funding for the original purpose of that
program which was the leveraged State grant dollars into Federal
matching funds.

The SSIG program has proven to be an extremely successful Fed-
eral-State partnership whose ease of administration and ability to
provide needy students with essential grant support is unmatched.
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The Student Aid Commission endorses and supports those pro-
posals which would build on the strengths of the existing program
and use the flexibility inherent in it to promote other Federal goel..-3
in higher education, but I believe that abandoning the present suc-
cessful program to achieve such purposes would deny thousands of
needy Californian students access to higher education.

The Student Aid Commission currently administers the State
funding loan assumption program for future teachers who agree to
teach in designated subject shortage fields or in low income areas
of need. This program, while somewhat complex for us to adminis-
ter, has proven to be extremely successful in attracting and train-
ing teachers within these areas of need and could provide a model
for a Federal program which seeks to provide incentives to enter
and remain in the teaching profession.

Currently, over 90 percent of the recipients of this APLE pro-
gram teach for the full 3 years in which a portion of their loans are
forgiven. This retention rate is substantially greater than the aver-
age rate of retention, particularly in areas of great need.

The APLE program has succeeded where others have failed be-
cause it has certain critical program requirements which ensure
both a high level of operation and retention.

First, all recipients are required to teach prior to having any por-
tion of the loans assumed by the program. Second, a great range of
loan indebtedness, including Federal, State, and even institutional
indebtedness, is eligible for loan assumption by this program.
Third, recipients are not eligible for participation until they have
been accepted in a recognized teacher credential program, which
usually begins about their junior year. Finally, the program divides
the awards among those who teach in critical subject shortage
areas and those who teach in areas of geographic need, those
school districts and schools with large numbers of low income stu-
dents.

All of these components have contributed to a level of program
success unprecedented in any teacher incentive program of which
we are aware. There have been proposals for such programs at the
Federal level, but due to a lack of resources and the poor experi-
ence with the national direct student loan forgiveness program, no
effective Federal program currently exists in this area.

The APLE program provides a successful model that could serve
to showcase an extremely cost-effective national effort at training
and retraining teachers to serve in areas of need. It could also
serve as a model for a loan forgiveness program designed to encour-
age entry into community service jobs or other areas of high na-
tional import.

In this, the most ethnically diverse State, the Student Aid Corn-
misoien is committed to improving access to post-secondary educa-
tion for California's low income and minority students. The Com-
mission now administers the program of regional consortia which
conduct outreach projects. These so-called Cal-SOAP projects oper-
ate at the local level, with matching funds and actively involved
high schools, post-secondary institutions, and now middle schools in
a cooperative effort to provide information about post-secondary op-
portunities, including information on financial aid availability to
low income and ethnically underrepresented students, while rais-
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ing their academic achievement levels through peer tutoring and
counseling.

To achieve these ends, Cal-SOAP projects provide a variety of in-
dividual and gr., :p information sessions, college visits, and direct
academic suppoi .; services to both middle school and high school
students. The six Cal-SOAP projects plan to serve about 28,000 sec-
ondary and in some cases community college students and their
parents during 1991 to 1992. It is a shame they don't have the re-
sources to serve many, many more.

The coordination of early outreach information must focus on
both academic requirements and the financial options that are
available to make attending college a real possibility. Our experi-
ence has been that only by focusing on both kinds of information
and assistance at an early point do you have a realistic chance of
motivating underrepresented students to prepare for post-second-
ary education. This does not mean sitting down and calculating the
impact amount or type of aid that a student may be eligible to re-
ceive based on their current circumstances. Instead, it simply re-
quires a great level of assurance that the monies they will need
will be there from a variety of sources when they need them so
that post-secondary education and full participation in American
society can be a realistic part of their adult lives.

Cal-SOAP has proven to be both cost-effective and successful in
achieving its goals. As I say, it may be a model worth emulating
nationally. It is clear that given the curre3t budget crisis in this
and some other States that more national or Federal resources will
be necessary, not only in the major Federal financial aid programs
but also in these innovative State programs which are struggling to
achieve their full potential for lack of adequate funding.

Poised as it is on the eastern shore of the Pacific Rim, California
is at a mgjor crossroads. For nearly a decade the State enjoyed ex-
traordinary economic and population growth in spite of its contin-
ued underinvestment in essential infrastructure and education.
This pattern of neglect cannot continue if California and the
Nation hope to preserve their positions of world leadership.

Major social, demographic and economic force as currently are
reshaping the State and, in fact, the Nation. Our future can either
be one characterized by an open society filled with opportunity, jus-
tice and hope, or a two-tiered society of haves and have nots, frozen
by despair and resentment and paralyzed by fear.

If we are to maintain our historic commitment and attain the
promise of educational opportunity, we must stop treating funding
for financial aid and education as an onerous experience and recog-
nize it as an essential investment in our students and our Nation's
future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Samuel Kipp follows.]
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Testimony Before the House Postsecondary Education Subcommittee
on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act

By Dr. Samuel M. Kipp, III

PLEASANT HILL, CA
June 14, i991

I am Sam Kipp, Executive Director of the California Student Aid Commission and I am pleased to be

able to speak to you today on specific issues of access and affordability facing California students and

institutions in the 1990's. The Student Aid Commission acts as the state's designated guarantor for

the Federal Student Loan programs as well as administering the state's Grant programs and a number

of other programs which promote access to the state's system of higher education.

Much attention has been focused on the need for fundamental change in the student loan programs.

The Student Aid Commission guarantees over $1 billion in loans to California students every year.

At the request of Chairman Ford and Representative Coleman, Commission staff have submitted

extensive reauthorization proposals to your Committee, which seek major changes in program

eligibility including institutional participation, front-loading of grants, add assistance for middle-

income students. These proposals are designed to provide access to quality education and restore

program integrity in the student loan programs.

Today, however, I would like to take the opportunity to speak to you about programs that serve

California students exceedingly well. Programs that are not only deserving ofgreater federal support,

but also may provide models for the rest of the country. These are the State Student Incentive Grant

program (SSIG), the Assumption Program of Loans for Education (APLE), and the California

Opportunity and Access Program (Cal-SOAP).

SSIG Prograrn

California receives the largest share of federal funds in the SS1G program, currently about $9.8

million. These funds are used to directly match state grant funding for the state's neediest students.

The average annual family income for recipients of SS1G funding is lass than $12,000. The Student
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Aid Commission currently has 124,000 needy, eligible applicants for the 33,000 new awards it has to

offer. At a time when California faces an unprecedented budget crisis, any loss of federal funding to

the state's grant recipients would have a devastating impact.

There have been proposals which would redirect federal funding in this program to as yet undefined

efforts at early outreach and/or teacher training. While these goals for the program are

commendable, they must not come at the expense of serving the state's neediest students. Any

change which broadens the goals of the SS1G program must recognize and continue the funding for

the original purpose of the program which was to leverage state grant dollars through federal

matching funds. The SSIG program has proven to be an extremely successful federal/state

partnership whose ease of administration and ability to provide needy students with essential grant

support is unmatched in other federal programs.

The Student Aid Commission endorses and supports those proposals which would build upon the

strengths of the existing program and use the flexibility inherent in the SSIG program to promote

other federal goals in higher education, but 1 believe that abandoning the present successful program

to achieve such purposes would deny thousands of needy California students nous to higher

education.

APLEIrsaram

The Student Aid Commission currently administers a state funded loan assumption program for future

teachers who agree to teach in designated subject shortage or low-income areas of need. This

program, while somewhat complex in its administration, has proven to be extremely successful in

attracting and retaining teachers within then areas of need and could provide a model for a federal

program which seeks to provide incentives to enter and remain in the teachirg profession.

Currently, over 90 percent of the recipients of APLE awards teach for the full three years in which a

portion of their loan indebtedness is forgiven. This retention rate is substantially greater than the

average rate of retention, particularly in areas of great need. The APLE program has succeeded

where others have failed because it has critical program requirements which ensure both a high level

of participation and retention. First, all recipients are required to teach prior to having a portion of

their loans assumed by the program. Second, a great range of loan indebtedness, including federal,
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state and even institutional indebtedness, is eligible for loan assumption within the program. Third,

recipients are not eligible for participation until they have been accepted into a recognized teacher

credentialing program. Finally, the program divides the awards among those who tuch in critical

subject shortage areas and those wbo teach in areas of geographic need.

All of these components have contributed to a level of program success unprecedented in any teacher

incentive programs of which we are aware. There have been proposals for such programs at the

federal level, but due to a lack of resources and poor experience with the National Direct Student

Loan (NDSL) forgiveness program, no effective federal program currently exists in this area. The

APLE program provides a successful model which could provide the structure for an extremely cost

effective national effort at training and retaining teachers to serve in critical areas of need.

cablOAMQ1Eam

In this the most ethnically divers mainland state, the Student Aid Commission is committed to

improving access to postsecondary education for California's low-income and minority students. The

Commission now administers the program of regional consortia which conduct outreach projects.

These Cal-SOAP projects operate at the local level and activtly involve high schools, postsecondary

institutions and now middle schools in a cooperative effort to provide information about postsecondary

opportunities, including information on financial aid availability, to low-income and ethnically

underrepresented students while raising academic achievement levels through peer tutoring and

counseling. To achieve these ends, Cal-SOAP projects provide a variety of individual and group

information sessions, college visits, and direct academic support services to both middle school and

high school students. The six Cal-SOAP projects plan to serve some 28,000 secondary (grades 7-12)

and, in some cases, community college students and their parents during 1991-92.

The coordination of early outreach information must focus on both academic requirements and the

financial options that are available to make attending college a real possibility. Our experience has

been that only by focusing on both kinds of information and assistance at an early point do you have a

realistic change to motivate underrepresented students to prepare for postsecondary education. This

does not mean sitting down and calculating the amount and type of aid for which a student might be

eligible based on the student's current circumstances. Ingead it simply requires a greater level of

assurance that the monies they will need will be there from a variety of sources when they need them

so that postsecondary education and full participation in American society can be a realistic part of '-
their adult lives. Cal-SOAP has proven to be both cost effective and successful in achieving its goals.

It may well be a model worth emulating nationally.
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Mr. MILLER. Thank you.
A couple of questions here.
First of all, 'Sill, let me ask you a question and others may want

to respond to it from the other systems. You said in your statement
that during the upcoming reauthorization process it is essential
that the Congress renew the national investment in an educated
populous.

Listening to what Gene Ross said and Assemblyman Campbell, it
sounds like we are kind of caught in a downward spiral here, as
education, as support monies are reduced for the various systems,
and in California the community college, the State college universi-
ty system, that system is less able each and every semester to offer
all of the students what they need to get, quote, a timely education.

Let's assume a 4 year period in undergraduate work, as a result
of that, students need additional financial support to hang in to the
educational system longer so that they can get the units that are
required to graduate, so we expand the student loan program and
grant program at the Federal level, the State government reduces
support for education, so rather than getting 15 units this semester
of my 18 units, I am only able to get 12 units, so now I am down
three units, so I have got to pick that up in summer school, but I
have got to work in summer school so I can go back in the fall, and
you start to see this turmoil that we start to create for families and
:he yo ng people engaged in trying to get an education.

We used to think the community college system would relieve
that because you would live at home and, therefore, you could kind
of get that, but now what you are telling us is that even at the
community college level there is this stretch out that Bob Campbell
talked about taking place across the entire system, and so it is not
just that the tuition per semester is going up, you are going to have
to spend more semesters and time in that quest to get the degree.

Is that a fairly accurate portrayal of what is taking place here?
Mr. FRAZER. Let me comment on that.
First of all, you recognize in your own experience the importance

in California of the master plan and for three segments of higher
nublic education and interrelation between the whole system is not
healthy unless all parts of it are healthy, but the questions you
were raising and that Bob Campbell raised have been treated dif-
ferently by the three systems. The impact is different.

Let me tell you what I mean.
The phenomenon you were mentioning of the State support lead-

ing to a stretch out in degree time I believe will not happen in the
University of California, but it will very likely happen in the other
systems. That is for them to say.

When we faced the painful choices, we had to deal with a short-
fall of $300 million on a $2 billion budget. We chose among all the
painful solutions a fee increase that was higher than the CSU
system has. We elected that. We were not going to have the phe-
nomenon you mentioned happen, and that we were not going to de-
crease quality in any way.

The price we have had to pay is the higher fees, and as I told
you, I concentrated on that in my remarks because we have had to
find ways to mitigate the effect of the fee increase to see that that
does not limit access.

1 I G
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But the effect you mentioned is much more the one that is hap-
pening in the other two segments. With painful choices, you do it
one way or the other.

Mr. MILLER. I appreciate what you are saying, but that is not
what students and parents who have their young people enrolled in
UC are telling me, either. Because of higher fees, students are
working so they are taking fewer units. Maybe this is all anecdotal
and this isn't reflected in your records, or they are not able to get
the classes they want, so they have to come back the next semes-
ter.

I appreciate that you have also set up a fund to offset fees for the
neediest, but I am not talking about just the neediest. I am talking
about the wide range of student population that is attending, and
when I go out here into my community, I am hammered away at
this because people had an old notion that their young children
were going to go to school and in 4 years they would get their
degree, and all of a sudden, whammaybe they just wanted the
kids out of the house and the heck with it, but--

Mr. FRAZER. There has been some lengthening of time for the
degree, but not as much as is commonly stated. The average time
to obtain a degree, averagethere are people taking 5 years and 6
years, but the average time is still 4.3 years in the University of
California.

Now, I think the effect of the fee increase will lead some stu-
dents to have to work more, and that will have a deleterious effect.
We won't have any statistics on that until next year. In recent
years, we haven't seen a lengthening in the time to degree.

Mr. MILLER. Gene?
Mr. Ross. Dr. Frazer's comments, you know, are well taken by us

in the community college system. These are one of the things we
worry about when the University of California, who we are very
proud of sending students to, and we just want to keep places open
for our students. Thank you, Dr. Frazer, if you can remember that.

Mr. FRAZER. It is very important.
Mr. Ross. We expect to receive more of their potential students

because they want to and they need to keep up their quality, and I
understand that.

I went there myself. I managed to graduate in 4.3 years exactly.
They would like us, we are hearing, to take up more of the remedi-
al courses.

Mr. MILLER. So there is a population shift taking place?
Mr. Ross. So we need to pick up their load. The students say we

are going to come here, we are going to be taking some morewe
will be wocking, providing we can make the classrooms available
when they are not working, that they will take some of those re-
quirements here before they go to the University of California or
the CSU system. It is close to home.

Mr. MILLER. Let me interrupt you there. That is fine. That is the
way the system was somewhat designed, and it has changed back
and forth over the life of the system, but when you talk about 4.3
years, are you talking about a student that enters the UC system
as a freshman?

Mr. FRAZER. Yes.

tt7
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Mr. MILLER. So that student that transfers in may end up still
spending 5 years or longer because they have spent time at the
community college where they have been working part time to try
to pay for that education. Not that this is all bad necessarily, but I
just think it has got to be reflected when we look at the policy of
how long loans and grants and so forth are available, so there is a
shifting of a population from UC to CSU or to the community col-
lege, so you may be getting more UC students that don't show up
in 4.3 years.

Mr. Ross. Right. They will either start later or they may drop
out and come back here and then reenter the university system.
The impact is very difficult for us to try to quantify.

I do want to commend Ms. Hurley from Marin College on her
comment on one way to measure the expense on a national basis
would be if we raised our tuition levels to comparable levels in
other States and to see the drain or the extra funds that would re-
quire from your grants, it would then measure what the State is
picking up and giving the State itself some credit for picking up
some of the national debt or deficit in the educational area.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. Quintanar?
Mr. QUINTANAR. For a long time for the immigrant student popu-

lation, a 2 year degree has become a misnomer because they spend
at least a year to 2 years on building up their second language
skills in order to enter into the courses they need to take in order
for the degree bearing courses, so this has been going on for a long,
long time.

I was an EOPS for 6 years, and that was the situation with the
EOPS population, and part of the problem is that they use up some
of their financial aid as a result of extending their time in the com-
munity college, so when they go to the university they are getting
less financial aid.

Mr. KIPP. Congressman, beyond the impact that inadequate aid
has in terms of the length of time to obtain a degree, this is an-
other kind of Catch-22 in the aid system where if you have inad-
equate financial aid in a single year that prompts a student to
have to work more to meet their college costh in that year, that
income forced on them by inadequate aid becomes the base year
income that goes to assess their financial eligibility in subsequent
years. So the absence of sufficient aid that requires a student to
stretch out their schedule and work more, then takes those earn-
ings into consideration and essentially excludes them from aid in
subsequent years. That is another problem that we are faced with
that is quite significant proportions.

MS. HURLEY. Students don't look like they used to, particularly
at the community college. The average age of our students is 27,
and I got some figures from Contra Costa College, the average age
of their financial aid applicants is 30. We deal mostly with reentry
mothers and AFDC who are trying to juggle kids and house and
family in addition to going to school, plus maybe a part-time job
under the table, other older students who are coming back and are
working full time and trying to go to school, so it is really not the
population that goes into a UC right out of high school, lives at
home or has family support and makes it through in 4.3 years.

MS. LINFIELD. I would agree.
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The 18-year-old freshman who comes in and graduates in 4 years
is definitely an endangered species. We don't see those kinds of stu-
dents. We generally have average age at about 27. Our time to
degree is between 6 and 7 years. It is for many of the reasons all
folded together that you mentioned, the lack of financial aid, which
makes it more difficult to purchase that education, the State
budget crisis which makes class offerings fewer and far between,
which causes students to lengthen their time of study, and because
they can't purchase an education they are working part time and
also, again, all these things combined cause to take students a
longer time to graduate.

Mr. MILLER. Jolene?
Mrs. UNSOELD. I don't have specific questions, but I guess that

the sum total of the presentations that have been made today trig-
ger some rather violent emotions in me.

Mr. MILLER. Control yourself, Jolene. We are speaking about the
B-2 from the home of Boeing.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I think you, Dr. Kipp, commented about the pat-
tern of neglect, and I think all told we are focused on higher educa-
tion and the access, particularly by working Americans. I think we
have to keep in mind the total picture of the neglect that has
taken place in this country and the failure because of the pressures
on families, on our social structure, the lack of readiness for the 5-
year-olds who show up at the first stage in this whole topic that we
call education. We have got to think of it as really starting at child
birth, if not even prior to that, but the pattern of neglect in how do
we turn this around.

I guess I am just growing enraged because we have a President
who has been able to mobilize this country to focus its energies and
attention on the gulf and to bring about a kind of unity and a
desire for that. Why can't that same President go before the Amer-
ican public and say, hey, education is of paramount importance to
this country, and it is time that those in the highest tax bracket
pay their share so that working America can get some benefit from
the taxes they have been paying into the system? That kind of
leadership isn't there. Instead, we are getting a proposal for higher
education that we assist fewer students at a higher level, but fewer
students so that we don't put anymore total money into it, and it is
wrong.

Thank you for your help today.
Mr. MILLER. I think this panel is really at the core of the issue

that concerns me with respect to this issue, and that is that almost
in an invisible fashion the increasing or I guess the educational op-
portunity has become more and more expensive for a whole host of
reasons, whether you use your financial aid to become English pro-
ficient or whether you have to work more hours and whether that
work works against you or because we deny the necessary support
systems for the institutions that they then deny you the opportuni-
ties, so you have to borrow more money to get that opportunity,
but this isn't unique to California, but as Jolene pointed out, we
have determined for the purpose of the nightly news that educa-
tion is a very important issue in this country, except that at every
level of Government that is responsible for education, they are cut-
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ting it. It doesn't matter what level of Government you ')ok at, we
are cutting the total national resources available for education.

I think it is also an interesting phenomena to note that when we
believed that a high school education was essential to young people
in this country, we made that high school education available. We
now recognize that it is essential that young people get advanced
education, technical or intellectual, however you want to character-
ize that education, but at the same time we throw up all of these
barriers.

These are the same children that we gave a free education to, if
you want to use that term in the sense of fees, K through 12, but
now we have decided that we are going to erect a whole series of
barriers to these people when they show the initiative and the
desire to get it, and somehow it seems to me that that is somewhat
self-defeating as a Nation and a competitive State within that.

I really want to thank you because I think this panel made the
point that I was hoping to make in terms of our debate in the full
committee, and that is that these programs really have to reflect a
new reality that is out there, as you point out.

When we came to this institution, they used to popularly say
that was 1963that this was a high school with ash trays. Now the
ash trays are gone and so are the high school students, bui., in fact,
now the age is 30, the average age is 30. It is full-time workers. It
is reentry workers. It is displaced homemakers. It is young people
who screwed up real bad the first time around trying to get a
second chance, trying to stay in our economy, and that is a far dif-
ferent mission that we are having to finance as a State and as a
Nation, and a number of those students are here simply out of sur-
vival because their job is changing, so they are trying to get new
skills to stay in that economic system.

I mean, it is mandatory, in a way, for some of these people that
they be here. Otherwise, they are going to be laid off or expend-
able.

Gene?
Mr. Ross. One more comment.
I am sorry to interrupt or to stretch this panel's time out.
Mr. MILLER. For a guy who called me at eight o'clock this morn-

ing and wanted to know if you were going to have to take the fifth
amendment, you are a little brazen here, but go ahead.

Mr. Ross. Mrs. Unsoeld's comments just have reminded me of my
days at the University of California when I took ROTC. I think one
of the courses we took in ROTC was three units on how to be on
the Waining side. It had to do with basic national strategy for de-
fense. One of the most important things in that theory was that an
educated, active society or population, I think they called it, was a
basic tool of defense and a necessity of defense, and we have to re-
member that, you know, as we go on apportioning the national
budget, that that is defense, too, and it is in the books. I have a
text book somewhere that I couldn't sell that probably has it in it.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your help.
Mr. MILLER. Our third panel is made up of Mr. Ken Rawlings,

who is the Chief Executive Officer of the Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., in
San Leandro; Mr. Brian Murphy from the San Francisco State Uni-

1 2
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versity, a great institution; and Ms. Mary Duffy from the San
Francisco Conservation Corps.

Thank you for joining us. We will begin with you, Ken, and your
formal statement, if you have one, is going to be made a part of the
record, and you may proceed in the manner in which you desire.

STATEMENTS OF KEN RAWLINGS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER,
OTIS SPUNKINEYER, INC., SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA, ACCOM-
PANIED BY LINDA RAWLINGS, PRESIDENT, OTIS SPUNKMEYER,
INC., AND MERRILL CALLOW, PROGRAM DIRECTOR, STUDENT
MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAM, OTIS SPUNKMEYER, INC.; BRIAN
MURPHY, SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY, SAN FRANCIS-
CO, CALIFORNIA; MARY DUFFY, SAN FRANCISCO CONSERVA-
TION CORPS, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, ACCOMPANIED BY
J. ANTHONY KLINE, PRESIDENT, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, SAN
FRANCISCO CONSERVATION CORPS; AND JOHNICON urEORGE,
CALIFORNIA CONSERVATION CORPS

Mr. RAWLINGS. First, I will introduce myself. I am Ken Rawlings.
I am with my wife, Linda Rawlings. I am the Chairman. She is the
President. We are the founders of Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc.

We are very disappointed that we are the only private sector rep-
resentation here. We don't think it is because the private sector
doesn't want to be involved. I think the private sector does. I think
that, while I am not too deeply informed on this subject, I think
that oftentimes the private sector is encouraged not to be involved
or is encouraged not to get involved with the educational system by
the educators. That is my personal opinion.

I talk from some experience because when we started our pro-
gram, we were not greeted with open arms. So now I will tell you
about the program.

In 1985, Linda and Merrill Callow, who is here today, the Direc-
tor of our student moti vational program, decided that we wanted to
get involved in education, we wanted to get involved as a term you
used, George, one time as a clear leader for students going into
high school and going on to further education.

To make a long story short, we formed Otis Spunkmeyer student
motivational program, and that program takes counselors who
work with both students and ps:erits and teachers and counselors
at schools to help students through the tenth and eleventh grades
of high school so that they will be prepared to go into college or
into vocational training with a good background.

I have got some things I will read from, and then we will go on
and have a discussion. I want to make sure we get everything out.
The primary objective of the program is to help students in their
academic and personal growth.

The program works with the schools and families to help the stu-
dents reach their potential and achieve personal success. The stu-
dents are selected as tenth graders by the program counselors with
assistance from the high school counselors, and selection is based
on the 70 percent rule. The 70 percent rule is we feel that the top
15 percent of the kids in school, they don't need any help. They are
the ones who screw up the average. We can't help the 15 percent at
the bottom. It is just that we aren't qualified and we are not capa-
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bleit is not something we can do. So we have taken the middle 70
percent, and we are trying to move that 70 percent closer to the
top 15 percent, and I think we have been successful in doing that.

Students who have shown academic promise, participate in extra
curricular activities or possess active social or personal traits are
canvassed for the program. I might add, too, that we have some
straight A students in the program, and we have some very bad
students in the program, so this is a general statement about 70
percent.

Student groups of 10 meet once a month with program counsel-
ors and participate in activities and discussions dirt deal with the
ccncerns of teenagers: Examples, communication skills, family and
peer relationships, self awareness, career and educational plan-
ning, et cetera.

The students must attend these meetings in order to receive the
full benefits of the progre, All of the program counselors are on
the Otis Spunkmeyer pa., Al and have masters degrees or Ph.D.'s
in counseling.

Outoide of facilitating the group meetings, the counselors also
provide limited individual and family counseling and maintain a
constant link with students via telephone calls or by attending
schools or other activities.

The counselors give encouragement and act as role models for
the students and parents. Although the program doesn't require
students to go on to college, they are encouraged to pursue this
option. The counselors help students go as far as they can in the
educational process. The counselors believe that their ability to get
work within the system is vital to the success of the program.

Probably the most unique aspect of the program and what sets it
apart from other core programs supporting teenagers is the active
and required involvement of parents and guardians. They partici-
pate in their own monthly meetings with the counselors to discuss
the students' progress and other general topics of interest or con-
cern to them.

Otis Spunkmeyer employees are also active in the student moti-
vational program and volunteer their time and energy in helping
the students in any way they can. Taking students to sporting
events, discussing career goals or just being a friend are ways in
which the employees have become involved as additional cheerlead-
ers for the program.

The company publishes a quarterly newsletter, the Otis Notice,
which provides news and views on the student motivational pro-
gram. It is distributed to students and parents as well as the entire
Otis Spunkmeyer staff nationwide.

Over the past 6 years, the program has grown from one part-time
counselor, who was Merrill Callow, and eight students to one full-
time director, which is Merrill Callow, nine part-time counselors
with over 130 students participating. The students are now being
selected from 27 high schools, primarily in the Bay area.

I have a list of the schools in Contra Costa County, College Park,
Alhambra, Northgate, Acalanes, San Ramon, Monte Vista, Del
Amigo and I guess Venture in California.

We received many requests from other businesses and political
organizations asking for information on how to start a student mo-
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tivational program. In addition, the area high schools are now
asking to be included in the program, and the Otis Spunkmeyer
student motivational program has received the full support of area
guidance counselors and instructors. Not true when we tried to
start this, by the way.

Each year after 1996 it is estimated that Otis Spunkmeyer will
be offering financial aid to approximately 270 students who will be
attending 4 year or 2 year colleges or advanced vocational schools.
This will be in addition to the 100 ongoing students that are in our
high school program. The cost per student depends on the level and
amount of services provided.

Otis Spunkmeyer has estimated the annual cost per high school
student to be $1,600. The average annual cost per student attend-
ing a post-high school institution should range between $600 and
$1,500, thus an average cost per student over the maximum 7 year
period, starting in the tenth grade and going through 4 years of
college would be approximately $8,800 or about $1,250 per year.

The student motivation program, I might add, is completely
funded by Otis Spunkmeyer. We do not take contributions. We are
proud of the fact that 45 of the first 53 students in the program
htere raduated from high school and 37 have gone on to post-high
school education.

That is pretty much the program. I would like to open it up to
questions when we get around to that.

[The prepared statement of Ken Rawlings followsd
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rotating monthly hose,
sapling with Oatmeal
Raisin All cookies will
be baked fresh on-
board each flight

Otis Spunkmeyer
Teams Up With The
World Champions

Otis Spunkrneyer has
been selected by the

Oakland Athletics
Organization to sell
cookies in the Oakland
Coliseum - horne at
the world champion
Oalcland As

Starting opening day.
Apit1 9. the cookies will
be sold twin three acu
tans in the Coliseum

This may be a trend
for future sales of Otis

Spunkineyer Cookies

Convene In Carmel, CA
lhe 4th Annual Ots
Spunkmeyer National
Saks and Manage
mein Convention will
be held in Cannel CA
on November 5-Il
The year over 70 of
ow top management
and sahs people will
qualify for the trip

Peas and wiry the
iaastal Lvauty of Cat

met deep sea tisk
play volt on some of
the MUM prestichouv

and challenging
courses sight see and
shop in the charm of
downtown Car nal
and rivet with fellow
employees in a knd
tack and comfoitable
environment

Hope to see you there!

17f9 Coabe Conne.lb:o Sit quoiltily pubhcation igail
Otis Spinkrixwer Inc

14390 Cat,111.,,a St Soo Leandro CA 94517
1 MO '24', 3456

On Cullotnia 1 POO B24 11492)
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dame!
From Ken 9 Linda Rawlings, Otis Spunkmove One.

Welcome to

the first edition of the Student

Motivational Program newsletter. This newslet

tel Is especially for you, the students. We want

lo provide you with information on the program,

hi well as Otis Spuhlimtwr.-the company.

Olh Spunkmeyer employees will also re

teler this newsletter. It is Important that Ihey

understand why. the Student Motivational Pro

gram is snd how ills benefiting so many people

In the area.

When we, along with Merrill Callow,

started the Student Motivational Program five

years ago, we wanted to help students who had

pNenital students who really did want io

lead su«essful lbws. Since then, ihe program

has experienced incredible growth. Currently,

we have over 100 students, ISO parents and 5

part time counselors Involved in Me program.

The program Is based on some very basic

beliefs that we use in our daily business and

personal lives They are

choose people who want to be successful

treat MON people with respect

give encouragement and support

expect success

glve lots of positive reinforcement

We want the patents to know that this is also their newsletter The

success ol this program Is bawd on the parents' Involvement, encourage

ment and support. Tills is definitely a group effort where everyone's Input

Is Important.

PleaSf contact us with any comments or suggestions on how we can

Mete thiS newsletter more useful for you.

Siudent Successes
Every year. several students in ihe program graduate from high school

e nd are faced with many 5 nallenges and decisions regarding their future

The counselors encourage the students to unlock and fulfill Weir potennal

... and they're doing lust that' head om

Steve Marcht111111 Odle . Steve was In the Nil group tdstudent

to complete the Student Motivational Program The program helped hiM

become motivated in school and tel goals for his future Slese Is sor,ntly

attending I o: eositas Cullege with plans to continue on al a lour year . ol

lege lo study environmental sciences. 'the program helped me see ss hef,

I wanted to go with my tile ', says Sieve

Nicole laniouno-Class 0189. Nnole is attending Ill San thego a, a

history Major Next year shr plans to study abroad and then un to

school to study 'hotness and politns The Student Motivational Plowro

helped Nicole deal with her problems and lel her know that there w etc

Other people in similar situations 'the program really helped me with re

lationships and communicatntn skills remarks Nicole

Monica Malcult.Clan of '89. Currently, Munn, .s wrirktog lu
lane al Ohs Sporkroevep Ink corporate Ayes as the colltylions soperu

%Or, and plans t.5 take tolme vs yuutSes at a Ithlal sollege thit year Yu

dent Moto at.orat Program gave Monica the Motivation and e mouryie

menl In do well and set goals tor her lite Ihe promo) rt.edy rne ertle

down and realize whir was rtallv idiportard in my life says Mom:a

Ben leuerClass of '90. Ball te arlerdIng Ihahlo Vail, I 0:pae epl

plans In transtet to SI Berkeley al a builne55 tnalor 5,4,11Ii KC,.

the Student Mutivati,nal Program helped nitn Immensely lic pelf, ,pened

In the tutotIng program:5 who!, truaAht A:1 Irgn p Itool yleCt lnym

ill to a 1 0 'It we, good to meet wIth the other itodenh, aroI all, nedlo

about various prottems and feelings we were havtng comments Ben
. .
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[Meet the Counselors
We're proud to say that the Otis Spunk

meytr Student Motivational Progratn has some

of the Most eapetlensed and diverse counselors

in the field We'd like lo lake this opporlonIty

to introduce them to you

Merrill Callow, Progiam Directue and
Counattoe. Mernil helped develop the Student

Motivation:1 Program in 1085 He began his

counseling career in 19.66 alter graduating Oom

tIC Berkeley In I 4E12 he suited a pro ate prac

tine in aduleuen! and family counseling Plo

tolOPhy ftettele in Pie Mend) ol the r Went

Douglas Callow, Counselor. Wren
Ihutigs not helping students in the Otts Spunk

meyer program, he's working with high uhooi

students douse an outreach program at tool

hill Christian fellowship Ile also has a private

practice in marriage and lowly counseling Phi

kthophy 1-quip students orith necroses) life

slolls, and the bilk s ol human reletoottohtps

talle liagberg, Cosmetics.. Nils was a

tOillIseiOr ti the pubits schools For neatly 20

Yeats until !Oa/ when he starred his own pri

sate practice in mant.age and family counseling

He is also Admissions Coordinator for the I all

looms Graduate School of Family and Marriage

Cortnwling Protosopris Pool& students with

the toots to estitese penossal rucsair

Jerome Knox, Counselor. Jerome is a

ounse;o: w dii hr Alameda Dept of Al

robot Is Dfugo Hn.nlnys Ihd work with ihi Mu

dant Mold Ovine Noon, and Indy tolieses it

is working tat cal.se it provides thr s..ideritt with

a support network outside of the School System

Multi-Cultural
Celebration

tabOlyr student gro,ips observed

lie tokdays in a VI ye way b1

Yew sista+. a holiday bawd on an fast AID< an

harvest festival

I he holds, ts mailed hy seten principles

whorl hene111 the 107114, the iumMurnty and

mankind

liott In-ups I elebtated Awaniaa by ells

tutting du Itstdal and lit meaniny ol bringing
units 1011 the gfotips I he dis,:soor doluded

understanding. terpriltng and WW1 on (heti
cohost lerrlages

AO, light-re a c ande mr takuiro.d.le. they discussed the esening's theme which Was 'Fan
and l'vpose' I ach student sr a red inl.'Ittltd.n lroni their ethnic line ssruch had teen passed .1.dsn
t 'hem lhe thet. t a, handed handrnade Os who In reprrsented Melt cuidite dareots aliu path,

. pared .n the cr1 lanio
: llstipp.1 in a "I /lois tile Ilaisssi- hiss. on -,i,

recipe, MCA" 115 'he sit:IV:Is and a.aoOs had beer. phsss I d.,on Iron. their a,. S!'I'.
'Bob, ! go.i.v. arr. Itot.', if! rOs.0 Ibbles We lbw ',ea..., .01k oa,raa

says Ms 'won and respcSI lot lalrrlls haae nu tutor barrielS... she einphasires

PAtioeophy: De corn

milted to helping Stu-

dents reech these

goals.

Jennifer Levy.

Weadl, Counselor,
Outside of the Student

MotivallOnal Program,

}motet Is Dean of Stu
dents a: a private Bay

Arta school In her rule as counselor, she be

litres it's impottani to provide students with

positive espenences and role models Plu/oso

phy Fnrourese studonts to Pe In pOsittre envt-

runtrenti

Marcie Radios, Counselor. Manie's

broad eicerience altitudes conducting work

strops and 'Student Study learn training tor

teacher, witrun the California Stale Department

tiff ation PASIblOpny Be a tetelyst /or stu

dents to reech their full pole/Ital.

Carolyn Stott, Committee. Carolyn Is es

trerneiy Noy between her responsibilittes as a

noddle sanuol guidance counselor and 111SItuslor

or a gradsiate level counseling program Potosi,

phy- Corrununtc.the to students now onportent

they are sults/rally, peraonetta, and smutty

Donald Underwood, Couneeloe. [kin is a

psyohologY and biology teacher at a bay Area

high sc 51001 lie also started the Idled program

and As ademl, !Set ainainh ins ontta Costa

losnly Phchoophy flnlocA the students' pas
tenthsl

Get It OH Your Chest!

union Prom Nowa, oft. &Wised a Of web w Mena
h4olt 44 POt 0550e.

Program Perks
Ail people cur

minty Involved In the

Student Motivational

Program receive many

of the same benefits

doff discounts as Otis

Sponkmeyer employ

ees Please feel tree

bd take advantage of

as many of these

'perm' as you'd like
I hey include

this Spunkmeyer

Cookie Doug), co

S10.case

Brownies IS Mut

fins le SO 'case

I inicust, Sterne
w Sill per hour

discount. 1 hour

minimum line
Ohs Spunkrneyer

Van ts also avail

able fOf group

lits I

0111SpunkMeyer

Air Sky TOUf* no

charge

llnlimilect ust Of

the Otis Spunk

meyet Gyrn'.

"nun ate-
': I 411pm

Sat I Oan%

Closed Sundays

If you have ques

nuns or would like

more Information on

these benefits, please

contant Rhonda

Bryan, Coordinator.

this Spunkmeser Slu

dent Motivational

Program, tit I SI 357

0836.

A t oo toid lotto reserysliun

(Person reversicg root ye mi.'s.",

A pared rn-s, pard ea. p shudeol st..ivois
Of cootto{,, II.1,11.1AA1 Ilk. Scott
Sky Toot. the inc. 01141 poro,

A Waiver incit be noel Wore using gm,

l°rlluJeos 41..baairelar Poltam
rcoVoOt, 511,...r.
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Measuring
Front Kett ft Linda Rtwf041, () Ii Sputdrneyer, Inc

Many people ask us how we will measure

the Success of the Student Motivational Program.

There are several ways of measuring the success of our program FIrst,

high Schools are now contacting us wanting lo know how they can gel in

volved with the program. When the Student Motivational Program first be

gan, they were skeptkal We had to convince the schools that this was a

worthwhile endeavor Now, everyone wants to be part of if.

We can measure success by the Immense growth of the program from

one counselor and ten students to nine counselors and over 100 students

The many inquiries we get from other businesses and political organiza

lions asking us how Ar own Student Motivational Program works, Is an

other sure SIM of smcess

While all of these results are significant. they don't really sum up the

Inspiring success of the Student Motivational Program. What really shouts

success Is you thc students and parents. The Instant you make the clecl

slon to succeed, you have become successful! It's as simple as that! And

that's our Mal.
People also ask us if there Is one student graduate of the Stu

dent Motivational Program Naturally.there isn't one Ideal person, Istil

many We don't expect all people who participate in this Program to leave

with the same qualities or goals

1 here are, however, Iwo basic yet important results of the Studen Mo-

tivational Program which we would like to pass on to you The number

one outcome should be SI I F 1-5111.7.1 When people have tell esteem it re

hem off of everyone and everythrng they tout h This promam Is designed

to help you deveSop the necessary skills needed to attain self esteem --no

matter what your goals or matt talons are Otis Spunkmeyer. Inc. acts as a

heering wstion to let you know you matter to us and to others. What

you do and contribute is important to your life and sotlety.

The second outcome of the program Is the concept of *GIVING BACK.'

Bigger & Better
'the Student Motivatronal Program newsletter hat grown from two to

tour Pages Ihis Will allow us to provide you with mnre information regard

mg the program and other deselopments within Olis Spunknieyer. inc.

1 his also means that there will be more r,mm 6, your articles and/of

story suggestions. Please write us today with any Ideas you have for the

newsletter

The Ora Moore

(Ms Spunkmeyer. Inc

14100 1 manna St

San I (Intim I A 045/7
Ann Rhonda Bhon

This means helping others because you have been helped. Imagine If ev

ertone who has Men helped at some lime in their life passed on the good

dted That's a nice thought and a positive goal to strive for

Fiat the Student Motivational Propram Men successful so fait ABS()

1 WILY! Foch thank you letter we receive from a student or patent con

hrms the program's success. We're proud 01 hie Student MotivallOnal Prra

gram and we're proud ol you!

Mark Your Calendar
On Sunday, May ployees In a relaxing plans to barbeque

lo. the annual Otis and enmyablt set ke cream and you

Spunkrneyer honk ung Several amyl guessed it. cookies

Will lake plate from ties have been plan *Ill tot provided by

1 00 5-10pm at Sea ned. intluding volley Otis Spunkmeyer

run Park al the San ball and softball that We entourage you

Leandro Marina lenge games to bring your entire

1 his fun filled Fach family is re family to this annual

event Is an extellent sponsible lot Its own springliine event. It's

oppOrtunity to meet pienic tonal, drinks a guaranteed good

other students, par and picnitware 1 he time!

ents, counselors and grills will be nice and

Otis SpunkMeyet em hot for anyone whO

And The Winner Is...

' s
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College Planning:
Students and Parents
Working Together
Your Future N Now

For most of you, the lime has come to slut

thinking about your future Many uptions are

open lu you Including college, trade ft 'ool, the

militant% or entering the work force immediately

after high school. Whatever you decide. Pruner

planning and research should be a Part ot the

decision making process

While college isn't lor everibody, the Stu

dent Motivational Program en;uurages students

to pursue this option College provides training

and education Important in today's Competitive

Fob market. 'We feel 'hal students should go as

better in school than those children whose pat

rots aren't involved Students wiih involved

and supportive patents have a greater wnse st

commitment and dedication toward SOW and

work

Parents should be part of the college plan

tung ptoxess from beginning to end. This in

Eludes setting parameters for their children and

discussing issues whit h will era the college

decision. lot instance, how much they can teat

istic ally glued tu pay tor cullege tuitiun and lir

ing arrangements alter high school

Is College For You?

Several factnes should be

considered when deciding il

College is an option, and tf it

ts, whitt school is the best

for you. Answeting these

questions will help you with

the process

what are ynut long term

fobcareer goals'

Itu your goals requite

educatiun beyond high

school'
f1u you like school and

want tu learn Mir that

college can provide,

What is your high so hsail record. so rail

Evaluating Schools
You and your parents have restart hed ard

discussed the options and you se rIciided lu Ci

to college Now you moil evaluat who h vi hoot

is best tor you Answering Int tollowrng ques

lions will help narrow dnwn your choices

What is your current Grade Point Average?

II taken. what were your Stotts un the

(wsen,de.HsIp.pa

Learn More About College Planning

farm they can with their education.' InN Dots

Underwood, an Oils Spunkmeyer counselor. if

they find Use educational route isn't working,

then they can explore other areas,' he adds

This article will help you and your patent!

begin the culitgi planning Process together

Role of The Parents
Some parents may be wondering what they

can do to Yelp their children plan for college

Studies have shown that children whose par

ents are involved in the actdemIc process le B.

helOinit select high ythool (mores) do much

Employees Give Student
Workers High Marks

Students make rational Program pany. Things were last paced as our de

treat Summertime over the summer really slacking up. partment is, we re

employees, OF so say break when one day NIcole ally needed someone

Sarta Barron and last near. Sanwa laeluono wined her who cull keep up
Mike tans- Olis was overwhelmod department for the Santa oar impreised

Spunkmryet empluy with work As super summer 'She helped wilt: N:cole's hard

ers Both have had visor of accounts no I us alit, Ming, phone work und willows, to

the pleasure ot work aele, her resiomnsihili sans, and smel ae whaieser was

ing with partnipanis he, were growing imiunrit., comet ,s," 1;1 edsd to help the

of the Student Moll I along with the som r its Santa 'As (avowal ea beck sar

46-408 0 - 91 - 5

You Make It
Happen

/41 the center ot the Otis Sptinkrneyer Stu

dent Motivational Program is _

Douglas Callow,

Counselor

Misty Blau

Ben Fluenu

Willow Chose

Amy Gavel

Chuck Gebert

Asher Miller

Jason Robison

Teresa Tehlw

Roxanne Vastest

Merrill Callow,
Counselor

lens Andersen

lawn Brown

Cindy Dam

Bryan Mule

Christie Marshel

Terri Soora

Koh Synis

Ion Votele

!David Weighiman

Nils Huber'',
Counselor

Mese Flaboltak

icqueline Chattnan

I rant tor Ininunquez

ban Ironer

I isa t,edigian

14 ather flaw Phillips

ii slit Ritmo hik

Matthew Morgan

I etre, Payne

Jennifer Vaoghti

futpan Warr.

Jerome Knox,

Counselor

Andrew I:rater

I aniont Ilipons

Sellnh lenkIns

Nam I asy

Noukuonlailanaphson

I collard Roberts

lames F Thomas

Hall Warren

jent 'or I ey, Wendt,

Counleloe
Matthew Seaver

Alison Roller

lersita l'ortrgan

Nathan I Mr

Mario F I ique Gloria

',rah roant
Melinda Mellon

;)
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Sidney Moreno

itliver Ralanan

Jennifer Rasmussen

Zereyna Ibeynal

Salazar

Claradina Toya

Marcie Radio,
Counselor

[Wed Astitun

Krista Cowin

Matt Dean

lienika I nriquet

Keith I lowers

lenniler Glass

Sara Hauser

bristy loutnray

Sarah Kielty

nael

Michelle I rMeata

Rachel Valhi,

Carolyn Scott,

Counselor

Andres Atwater

Xita lane litown

Tr Ada ffrov.n

I evatil) Tony Cohn

Rosa Maria i:oronado

Maria tel ourdes

I oper

Andrea Dots hover

lushua Gregg

Michelle Guerrero

havid lift:under
Irederick haat,
"'Many Johnson

Ulf Mason

htistine Posey

Ia.. Owlet
Robert Robinson

Paula Koss

Susie Stagg

Mn hacl Washrugton

Don Underwood,

Coaneelor

Brian Cerrt

Angela I rod

lennilet Hatch

Helen lam

Mile Mararrani

Joanne Mutt hannw

Danny Oben

hris Sl.ass

krisien I names

Ryan Wheeler
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loe Neth, a 1900

veduale of Castro Valley

i.han School and the Stu

dent Motivational Program

has a real %tor( to tell

Joe's future dadn't took

too bright clueing lits

freshman year tn

..hoot A 9 CPA along

with a WY of discipline

was the beginning ola

ftnlly mod for foe. Then,
one quarter into ens be Nett* it hbrbe Cove kik ttilotitit
sophomore year he was ambition.

expelled from school on chargeS of battery on school pounds.

After spending 35 days In !intend@ hall, he enrolled in a private School

where he bepn to gel his life on [rads 'I always had the academic knowl
edge. recalls toe I lust didn't have the dlscipline to apply myself.'

Whoi attending pfloate school. he Darted focusing on his studies and

raised hls CPA to a 1.8 1 guess I was fired ot being looted down on.'
commen[s foe Ii was then that he was accepted Wu the Student Motive
tional Program.

He admits he was skeptical al /int However, the student and parent

meetings taught him 1101 about himself, and whai he needed to do to be a

success My self confidence improved and my life sorted coming to

Kether, he says lot even admits that he did most of the tailing during

the grout discusslons 't hey couldn'i shut me up.' he says laughtng

Relotning his classmates at Castro Valley High %shoot. foe graduated

with honors During hls last few years in school, he received several

awards whit li he and his family are quite proud ot Some ol the most pres

litmus awards include second lughesi rain 10 the Golden State Geom

etry Foam ttop 30% of sludemil. Iwo time Honor Society member. lop 5%

in the Calitorola Stale Chem a I hon liner 1500 students petit ipatedi,

and, a Moline membership in the California SE holarship Federation

Knowing that the one thing he stAl laubed ssas the stool discipline to

wurk his way through college, loe decided to loin the Marine Corps 'A

ph ilOSOphy of the Marine Corps if 'Complete the MIsslon*,' says Joe.

'Thal sounded good to me

Unfortunately, recent bask problems resulted in a medical discharge

from the Marines. Joe now plans on going to Chabot College to ton:piece

hts gemral education cowries and then on to Califotnia Stale University to
study biovience.

I he Ons SpunInneyer Student Motivational Program is proud ol hie lie

is a shining example of what herd work and perseverante can do to turn a

person's life around Mr the better

Counsiding Staff Adds
Him Moniker

Marilyn Hammen has loined the Student Motivational Program's soon

ogling staff. The announcement was made by Merrill callow, counselor

and provam director. Intense April I, Ms. Haerimun becama resPonadd
for students from Albany and El Cerrito High Schools.

Along with accepting a counseling position with the Otis Spunkmeyer

program, she has also been appointed to the newly created position of
. counselor at large for the Oakland School District. In thIS position, she will

be working with all counselors with A the schnol district on P100mln and
curriculum development

Her broad counseling experience spans over zo years and Includes such

positions as head counselor al McClynionds High School In Oakland, work

ihop presenter In adult career counseling for Ahlrediat Resources in San

Francisco; and tarter development instructor tor Chabot College In
HayWard.

'Pm culled about being a part ot the Student Motivational Program,'

says Ms. Harryman 'I look forward to the hands on work with the siu

dents and the close contact this program allows me to have with their par
ems'

According to Merrill Callow, Mt. Harryman Is a One elample of the

quality counseling and Instruction that the Ohs Spunlmeyer Student Moll

%rational Program Is known fur, and will continue to live up to.'

Ms Harreman's pbliosephy: Gtoe people Me necessity tools to become

motivated And productive waken and /Amity members.

Looming How Cookies Aro
/Awls

The imp bikes a beak In the Clas Sminknworlffness center.

IASI MIL four stu cillty.' says Marcie centerone ol tht
dent groups towed Radius, Castro Valley mewl benefits of be
[he Oils Spunlaneyer group counselor 'ICs ins suochmed with
manufactumig plant important for the stu the company. The
and corporate Med dents, parents and center includes a bas
quartets Oyer 60 counselors to remem lethall court. cardlo
students, parents and bet what the driving vascular equipment,
siblings observed force is behind the weight machines,
tint hand how 011s Student Motivational and men its own per
sPonametter 1:00thes Program- ons tonal trainer
and Muffins are made Spunioneser. Inc.,' If you weren't
and distributed she emphastres able to make this

'It's always toter t he groups also tour, not to woreY
riming in tour the ail a Ina al the Ohs Shine will be oth
I Ms Spun kmeyer la Spunlimeyer Illness ers in the future
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(=Zs St Parents Working Together
One," entry erlens- PSAT, SAT andlur

ACT (usually taken during honor yearl'

How much money can you budget tumid

college'

Du you want to hve at of near home Ayr

high school?

Are you familiar with thv different college

systems, eg community colleges, Ill% Cal

Stale, private colleges, lode schools'

The next step should be a trip to your high

school counseling,' center 'the best re

Sources are right In the student's bac kyatd,'

comments Mr Underwood. Ile points out that

students and parents should lake advantage of

the tremendous amount of tree inforMation pro

vided by high school cOunsettngici

reer centers

High school iounselori will lay out

academic and financial requirements

for any of the colleges you're inter

fisted in. Must high school counseling

Centers alto conduct 'college plan

nine seminars for the parents

Of course, your Oils Spunkmeyer

counselor is always available to help

yOu with post high school planning.

Whether you need help improving

your grades or applying fur financial aid, they

are willing and able m help you sort through the

process

Alter narrooing down your sollege choices,

contui t the adt.iissions departments at those

schools thu s an provide you with important

informal. i such as enrollmiol deadlines, ail

demo tivirements. and lultuin guidelines
Don't be intanidated to ill and ask tor ',cup

Admissions departments ire del up to assist you

with the enrollment proses% If you hod you're

having problems gelling the Information you

need, ask your high school or 011s Spunknieye r

sounyelur lor help In culling through the "red

tape

Setting Goals

Begin setting goals to ensure Amman, into

the %fiord of your shone This Minded diving

Money. !name sure your grades lfe where they

should be to meet the si hool's requirements,

and getting any necessary work experiense

Hy now you should have a general Ora of

how much :Cs going to cost lu attend college

You may not have the money righl now, which

means you might want to start looking for a

summer lob. A summer lob will not only allow

you to save money for college, but ti will give

grams including career exploration, foreign

study tours and sports tamps Contact your high

se Noll counseling office for more Information

on these programs

Once your goals are iet, slick to them as best

or you sin Parents should encourage their chit

dren to stay on track Positive reminders and

suggestions are the best Illy In support children

through the college planning process.

Financial Aid
You may become overwhelmed when Honk

ing about how 10 pay for iallege Remember

that the Otis Spunkrneyer Student Motivational

Program provides financial assistance if you

meet all of the program requirements. Talk with

Your Oils Spunkmeyer counselor for more infor

minion. You should also contact the Imancial aid

offices at the colleges you're thinking ul attend

Int It is their lob to help students

and parents cope with paying for

college. See I tgure I for a hit of fi

nanclal aid programs that Inay be

available to you,

Below Is a lot of additional fi

nancial aid sources that mai be of

help to you when deciding how to

pay Inr college!

CallfortitJ Student Financial Aid

It'ortthnot

Alerting College Coin

arty Financial Aid Planning cer

vice this service provides yOU

with ati early summary ol your Ii

[uncial status free of Charge

talk with your high school or Ms Spunk

Itteyrt uttunstlor lot information on hoW 10 ill

ply for Me atidve !mint tal aid programs or for

akailahility it Me workbooks and servtres

Nevee Give Up!

II yoti get frustrated with the college plan

mug proceii. don't Arse up I here ale plenty of

people asatiable io help yoU through it II you're

%curried afiOul finance', thc Catatonia CottInItt

olli.yr system movides qualits vOltt anon

it A Itio cosi fins nielns Moo to hIgher

critic atton IS always open to sou

Figure 1. Financial Aid Progr III 5

you valuable work experience. This looks Im

pressive on a school application or resume.

flow are your Ode:, lio they nieet the nec

essary requirements to gel into the sollege of

your Choicer It's not too ii let,, start unplostng

`Ott by attending sionme'r si hoot Most high

tit hoot, oller nutlet hewn programs free 0t

charge lif cu m %mall lue I tic Student Mot,,,

1101111 Program also ollefs Ititurati moirialtil if

you'd like to gel 4 field sill? lot Ifie I all lulto

In iddlliOn ro traditional union., si hooi .

many school districts otter special summer pro

(Pima hos 0;e I

Employees Give Student Workers High Marks
department

She behese, the

Student Motivational

hogram us worth

while because it

gives students the

rtesessary skills And

experience they II

need to be sus Cess

ful 'I know that

Nicole will be sin

cesslul in whales er

she chooses to do,'

says Santa

Mike fans Is the

boo !lasing Wren% workine Program "I toriny

fot 010, Spunkineyer, part tone and will working with voting

Int Ile ts very rsi rstPlUiIty go toll prupty 11d1 ltippon

solved in the SIViltql, !WIC when to tool Is My !Item tn any way

Motivational Prograin lie really that I an

and coordinates caught on quo k.- Slimmer emploi,

many oil the student sass &Irks. 'Nutt ri 4 mein Opthirlestlifw,

ii ltsItits And out th'IMIntitots help to V On, Sininkriteeer,

mg, this itormier. the .11 Ito. Iii ete ;mined loft

Mike is working with 4411ie tune is gatorng II, I ollf progrion
Puri Syms from the ylfilafile Cape, i OW151-got Ithrtr

Student Motivational ence," he adds inpuoulion teggol

Program ai Otis Of morose, Mike is trig lob openings

Spunkmeser's plas 4 firm bet vier in the

lin company Nob is Student Motivational

mi 0.0,5' pblimmtton 1r1,05.4 old
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OTIS SPUNKMEYER STUDENT MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAM
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Otis Spunkmeyer Student Motivational Program Overview

The Vision

In 1985, Ken and Linda Rawlings, CEO and President of Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., had a strong
desire to help high school students reach their potential and become productive citizens. They
believed there was a "middle" 70% of students who, because they were capable, did not receive
the encouragement, support and attention that those in the top or bottom 15% received. The
Rawlings wanted to help these students by giving them the necessary support - motivationally
and financially - to become successful and responsible people. In essence, they wanted to be
a "cheering section" for these students.

Ken and Linda Rawlings wanted to be personally involved in a student program that promised
more than just "throwing money" at the problem. They wanted to develop a process whereby
kids would be committed to stay in a program for a set period of time and follow some fairly
strict guidelines. This would give students a sense of responsibility - helping them to set and
achieve goals. In return, the students would receive financial assistance for college or trade
school along with other tangible (and intangible) benefits.

Ken and Linda contacted a well-respected adolescent and family counselor, Merrill Callow, to
help develop and coordinate the program. He not only had the necessary experience, but he
was also an old family friend. In fact, he had been Ken's high school basketballcoach and
counselor Ken's "cheering section". The following year, the Otis Spunkmeyer Student
Motivational Program was born.

Program Objectives & Student Selection

The primary objective of the program is to help students in their academic and personal
growth. The program works with the schools and families to help the students reach their
potential and achieve personal success. Students are selected as 10th graders by the program
counselors (with assistance from the high school counselors) and selection is based on the 70%
rule. Students who have shown academic promise, participated in extracurricular activities or
possess other positive social or personal traits are candidates for the program.

Student groups of ten meet once a month with the program counselors ami participate in
activities and discussions that deal with the concerns of teenagers, e.g. communication skills,
family and peer relationships, self-awareness, career and educational planning, etc. The
students must attend these meetings in order to receive the full benefits of thc program,

OTIS SPVNKMEYER. ItiC Corporitt (Iff..ts 14190 Cstalena StI. !go 1419410 (41,1.5tma 94577 415 157.9456
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Role of the Counselors, Patents & Staff

All of the program counselors are paid staff of Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc. and have Masters
degrees and/or PhD.s in counseling. Outside of facilitating the group meetings, the counselors
also provide limited individual and family counseling and maintain a constant link with the
students via telephone calls and by attending school or other activities. The counselors give
encouragement and act as role models for the students and parents.

Although the Otis Spunkmeyer Student Motivational Program doesn't require the students to
go on to college, they are encouraged to pursue this option. The counselors help the students
go as far as they can in the educational process, and the counselors believe that their ability
to network %vithin the system" is vilal to the success of the program.

Probably the most unique aspect of the Otis Spunkmeyer program, and what sets it apart from
other corporate programs supporting teenagers, is the active (and required) involvement of the
parents and guardians. They participate in their own monthly meetings with the counselors to
discuss the students' progress and other general topics of interest or concern to them.

Otis Spunkmeyer employees are also active in the Student Motivational Program and volunteer
their time and energy to helping the students in any way they can. Taking students to sporting
events, discussing career goals, or just being a 'big brother or sister' are ways in which
employees have become involved as additional "cheerleaders" for the program.

Some unusual program perks available to the students and parents include: full use of the Otis
Spunkmeyer fitness center, discount rates on the company's limousine service and Otis
Spunkmeyer Air's DC-3 Sky Tours, and discounts on Otis Spunkmeyer Cookies. The company
also holds annual picnics and formal dinners for all employees and participants of the Student
Motivational Program.

The company publishes a quarterly newsletter, The Otis Notice, which provides news and views
on the Student Motivational Program. It is distributed to studcnts and parents as well as the
entire Otis Spunkmeyer staff nationwide.

Program Growth

Over the last six years the program has grown from one counselor and eight students to one
full-time director, nine part-time counselors and over 130 students and 200 parents. The
students are now being selected from 24-27 high schools primarily in the Bay Area.

Ken and Linda Rawlings receive many requests from other businesses and political
organizations asking for information on how to start a Student Motivational Program. In
addition, area high schools are now asking tu be included in the Otis Spunkmeyer program.
The Otis Spunkmeyer Student Motivational Program has received the full support of area
guidance counselors and instructors.

OTIS SPUNKMEYEL INC C019ante Mkt' 14190 4.1041ma Sinn, Sao 1.410d4o. Califon= 94179 411) 111.1416
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Costa of the Program

Each year after 1996, it is estimated that Otis Spunkmeycr, Inc. will be offering financial aid
to approximately 270 students who might be attending a four-year or two-year college or
advanced vocational school. This will be in addition to the 100 students still in the 10th, 11th
and 12th grades.

An average yearly cost per student will depend on the level and amount of services provided.
Otis Spunkmeyer has estimated the yearly cost per high school student at $1600. An average
yearly cost for a student attending a post-high school institution might range between $600-
S1500. Thus, an average cost per student over the maximum seven year period (starting in 10th
grade and going through four years of college) would be approximately $8,800 - or about $1,250
per year.

Because the Rawlings run such a highly visible and profitable company, they are constantly
approached by philanthropic organizations for donations. Their highest giving priority is to
education. With its own Student Motivational Program, Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc. is able to
devote all of the necessary time and resources to helping the students and developing the
program - no more sifting through stacks of proposals on charitable organizations and
programs. And there is no money being drained off the program for fund raising activities or
administrative costs. The Student Motivational Program is completely funded by Otis
Spunkmeyer, Inc.

Perhaps the biggest benefit, however, is the satisfaction the company gets from being involved
in such an effective and worthwhile program. Kett and Linda Rawlings, thc counseling staff
and many involved Otis Spunkmeyer employees get direct fecdback from thc studcnts and
parents telling them how positive the program has been.

Measuring Success

Evaluating the program's succcss depends on the goals and objectives set forth by the corporate
sponsor and on the type of individuals participating in the program. In the case of the Otis
Spunkmeyer Student Motivational Program, 45 of the first 53 students in the program have
graduated from high school, and 37 have sone on to post high school education (emotional and
drug related problems were cited as being the major reasons for students not graduating).

However, there are many immeasurable benefits and successes of the program. The most
rewarding are the many thankyou letters the company receives from the students and parents
describing improved self-confidence, academic achievements, and most importantly, their
genuine desire to pass on good deeds to others. Thus, a by-product of the program is an
ongoing contribution to making the world a little better place in which to live. The effects of
the program have radiated throughout the community and beyond.

Attached are some examples of comments by high school guidance counselors and anonynmus
parent and student evaluations.
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Requirements for selection of students may vary, depending upon the program's needs and emphasis,

but, basically, students selected will be those who have shown: (a) a positive attitude and behavior;

(b) current academic achievement, and/or a strong potential for greater academic achievement, and/or

demonstrate a special talent in extra-curricular activities; and, above an (c) students must be wilting to

work to improve themselves through regular attendance and positive participation in the monthly group

meetings and be committed to the program's purposes and goals.

The purpose of the program is to encourage and support the students selected to: (a) aspire and work

toward achieving the highest level of education, personal knowledge and positive growth of which they

are capable and, (b) to make a conscious effort to contribute, by their positive attitudes and actions,

to others both in and out of the program. Hopefully, in their adult lives they will be willing to find their

own unique ways to support and encourage the next upcoming generation.

Students are selected as 10th graders and remain in the program until graduation, unless they fail to

meet the stardards of the program or voluntarily withdraw. Upon satisfactory completion of the

program and graduation from their high school, students who undertake full-time (12 units/semester,

or its equivalent) will receive financial assistance, according to the guidelines set up. Required group

meetings will be held approximately once a month during the school year for students and parents

(separately). Students' group meetings will consist of activities and discussions by students from

different schools on topics of importance and interest to adolescents as mutually agreed upon by the

group (i.e. skills in communication and social relationships, seff-uni-arstanding, educational and career

planning, school related concerns, etc.)

(continued on back of page)
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Parents' meetings WI center around areas of Interest and concern to parents of adolescents, and

discussion and activities will be determined by mutual agreement. There will usually be one combined

student and parent meeting during the yew, and a year-end picnic for all family members.

During the time students are In high school, they wiII be offered: (a) group tutoring; (b) personal,

educational and career counseling; and (c) other such assistance as Is available and appropriate.

Counseling appointments may also be requested by parents or individual families. In addition, field trips

and special events may be scheduled, plus opportunities to visit the Otis Spunkmeyer plant in San

Leandro, meet with Individual plant employees, use the gymnasium and have low-rent use of the

company's limousines.

Each student's academic and extra-curricular progress will be monitored via progress reports, report

cards, transcripts, media -Iports, etc. Otis Spunkmeyer counselors will be in contact with students to

offer support, encouragement, or to lust be a listener frequently throughout the school year. Summer

activities might Include summer school tutoring or special projects that are more activity oriented.

Students must be willing to initiate contact with counselors and make requests for assistance if and

when It Is needed. In addition to taking responsibility for one's own needs, being willing to assist

others, both in and outside of the group is a very important objective of the program.

46-408 0 - 91 - 6 1 3 7
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School Year

SIUDENIMIIYAIMALEBOSAAM

To: Student

Parent/Guardian

From:
Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc. - Counselor

Re: Agreement to Conditions of Participation In the Student Motivational Program

It is hereby agreed that the above named student and parent or guardian will voluntarily participate with

High School and , Counselor,

Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., In a cooperative endeavor to encourage and assist the student to continue

showing a positive attitude toward academics, school activities, fellow students and faculty.

In addition, each student is expected to:

A. Work to maintain or improve his/her academic rank in the top half of the class.

B. Conscientiously prepare him/herself to be bligible for education or training beyond high school

C. Strive for self-improvement on a personal basis, and for the benefit of the family, school and

community environment.

O. Willingly attend and actively participate in the monthly croup meeting with the others in the

program. This is a requirement of the program for both students and parents.

If the student does not make satisfactory and timely progress, or does not otherwise abide by the

conditions set forth, the student's participation In the program may be terminated.

(continued on back of page)
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If a student desires assistance In living up to the guklelines of this program, it is his/her responsibility
to Initiate a request for assistance by contacting Ph.

No.

The parent or guardian agrees to sign a school record release of Information form, allowing

, Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., counselor access to the school records.

Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc, Is responsible for the administration, conduct andcost of the program. It is the

expressed Intent of Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., to award limited financial assistance to those students who

successfully complete the program's goals and qualify for higher academic education, or advanced
vocational training.

Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc. and/or its ripresentatives accept no responsibility or liability for results of the

program. Otis Spunkmeyer offers the program as an opportunity only to those students nominated by

their schools, selected by a representative of Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc., and who agree to abide by the
conditions of the program.

Student

Parent/Guardian

Counselor, Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc.

Kenneth B. Rawlings
Chairman & CEO
Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc.

Unda Rawlings
President
Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc.

1 T)

Date

Date

Date

Date

Date
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NOTICE: This form must be 01111212121y and 22fIettly Med out, with the itemized receipts attach:\
and lefli.81:

Otis Spunkmeyer Student
Motivational Program
14390 Catalina Street
San Leandro, CA 94577

Today's date

STUDENT MOTIVATIONAL PROGRAM - REQUEST FOR REIMBURSEMENT FORM

Please type or print the following:

1.

(Last Name

2.

3.

4.

5.

First Name Middle initial)

(Permanent Address)

(Other address to which you wish check mailed) (optional)

(Home Phone)

(Social Security Number)

(Away Phone)

7.

8.

9.

(Name of institution in which you are enrolled)

(Address and phone no. of Institution)

(Beginning and ending dates of semester or quarter of current enrollment)

10. Cost of tuition of current semester/quarter (attach receipts) $
11. Course No,./Coutse Title

(a)
(b)
(c)
(cl)

(a)
(f)

(10
(h)

/Units jot current courses)

(continued on back of page)
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12. List title

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

(0)
(h)

137

/Author /Cost (of books purchased. correspondina to above)

(Attach itemized receipts for books purchased)

13. If you are requesting reimbursement for any semester or quarter, after your initial enrollment, you
must also send a copy of the semester or quarter transcript for the term you have lat
completed, showing grades and credits earned. (This is in addition to completing the above
form). Send In any receipts for the cost of such transcript, so that you can be reimbursed.

14. If you have any questions, please call Merrill Callow at t 15-820-6742.

This is to verify that I, hereby give my permission
(Full name, as registered)

to allow Merrill Callow to have full access to my records and transcripts. I am currently enrolled at

(Institution) (Address)

I also give permission for such forms to be sent to:

Mr. Merrill Callow
1666 kidgewood Road
Alamo, CA 94507

(Phone No.)

Signed

Today's Date My current address:
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Authorization for

Information

DENT

School District to release pupil

To: flegistrar/Counseling, Secretary Date:

t hereby give my permission to to have access to the pupil records
of , whose date of birth is . Information
requested Is for use in the Otis Spunkmeyer, Inc. Student Motivational Program.

Signed:
(parent/guardian or eligible student)

Address:

OTIS SPUNKMEYER, INC ("apatite Mt* 14190 C6biluis Stmt, San Itandm. Cliforno 94S77 MS) 137 9116
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ANONYMOUS EXCERVI'S FROM STUDENT AND PARINI' QUESTIONNAIRES

Students

Indicated an improvement in g.p.a.; studying mom:attendance is better; better attitude
toward school; more understanding of myself and others; met new friends and shared carrion
feelings; beginning to look at the future more; getting along letter with teachers and
parents; being able to express my feelings and te honest; being notived for any improve-
ment in my schoolwork in a positive way (phorr! ealls/rtetings); tutoring sessions were

very important to me; just leing in the Prcgram helps Ire keep up in school;it helps me to
know that someone besides my immediate family is keeping track of my pexlreas in school;

counselor's encouragement and positive attiude really helped:it featly helpA me get my

act together; the group meetines wino. the mist important part, discussing things that. were

really important with Other kids and getting their feedback: I" have leen inspired to work
harder in school, I" started with a 1.7 and now I have a 3.2; the Rawlings are truly
miracle to eare enough to !aiyport md pn'sonally care about each one nf us!; I doti't know
what inspired the Pawling's to want, to help a bunch of kids who got off on the wrong track
in high school, but. it helpl tie tremendously, not :lily academically, hit emotionally and
socially a:: well; it mide Ps' feel special and wothwhile; the progrm made re feel more re-
aponsible in all parts of my lite; this program was great for fir, since it wisthe only thin
that got my butt in gear, nothing else had ever motivated me to do good in sehlw)1.
(I also have several eaeos like Steve Mardi and hob Syrtis and .lenifer ('hristofferson and
Monica Ma lcuit --- hit. each was too long to list Is:To, but, I can tell you if you need that
£wcific type of evalthition/evidence).

Parents

Most parents saw p)sitive attitudinal etainges in cs,opvration, motivation, self-esteem and
goal-setting in their teen alone improvement in study habit::: trying hinder at Immo and
at school,- becoming aware that parents and others care; mgro Open and 5-elf-confident
improving in academic and social skills, better attendance; graduation he; now become im-
portant. I realiax1 the difficulties of being a teenager; we were'nt, alone in our prob-
lems , other parents had similar problems, it seen; obvious, but that ijas very important
tous; improved our relationship at home; we have a more reasonable perspective and app-
roach to parent our teenager; i feel better toward my teen-ager, because of her improved
attitude; gave me an outlet. for my fears and frustrations concerning my teenager; our :am
said it may take him an extra year at high school, hat he in: more willing and is on track
to nett the univerSity entrance requirertents; the Program has really made a differetw, in
the lives of our twin girls .md for th.it ee can ne,:er begin to repay you:Your suppo:l. of
our son has help,d our family in ii many ways, I find it hard to list all the benefits we
have exwrienced of a 1 yeir larded.

(Again, there are several ca:ses of pirent ;.uppart. in detail. lie. Rob sytin, Merri and

Jamie Green, Jason Windrix, etc. whirh I can relate to you if (hesired).
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Tb: Ken abd Linda Rawlings

From: Merrill Callow. Program Director, Student Motivational Program

Re: Evidence of the Program's effectiveness

Having experimented, over the years in the Program, with a wide variety of levels of

academically capable students, I find that judging the results of the program just in

terms of raising a student's grade point average, has not been a valid criteria of the

Program's success. Most of those who started with a low grade point average, definitely

improved. The same applies to the average student. The students starting with a high

grade point average mostly maintained those grades, with an occasional upward or down-

ward trend in unique cases. An important factor in these cases often depends upon the

students attitude and the academic difficulty of the courses clionen.

In my opinion, the mostcritical areas that contribute to the SUCCPSS of the students,

and therefore tivdr achievements, was the positive personal attitude each student devel-

oped. This positive personal attitude was influenced by the Program's acAdemie tutor-

ing , incleding studying techniqaes,emotional support and encouragement, assistance with

personal and relationship problems, a greater understanding of one's self and others, a

building of coping skills in dealing with difficult situations. tiry management, problem

solving, comunication skills, educational and career planning, and, being accepter, as

they are, with the realization of their desire to become the best possible tx?rsor that

they might be.

The counselor brth facilitates learning and arts as a rel(!-mkg for the qualities impor-

tant in mature adult behavior, including a sense or humor and an appropriate gen ... of

self- worth. The development of a mutually rieqxstful relationship with the eouna-tlor

and each student and their parents in carrying out the goals of the progiam, is atsolutely

essential.

It is also imqx)rtant to take into account that we aro only a part of the many factors

that influence a student's sucsx'ss. The quality of education and teaching; the family

environment, the student's physiral and emotional health, peer relationships, their val-

ues, self-esteem and self-confidence .11 contribute to their SUCCPss. And, succp ss. for

some is just graduating; for others it may be being accepted at a prestigeous university,

and for others it may be to be prepared for immediate employment.

With the above as a preface, the following are evaluations of the Program's effectiveness,

as excerpted from yearly, anonymous stul2nt and parent questionnaires.

(Please see next page)
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June 6,1991

To: Linda and Ken Rawlings

From: Merrill CallOW, Program Director, student Motivational Program

Re: Revised enrollment figures (to include Castro Valley and current school students)

STARTING DATE # OF SlUDDITS # OF PAULI'S # GRADUATING # 2-YR. #4-YR.

1985 8 12 6 4

1986 10 17 8 4 2

1987 19 28 15 11 2

1988 16 28 16 8 6

1990 90 140(est.)

TOTALS (as of 6/6/91) 143 225 45 27 10

(Note: Each of the students and prentS continue for 3 years of high school and students re-

ceive financial assistance (gifts, not scholarships) over the next four years after grad-

uation from high school, according to the Programs funding guidelines).

Of the 45 students graduating, so far, 27 have gone to 2-year colleges the ten

going to 4-year colleges arc enrolled as follows:

1 Cal. St. Sacramento

1 Cal. st. Northridge

1 Cal. St. San Diego

2 Cal. St. Humboldt

1 UC San Diego

1 UC Santa Barbara

1 UC Ios Angeles

1 Georgetow: Univ.

1 Private Cal. Relig. Coll. (not presently known)

114 5
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To: Xen and Linda Rawlings

These are some of the unique qualities to this system which
result in high impact/low cost, or more bang for your buck
results.

1. The counselors were carefully selected, all already had
a good track record in education, were known as self-starters,
and were good role-models for parents and students. The quality
of the counseliwl staff in the prime ingredient.

This program can't save education alone--our counselors need
teachers who know their subject, can relate to teenagers, and
have some enthusiasm and critical thinking skills of their own.
We also need skilled, capable, dependable high school counselors
to work with us.

L/2. our counselors' abilitV to relate to school staff is
essential.

A unique quality of the program is that parents and students
are getting help when they need it most with the focus on a
relatively non-threatening topic like education. The changes
can benefit the entire family as much as intensive therapy could,
or at least can reach families that wouldn't go for therapy
anyway.

A specific example, 2nd year in the program, at a family meeting, 4

a student can tell her dad through her tears how hurt she felt ft 1,1,P
L

about his leaving the family when she was little, that she really .r y
loves him and is sorry that she has done mean things to get i4
even with him. The father is kept quiet so that he can hear e4,t

f

her, also he learns that his verbal teaming is not always funny, 0
at times it is cruel and he agrees to change. This is one step4
in a turn-around for this girl. She can now laugh and say "boy; ey
I was a real b ch when I joined this program, wasn't /2?"

"3.The program has an absolute minimum of buga4cratic stuff
thanks to you ana toMerrill's Philosophy. Replicators might
be tempted to add more management and administrivia rather than
hiring good counselors and relying on their integrity and
ingenuity.

44.The techniques of having a contract, signing it, and making
1fie committment to attend monthly meetings in addition to
individual meetings is essential.

New counselors will find increased need and value of individual
or family sessions in the second and third year.

4'442:t;,79

OTIS SPUNKMETElt, INC (Wpwate Of Ikes 14140 CJIlina Sum, Sin letsdro, Isforms 94571 (415I )51 91% e
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Results of the OSMP Program in Castro Valley for students who
graduated last year, or will graduate this year.

Two students graduated last year and four this year. Of these
six, five qualified as "At Risk," three years ago because they
were failing in school, were resentful at home and could have
dropped out. Butt
All six have or will graduate and will continue their education.

Student evaluations of the OSMB state that being part of the
group helped them be more organized, more self-assured and
improved their communication skills. They also appreciated Ken
and Linda's caring about them, which gave them more confidence
in themselves.

Most said that the program helped them get along with their
parent(s) better and to see their point of view. They all said
that having a place to talk with other itudents who were having
trouble changed their perspective on their own problems. Theydidn't feel so alone. The group inte-action and support was
important to them. The four who were seniors this year were
also helpful to the eight new Sophomores who joined in the fall.

The sixth student, whose parents would have pressured him into
college anyway, is the most appreciative of the programs On
the surface he was a good, happy boy, but underneath he suffered
stress related to fears of failure, the temptation of drugs,
and thoughts of suicide. He was very compassionate to the other
students, coping with his own fears while helping them. His
parents did all the things listed in the next paragraph
plus his mother reported that his father was less gruff and
critical to his son, that their relationship improved
dramatically.

The parents attended meetings regularly, were outspoken about
their concerns, learned to listen to each other,and improved
their ability to problem-solve rather than lecture.

In their evaluations they stated that: they needed to hear from
other parents; they got helpful suggestions for dealing with
their child in the program, and for their other children as
well. They described the Rawlings as "wonderful, caring, giving,
people."

Does this ro ram work?? This model that gives the counselor
t. Mae roil and individual work witfi-the

student, t eir parents. thgir family_ff
neldEBTSIA-11-113-the

respect and cooperation of the ulloaLiterran-CieiftwittoreP6WIT1Vi-Wange than any model program that I can

0" 44A,

TIN ree OM

OTIS SPUNKMEYER, INC.. caporste Mt, 14390 Wilms Suutt, S4n Landm, WAWA 94977 (41 197.9636
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TO: Ken and Linan Rawlings

SPECIFIC POSITIVE RESULTS OF PROGRAM

INDIVIDUAL EXAMPLES:

Pros:

Don Underwoo4 ommsetor

(R, a 16 year old male)

R. began the program with a history of disruptive classroom
behavior, and low grades in Spanish and English. A gond athlete,
R. had poor to non-existent study habits. R was kicked-out of both
English and Spanish (for I day) for loud talking and inappropriate
comments.

After one year in the program, R. has raised his Spanish grade from
D- to B+, is earning college recommending grades. His classroom
behavior is "commendable", and his relationships and communication
athome have improved (to his parents' relief and joy).

HOW THE PROGRAM HELPED

Being selected and accepted by the program was of prime
importance. R. was amazed that someone important, viz, The Otis
Spunkmeyer Company saw him as having great potential for growth
academically and personally. The message was made abundantly clear
to him by the whole hearted support given to htm by Ken and Linda,
and his counselor. Belief in him, reinforced by company perks and
personal contact with his group counselor, raised his self
acceptance, and expectations for success.

Group and personal counseling helped R. recognize his unproductive
classroom behavior and gave him support in changing it.

Group work on communication skills and problem solving helped him
learn how to cope. Once R. began to "turn-around" we got him a
tutor another evidence of the belief in his potential, and his
grades came up dramatically.

(H., a 15 year old female)

H. began the program as a reclusive, shy, not social young woman.
Her parents recently arrived from Asia, are starting a small
restaurant and H. must work every day from 3:30-10:00 p.m. The
cohesiveness and sharing of the group has given H. a feeling that
she "belongs" and is a worthwhile person. H. is very proud that
she was selected by the program. The skills she has gained from
specific group exercises and encouragement have helped her become
more social and confident. She went from a shy, retiring young
woman to being selected president of a Future Business Leaders of
America Club at school. She is becoming a more Confident and
contributing member of her group and at school.

S
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6/5/91

To: Ken and Linda Raw UV -

From: Marilyn Hairyman , counselor

Subject: Thoughts on what makes the Motivational Program successful.

Self-assessment at ages 14-17 is indeed tricky...it is Interesting to
consider how many decisions we may be living with that were made at
that age.

More students are "At-Risk" than ever. Some who at 15 seem "most likely
to succeed" may have Insurmountable problems at 17.

Cal Grant A & B as well as other scholarship money Is not as available as
It was. It Is discouraging!

College expenses are outrageous! College Isn't for everyone - but advanced
learning Is I

Students suffer from "over choice" and "self-doubt". They do not have
enough understanding of themselves and what opportunities are available
to help make critical decisions. The program Improves the odds that they
will make better decisions.

Intervention of the nature you are providing gives more students a chance
to make better decisions which affect their future.

The key is recognition that money alone isn't what makes the difference.
You have clearly made a commitment to providing long range individual
contact over a critical period of lime from experienced professionals.
That Is different and costly, uut probably will make a decided difference
for most of these students. Hopefully it Is more rewarding for you to be
involved to this depth than simply giving money.

Although there Is none other in the world like Merrill, finding a person
with extensive school counseling experience to develop and guide the
program is essential to a successful program.

1 5 1)
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OVERALL POSITIVE RESULTS OF PROGRAM

A. The program has helped raised the self-esteem and level
of aspirations of the students. This is evidenced by the
student evaluation and their accomplishments.

B. The program helped improve communication and
relationships at home according to the student and parent
evaluations and comments.

C. The program helped the students begin to see themselves
as "winners" and to take steps to achieve more in their
academic work and personal growth.

These positive results might be attributed to

1. Being recognized and valued. Being accepted
into the program; being valued; being
encouraged.

2. Having the program constantly validated by
group meetings; having a personal counselor;
the whole-hearted support of Ken and Linda.
This provided constant reinforcement that they
are important and have great potential. for
personal and academic growth.Anaithuic4.11 ba_11..1 l'!""""mf

le) co I 14,i9tL_

3. Specific exercise and activities focused on
improving communication skills and on valuing
themselves. Ideas on how to set and achieve
goals presented in group meetings.

4. By hal,ing parents a part of the program, help
can be given on helping them learn to better
accept, understand, appreciate, guide, and
communicate with their student.
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The Otis Spunkmeyer Gift (or Grant) Guidelines

(For Submits graduating from high school is the Studeal Motivational Program)

Students would fall into three main categories: those planning to attend:

(a)

(b)

(e)

specialized training sehools (must be accredited by retognite4 association);

2 year Community Colleges;

4 year Colleges or UMversities.

Because of thc variety of situations presented, gifts will be considered individually, but in general, tbe following

guidelines would prevail:

(a) Students must be enrolled in and continue in good standing in the institution attended.

(b) Students must sign a permiuion form to allow a representative of Otis spunkmeyer, Inc. to have

access to the student's records.

(e) Funds would be allocated on a reimbursement basis, with evidence in the form of admission's

ofFce receipts and/or transcripts; plus bookstore receipts showing receipts for books and

required supplies purchased for the specific courses in which the student is currently enrolled.

(The responsibility is entirely up to the student to ,upply the required evidence, according to

procedures to be explained later).

(d) Reimbursement will be limited to a total of 4 years. It will be limited to COurte work

completed within 4 year 'nes the student's class graduates from high school, or 4 years after

early graduation, whichever comes first.

(e) Based upon a subjective evaluation by the Otis Spunkmeyer Coucsclor,of the student's attitude,

effort, attendance at school and meetings, and pr peas in their efforts inmeeting the goals of

she Student Motivational Program, a stipend tu be used at the student's discretion, may bc

awarded. The first stipend would be available at thc stan of attendance at the chosen

institution subject to the student's successful course work. Subsequent payments would continue

based on the student submitting the required evidence within the time limitations.

(Continued on next page)

OTIS svuNKMIYER. INC Commie Offices 14190 Caigios Sow. San Landro, Cildernia 44175 411 117 9356

_
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Oes

Gifting Guidelines Details

Maximum allotments for students attending:

Two-Year pr Vocational School (must be accrodited by recognind Association)

Cd 00211 WA= 6enTeslif YQ6IIY

Registratkm and Required Fees $ 83.33 $ 125.00 $ 250 00

Boas aod Supplies too oo $ 150.00 $ 300.00

Discretional Funds O 160.00 $0 -200.00 $0 36000
four-Your Colteas or Uniyerstly (must be accredited by recognized Association)

Wuxi %tear Semester ylady

Registration and Required Fees $ 266.67 $ 400.00 $ eoo 00

Books and St..;!plies $ 133 33 $ 200.00 $ 400 00

Discretional Funds (Same as fOr Two-Year or Vocational School)

MIS SPUNNNEY1,4l. IN( 1.a...cate 04, I 4 l'Ot (rialto. ireel. Silt I n.lr. y47; 415 451 WA

1 5,2
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Dear Mr. and Mrs. Rawlings:

May 11, 1991

My husband and I would like to thank you for the time, effort, and money
you have put into the foundation on behalf of our son Jens Andersen. We feel the
program has opened a window in Jens' life and helped to broaden his horizons (hard
to do with some eighteen year old boys).

We especially want to express our gratitude for Merrill Callow. People
like Merrill are the vital connection in this type of program. He is a very special
person - kind and understanding, but firm and objective.

We have five children, all of whom we intend to send to college. Jens is
our oldest and has had to bear the burden of being our guinea pig. We are grateful
to Otis for lessening the load and also providing guidance to our son during a very
frightening and confusing time (for him and us). The Otis Spunkmeyer parent
meetings helped us through sonic times when we thought we were the only family
going through asenioritis." Jens has also benefitted from sharing with likeminded
peers. He also really enjoyed the personalty analysis tests. Best of all, of course,
were the Warriors tickets. en

We wish the best of luck to you and all of your endeavors. Thank you
for your foresight and generosity. God bless you and your family.

Sincerely,

`6/61/0x1 Arai)

157
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Mr. MILLER. Brian?
Mr. MURPHY. Hello. I am Brian Murphy. I am the Director of Ex-

ternal Affairs, and Associate Professor of Political Science at San
Francisco State.

What I would like to do is introduce a program of cooperation
that we have initiated with the San Francisco Conservation Corps,
which intends to make available university education to low
income and primarily nonwhite persons, men and women, for
whom that education has traditionally been inaccessible.

What I would like to do before asking my colleagues from the
Corps to speak to the program is provide some context and back-
ground for the project that we are working with the Corps.

First of all, the broad policy context is provided by the revision of
California's master plan. Prior to going to San Francisco State, I
was the chief policy consultant for the legislature's review of our
master plan, and the chair of the legislative committee. Mr. Vas-
concellos requested that I bring you copies of our report.

This report provides the broad policy framework within which
we support the next 10 years of struggle within the legislature will
take place around the future of higher education. One of its princi-
pal policy goals is to insist that the institutions of higher education
engage in far more intersegmental and interinstitutional arrange-
ments, both between themselves and between higher education and
the K through 12 system.

I think it is historically the case and certainly in the main still
the case that higher education is fundamentally and institutionally
passive as regards the populations of people who come to it. We
accept those who apply in the main, and it has not historically
been the case that the universities have very aggressively inter-
vened in the educational or social process that produce the appli-
cants.

San Francisco State and a number of other institutions have at-
tempted to reverse that, and the program of Corps to College is
part of that reversal.

The immediate program context for the Corps to College pro-
gram is San Francisco State's step to college program, which I
would like to describe to you for a second. Wnat step to college is is
an effort by our university faculty to take university level courses
directly into the high schools where we offer university level criti-
cal thinking courses for high school seniors, sometimes juniors,
using our university faculty in their schools.

The targeted schools are primarily low income, minority schools.
These are extremely high quality university courses which provide
the students the occasion and opportunity to prove to themselves
that, in fact, they are capable of going on to college, and indeed re-
gardless of their background, GP' A, the courses are available to
them.

This program was started in 1985 at Mission High School with a
pilot of 15 students. In the years since 1985 to now, more than
5,000 students in San Francisco and the Bay area schools have
gone through this program. Of those 5,000, San Francisco State has
brought more than 2,000 on to our campus as matriculating univer-
sity students. More than 2,000 others have gone on to other univer-
sities and colleges.
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The _program has no possessive desire that they come only to
State. They can go anywhere they wish to go. Of those that have
come to San Francisco State in the previous years, we have a re-
tention rate among the students of over 70 percent, which is aston-
ishingly high, and indeed I think ranks with the retention rate of
any cohort you are likely to come across in our institution.

Parenthetically, the institution was also part of a general turna-
round at Mission High School where it began, where 6 years ago 15
percent at most went on to college. As of this year, 90 percent of
the students at Mission High School now go on to college, quite tal-
ented staff and leadership at that institution.

I would like to add in relationship to the earlier testimony that
the provision of financial aid at our institution has been absolutely
critical to the retention rate I just mentioned. The social and sub-
stantive part of the program is that these students become in their
higher school years a community of learners. That community is
then brought forward into the institution. This same logic of step
to college we are now working with the San Francisco Conserva-
tion Corps in what we are calling Corps to College.

We have just initiated this year a pilot program where we are
bringing the university level course to the San F'rancisco Conserva-
tion Corps members. The course is in black studies, in critical
thinking taught by one of our professors, James Todd. What we are
doing, as my colleagues here will tell you in more detail, is we are
making the exact same experience that was in step to college avail-
able to Corps members, persons who have just received their GED
and for whom, again, college education has not traditionally been
something that they either had in their minds or that anyone
every told them was available to them.

This course is other than and different from a counseling inter-
vention or an effort to motivate someone in the substantive sense
that it is an actual faculty person in a course, and the success of
the students then provides its own motivation.

We are also in the process of helping to design with the Conser-
vation Corps what we all a conservation college in which our facul-
ty and Corps staff are currently now designing a 2 year interdisci-
plinary lower division program of work study in the environmental
sciences, prompted by the immilent handing over into the domes-
tic domain of the San Francisco iresidio.

We are attempting to design a unique 2 year undergraduate pro-
gram that would unite the resoutces of a great university with the
resources of a truly great urban Conservation Corps, their tremen-
dous proven ability to build work programs and our intellectual
academic programs combining in a work study program where stu-
dents could be studying environmental sciences at the same time
that they are practically involved in wetlands restoration, stream
rebuilding, reforestation in the kcal area.

This college would be available to the GED graduates of the Con-
servation Corps Laid to any high school graduate, whether they are
step to college or not. Its intentim is to make careers in the biolog-
ical and environmental sciences accessible to entire populations of
students for whom they have not traditionally been accessible, with
the parenthetical side benefit that it might produce the first seri-
ous cadre of nonwhite environmental activists as well.

1; 2
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So those two programs, the Corps to College and the conservation
college are an effort by our institutions to step out of an isolation
that is more historically the case, though there is a long tradition
of these things at San Francisco State.

I would like to hand it over to my colleague, Mary Duffy.
[The prepared statement of Brian Murphy followsd
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Office of the President Office of the Executive Director
415/338.1387 (415) 928.7322

Field Hearing; Committee on Education and Labor;
5ubcommittee on Postsecondary Education

Qngrewin_t.Georze_Miller
. Diablo Valle/College. Pleasant UiILCA

Friday. June 14. 1991
Testimony; M. Brian Murphy, San Francisco State University

Mary Duffy. San Frar.nhno Conservation.Cor s

M. Brhin Murphy

Good morning. I am Brian Murphy; 1 am Director of External Affairs at San
Francisco State University, where I also teach political science. I am glad to be
here, and briefly introduce an innovative program designed to increase the entry of
poor and minorityyouth to our University, and then their success within it. By way
of the briefest setting of context, San Francisco State is a comprehensive urban
university with over 29,000 students. More than half of our students are non-white,
over 6,000 were born outside the United States, the average age is over 27. Our
students range from 17-year old high school graduates to men and women in their
sixties returning to the university.

Like most universities, the bulk of our enrollment comes to us, notwe to
them. Indeed, I think it more the norm in higher education that colleges and
universities have seen themselves outside the educational and social process which
produce high school graduates--passive recipients of those who made it through
other systems. Out Step to College, Mission to College, and now Corps to College
programs reverse that process, and use our university i'aculty to enter into the local
schools, to intervene in the education of young people.

Briefly, our Step to College program takes university faculty into local high
schools where they offer university-level courses in critical thinking and other
subjects. These courses are open to any student; they receive university credit for
their work. These courses are rigorous, demandin serious. Aimed primarily at
Black and Latino students, the courses are taught re_gular university faculty,
principally from the departments of Black Studies, Raza Studies, and
Adrninistraticn and Interdisciplinaiy Studies,

Three things characterize this approach. First, the courses provide an
opportunity for students to succeed. Proving to themselves that they can do the
work, aided by extremely committed faculty, they are then recruited into college.
Second, they learn, as a practical matter, invaluable skills. When they arrive at the
university, they are more prepared and better able to cope. Third, and critically,
they form a reinforcing community of learners who work with one another and teach
others. These communities continue in their college years.

1 G ic
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The results are clear. Since the programs inception,we have enrolleld more
than 5,000 students in Step to College classes. Of those, more than 2,000 have come
to San Francisco State, and another 2,000 phis have gone on to other two or four-
year institutions-0f those who have enrolled at San Francisco State,we have a
retention rate of over 70%, i higher retention rate than almost any other cadre of
students. I have appended a brief article by the program founder and coordinator,
Dr. Jacob Perea; this provides greater detail and some relevant statistics.

The Step to College approach is the heart of our ncw Corps to College
program, where we are joining with the San Francisco Conservation Corps to offer
university courses to Corps members. One of our students is here today, as is one of
the Corps staff leaders, to tell yoti about that.prograni.

The Corps to College program is the first step of a broader collaboration
between San Francisco State Umversity and the San Francisco Conservation Corps.
In these initial steps, the primary focus is making our university more accessible to
Corps members. But even in these initial stages, our long-term goal is to build a
much broader program, one availabk lo both Corps members and other entering
university students.

Briefly, our faculty and the Corps staff have been developing the curriculum
for a "Conservation College," a two-year interdisciplinary program of study which
combines university instruction with practical work. Focusing on questions of the
environment--both human and biological, social and ecological--we aim to construct
a program of study which dispenses utterly with departments and formal disciplines,
while still qualifying students for full junior standing within a university upon
completion of the program.

The centerpiece of the curriculum is a wedding of .icademic work and work
experience. While studying the natural history of the Bay, for example, the studcnts
will also be engaged in wetlands restoration, reforestation,streambed
reconstruction. Models for this sort of education are relatively well known,
especially the programs at The Evergreen State College in Olympia, Washington.

From an intellectual standpoint, the program offers a chance to develop new
curricula, aiming to develop students with a more integrated and interdisciplinary
approach to environmental issues. From an institutional perspective, the program
establishes a partnership between a major university and an urban conservation
corps. This will mean several things for us. First, we will be working with a proven
organization whose forte is developing work programs for youth. Second, the work
is not "make-work"; it is contracted project work for public and private agencies.
Third, it will collapse some of the traditoQ.al distance between academic work and
the practical work on the front lines of de u.vironmental issue.

Finally, and critically, the target group for the program is inner city youth--
both high school graduates and the GED graduates from tfie Conservation Corps.
This will combine two streams of primarily poor and non-white students in ways
which we believe can work to the advantage of both. And, as a direct result, wehope to bring a cadre of non-white students into fields of studythe biological and
physical sciences, and integrated social sciences and humanitieswhich will prepare
them for careers in which minorities are currently underrepresented. Most
specifically, the program may bring into the environmental sciences the first
significant cohort of non-white students.
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These two programs of collaboration with the Conservation Corps--Corps to
College and the Conservation College--share the same logic of our Step to College
program. That is, thc university will not remain passive with regard to the
"iwailability' of poor and minority students. We will act to provide university
education in settings where the students are (whcther in high schools or work
programs like the C.orps), and we will provide programs of superior quality and
standards. These programs will carry out the mandate of California's revised Mastcr
Plan for Higher Education that institutions of higher learning integrate their
programs with those of other institutions, that intersegmcntal cooperation be the
norm rather than the exception.

lilary Duffy

Congresswoman Unsoeld, Congreisman Miller, it is indeed a pleasure to
have the opportunity to speak with you today. My name is Mary Duffy and for the
past year and a half I have served as the Program Director for the San Francisco
Conservation Corps. Our Corps, founded in 1984, Pm proud to say, has become the
model of other urban conservation corps that have sprung up across the country.

Given your background, Representative Unsoeld, I'm sure you can
understand the similarities between a mountaineering expedition, and the obstacles
presented in making education accessible to young people in our country. At first
glance, both of these challenges may seem insurmountable and the way to the
summit treacherous, but by proceeding with perseverance and taking one step at a
time, the goal is reached. That's the way we approach learning at the Corps.

The San Francisco Conservation Corps has a history of innovative
educational programs. It is an experientially-based model of learning-through-work,
combined with a rigorous academic GED program and is providing many of its
Corps members with a well-rounded education.

This year we took our learning model one step further by joining with the
Step to College program at San Francisco State University to create a new
educational component called "Corps to College."

Through the support of the university, we are now in a position to offer the
opportunity of a higher education to a generation of young people who have
historically been underserved.

To explain the Corps to College program, and this new joint venture between
the Corps anti San Francisco State, it is my pleasure to introduce Mr. Johnicon
George, a Corps member and one of the key team members of this educational
expedition.

johnicon George

Good morning, members of Congress, my name is Johnicon George, and it is
a pleasure to be here and speak on an issue that is important to me and my
community. First, I would like to say something about the San Francisco
Conservation Corps. I became involved in this program through the San Francisco
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Sheriff's Horticulture Program. The Corps is an excellent program for youth in San
Francisco. It has helped me build my personality and self respect. As a Corps
member, I learned technical skills in building decks and constructing playground
Structures.

Later, I was selected to work in the San Francisco Conservation Corps Youth
In Action program as a team leader. This program works with middle school
students in San Francisco. In this program. I taught these younger students about
environmental issues and how they can improve the environment in their own
community. I also supervised them on work projects. Being a team leader helped
me build my leadership skills at the Corps. I am now the facilitator for the Corps
member forum at the Hunter's Point Center. In this forum. Corps members discuss
issues that concern us, and then present proposals on these issues to staff.

In the past year I feel that the Education Department at the Corps has really
improved. Corps members are getting what they really need whether it be a GED,
English as a second language, or a college course. Myself, I am in the first Corps to
College class. I really like this class because it shows me that you don't have to have
a 3.0 grade point average coming out of high school in order to go to college. This is
what youth that only have a GED need to know.

This course, held on the San Francisco State Universitycampus, has given
me the desire to further my education, get a four-year degree, and feel a part of the
campus community. The course is offered through the Black Studies Department
and focuses on critical thinking. I find this very rewarding because I ant improving
my reading, writing, and listening skills, and am also learning about my history as an
Afric...n American.

When we attend class on Fridays we might be looking at a video or listening
to a lecture; whatever we do we must take notes because our homework could be a
three to five-page essay on the topic. My classmates and co-workers seem to enjoy
the class also. It doesn't matter the race, color, or creed; everyone enjoys the class.
I think that's important and is made possible by the way we work together for a
grade and the inspiration and motivation that our teacher and mentor, Jim Todd,
gives US.

In closing, I think we should have nune programs like this on a federal, state,
and local level. So I ask for your support. Thank you.
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STEP TO COLLEGE AT SAN FRANCISCO STATE UNIVERSITY

Step To College (STC) is a program which begins with recruitment and

advising of students In high school, offers students college enrollment

while still seniors, assists In the transition to the university and

provides support for them while at San Franclaco State University,

Step To College is presently established in sixteen public high schools in

San Francisco Bay area. In addition to San Francisco, STC programs are

located In Berkeley, Oakland and Half Moon Bay. STC is located in schools

which have large numbers of Black and Hispanic students or have isolated

groupings of disenfranchised youth.

In 1964 the year prior to implementation of STC at Mission High School

only two Mission Hispanic students enrolled at San Francisco State

University according to university enrollment figures. Data from Mission

indicate that no other Hispanic students went on to a four year

institution that year. This example is similar for many of the high

schools where Black and Hispanic students are enrolled in any number.

Also, the dropout rate for this same group of students is high. In a

study recently completed by the San Francisco Unified School District, it- -

was found that the Black high school youth dropout rate is 48% and for the

Hispanlc, 49%. In a comparison of numbers of Black students beginning the

ninth grade and those remaining in the 12th, the figures show that large

numbers are not remaining in school. For example, in one high school the

number of Black freshmen entering the school is approximately 190, Black

seniors at the same school number 32. This trend at this particular

46-408 0 - 91 - 7
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school has been the same for the past five years.

The alternative of university studies for Black and Hispanic students

continues to be limited by numerous outside influences. Most Black and

Hispanic students attending inner-city schools do not subsequently attend

a university if in fact they complete middle'or high school, Studies

funded by the California State University System have found that even when

Black and Hispanic students do gradUate from high school only 15% are

prepared to enter a four year institution (Hispanics and Higher Education:

A CSU Imperative, 1985). Moreover as the educational reform movement

progresses, we find that these very students continue to be ignored (An

Imperiled Generation: Saving Urban Schools, Carnegie Foundation Report:

1988). The ultimate goal of the Step To College program is simply to

begin to forage a collaboration between the university and public schools

from which the praxis of educational reform can take place.

The Step To College program design consists of enrolling Black and

Hispanic high school seniors as college freshmen and offering university-

level courses from the La Raza Studies, Black Studies and Administration

and Interdisciplinary Studies Departments at the high school site. In

preliminary discussions with administrative personnel at Mission High

School, it was decided that the program should be on the high school site.

This decision was reached because it was felt that Hispanic parents would

not allow their children, in particular the young women, to travel at

night to the university campus. In addition, a decision was made to hold

the class one afternoon a week directly after class in order to increase

2
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attendance. Also, as many of the students worked after school, we knew

that we could not ask then to attend more than once a week. Because we

believed that the students had to have an incentive beyond just taking a

class, it was determined that the class to be selected was one which would

carry a university General Education requirement. To that end, the course

:selected was one which meets the university Critical Thinking requirement.

The class was held exactly as if it were offered at the university

utilizing texts and readings selected from the regular curriculum.

Possibly the most motivating aspect of the program occurs when the

tudents travel to the university to have their photo ID's taken and most

particularly when they receive them. At that point they realize that they

are In fact university students. We have been told numerous times by'STC

students that when they showed their ID cards to friends and family they

felt great pride. Not only did they feel different, they were different.

From the initial pilot program held at Mission High School during 1985-

1986, 15 Hispanic students enrolled at San Francisco State In the Fall of

1986. In the years prior to Step To College only 2 or 3 Hispanic students

enrolled in a four-year college. Of this first group of Hispanic students

to enter SPSU the following is known:

I. Seven students are still enrolled at SPSU. Their range

of GPAs are 2.2 - 3.4 with the median 2.7. One has

overcome probation and two have been on the Deans list

two or more semesters. Their undergraduate majors are :

3
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Nursing, Engineering, Industrial Technology, Business

Computer Science, Psychology and 2 are still undeclared.

2. One student left after 5 semesters to work and had a

GPA of 2.8. One student left after 4 semesters and had a

2.0 GPA. Four students left after 3 semesters and their

range of GPAs is: 3.4, 3.1, 2.7, and 2.6. One student

left after the first semester and had a 3.5 GPA and the

final student left during the first semester.

3. One of the original pilot group enrolled for the fall of

1989 as a first-time freshman.

4. None of the students who left the university did so

because of poor grades.

Additionally we know the followin9:

1. Only two members of the initial group of students were

native born.

2. The average number of years in country was fewer than

four.

3. The School GPA mean for the group was 2.4.

a. The SAT combined for the group was approximately 480.

4
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5. Only one of the initial group of 15 had decided prior to

participating in the STC program to.attend a college or

university.

Olven.the traditional college going and retention figtres for Hispanic

students who fall into the above characterlitics, our figures for the

first year's group indicate.that we need to look more closely at how.we

negatively identify and exclude Hispanic students from the college

"track". The STC model presents a method whereby the university and the

public schools can work together to build a situation that produces

success.

Since its inception, the program has included the following components:

1. Identification and recruitment of students of color into

an identified and highly visible program with the zlearly

stated goal of high schcol graduation and subsequently,

college graduation.

2. Course placement of program students with a specially

selected group of teachers who choose to be involved with

the program and who support the program's philosophy.

3. Offering freshman college courses which receive college

credit to high school seniors. These courses are offered

at the high school site by university faculty selected

5
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for a) their reputation as respected university

instructors and b) their ability to effectively teach the

students in this program. In most, but not all casen,

these instructors are faculty of color and are bilingual.

4. Close collaboration between the university and the

district and high school to facilitate procedures for

admission to the university.

As the program has evolved over the past four years, the following

additions have occurred:

1. Expansion of the program to include 11 high schools in

San Francisco and to include schools in Berkeley, Oakland

and Half Moon Bay.

2. Expansion of the program at Mission High School to begin

to implement a pilot college core curriculum program

(Mission To College) with recruits students during the

eight grade.

3. Establishment of an Academic Fellowship Program for 30 at

risk students which provides financial incentives for

maintenance of good grades.

6
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4. Evolution of curriculum changes through cooperative

planning involving program teachers and university

faculty.

5. Submission of a grant proposal to the Office of

EduCation, Bilingual Division which is specifically

designed to involve Limited English Proficient students

in the Mission To College program.

6. Establishment of a Teacher To College program which

allows high school teachers on sabbatical to be hired at

the university as instructors to teach Step To College

etudents who have transitioned to the university thereby

continuing the "bonding".

7. Establishment of a Peer Resource Training program at the

university which trains STC college freshmen as peer

resources to return to their hone high school to work

with ninth graders.

6. Advisement and mentoring involving the three departments

which offer the university courses.
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Key Elements

The idea of recruiting students of color for university study Is not new,

nor is the providing of university credit for university level work in

high.school. Why.then has this program achieved success?

I. A substantial number of high school teachers and

administrators, along with the university instructors

communicate a consistent message to students - that they

can succeed in college.

2. Step To college is presented as a high status, attractive

program rather than a remedial, second-best program.

3. The on-going "surrogate family" support groups fit easily

into the cultures of the students involved and augment

the frequently minimal support which can be provided by

the student's family of origin.

4. All teachers make a concerted effort to adapt teaching

methods and materials (but not standards) to the cultural

and educational background of students. They are willing

to give more of themselves than the program and the job

requires because they believe in the students.

5. Cooperation between the university and high school (and

8
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school district) has been real rather than perfunptory.

6. The STC program is open to all seniors in the

participating school. In the initial pilot year, the

Hispanic students remarked that if the program were to

really be special, then all students should participate.

This has turned out to be one of the most important

discoveries of the program.

7. The STC program does not lower standards, it removes

barriers.

S. Perhaps most important of all, there have been key

individuals in both the university and high schools whose

vision was undaunted by defeatism among colleagues or by

bureaucratic roadblocks. Through their perseverance they

have, eventually, been able to locate enough support

among colleagues and administrators to make the program

poSsible.
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MISSION HIGH SCHOOL COLLEGE GOING RATE
SUMMARY REPORT 1988

TOTAL SENIOR CLASS 349
TOTAL NON-GRADUATES 55

TOTAL GRADUATES 294 100%

TOTAL NON-COLLEGE ATTENDANCE 24 8.2%

TOTAL ATTENDING POST
SECONDARY SCHOOL 270 91.8%

TYPES OF COLLEGE ATTENDED

COMMUNITY COLLEGE 85 .31.5%
CSU 150 55.2%
UC 9 3.3%
PRIVATE/OUT OF STATE 8 3.0%
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS 19 7.0%

TOTAL ATTENDING 2 YEAR AND TECHNICAL 'SCHOOLS 38.5%

TOTAL ATTENDING 4 YEAR INSTITUTIONS 61.5%

COLLEGE ATTENDANCE BY ETHNICITY (% = N/270)

BLACK 22 8.1%
CHINESE 62 23.0%
FILIPINO 32 11.9%
LATINO/CHICANO 87 32.2%
OTHER ASIAN 40 14.8%
OTHER NON-WHITE 19 7.0%
OTHER WHITE 8 3.0%
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From the President
The San Francisco Conservation Corps, which 8 yews ago became the flne urban conserva-

non caps in the country, has received international recognition and has served as the model for
similar programs recently established in more than 40 cities acrou our nation.

The program has employed, educated and trained thousands of young people who developed
character and civic consciousness through rigorous wont on public projects. In the process,
Corpsmembers have materially improved the environment and quality of life in our City.

As this newsletter shows, the SFCC has become what ir set out to be a highly spirited and
disciplined work force providing quality public setvices for San Francisco, and a youth leadership
and development progam reflecting the cultural diversity of ow community.

1. ANTHONY KLINE

From The Director
Welcome to Working Title, the San Francisco CInservation Corps' first newsletter pub-

lished to inform you of the various activities and successes of the Corps. The quality of the work
projects we have performed, and the number of Corpunembers graduating with GEDs this
semester speaks to the viability of SFCC as a youth development organization. The dual role of
the Corps as a youth leadership and public service agency becomes even more critical as we face
drastic reductions in government services and education finding. Ow continued ability to grow
and meet the needs of San Francisco is due to the support given by many corporations, founda-
tions and public agencies. As you rend tbe following articles written by staff and Corpsmembers I
tmst that you will find your money well spent. If you are interested in finding out more about any
of the activities mentioned in the newsletter please feel free to contact me or one of out staff. I

am very pleased with our first issue, and hope that you enjoy hearing about the Corps.

ANN COCHRANE

WORKING TITLE

San Francisco Conoervolion Corp
1114a. lit Ft. Mason, San Frandsen, CA 94123 (415) 9284322

Volume 1, Number 1 Summer 1991

H ble J. Anthony Kline
President. Board of Threciors

Ann Cochrane
Acting Executive Director

Janet Gomm
Project bvector

Mary Duffy
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s
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Community Development SFCC Style
The San Francisco Conservation Corps has been awarded $950,000.00 from the Mayon

Office of Community Development (140CD) through Community Development Block Grants for
the cwrent year. The Contervation COIps flat received fianding from the Conummity Block
Grants Us 1985. Since thst time SFCC has worked on the mm spaces of overigi5d=lencies
and ocmptoM worizations. The scope of the Corps' wort has Included the
playstructures and other recreational flicilities, landscaping, graffiti eradication, and the develop-
ment of gardens, pathways end rest areas.

For Iliad year 1991 the Conservation Corp. has already completed work et sewn open
mam improvement projects. One of die most impressive projeete took place at e' 9 Kennedy
Tower senior housing rite co Sacramento Street in San Franetwo. The Sea Prem.
Authority aged SFCC to develop the back wed area to make it more suitable fce tuition and
relaxation by the seniors who reside as Kennedy Towers.

Crew FOIL kd by Work Supervisor Jog Aguilar, took a rather unattractive and run down
yard end converted it into a any outdoor facility complete with game table, benches, attractive
board fence to serve as a windbreak, and beautifidly landscaped yard with an way anew plants
and flowers. The project was not only beneficial for the residents of the apertments, but the
Comsmembers themselves learned a veriety of new carpentry and design skills with the installa-
tion of the fence. Cap:member Francisco Ayala stood proudly next to the ,,,74 fence after its
conviction and exclaimed, "now I know how to install a fence and maybe someday I will put one
in at my own house."

The Conservation Caps has twelve additional MOCD projects to undatake during the
remainder of the year. This summer SFCC will be installing playstructures at eight schools and
childare centers. 11w Corps will also lit conducting an exciting project as Banal Heightt
Community Garden where some major renovation will be tackled and an irrigation system
installed. Finally SFCC awaits anxiously the statt-up of a garden st San Francisco Log Cabin
Ranch for Boys. This will be the Corps sated consecutive year doing public spice improve-
ments for Log Cabin. SFCC will constnict a variety of things for Log Cabin's agriculture
program including a [madhouse for seedlings, raised garden beds for fresh cut flowers, and the
completion of a greenhouse facility.

JOHN WEISS

Preventing Earthquake Damage
Tim San Francisco Conservation Corps has been awarded a grant of $475,000 ftom the

Office of Emergency Services to provide over 75 low income homes with earthquake damage
mitigation improvements. 11w improvements will include bolting down foundations, strapping
hot ater heaters, and improving access to gas shut off valves.

The project will be carried out in conjunction with the Mayor's Office of Housing, who will
provide matchkg fluids, and the Owner Builder Cente OBC) of Berkeley. OBC, considered to
be the experts in hazard mitigation, will be providing a training program designed
specifically for the Comemembers and Supervisors assigned to the project.

In addition to providing the improvements, SFCC will be prepenng manuals, videoe, and
other training =tenets to enable this project to be replicated. Also, Comsmembers who show
exceptional gills and interest may be proaded with additional training to enable them to pursue a
contracting career ata they finish their etay at SFCC.

SFCC's participation in this project is a direct result of the Caps' performance following
the '89 earthquake. In the days and weeks after the quake, SFCC v.ed around the clock to help
the residents of San Francisco recover from the devastation. The dedication, professionalism, and
compassion that Corpsmembers showed earned the attention and commendaLon of local, state,
and national leaders.

DOUG BIGGS
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Learning To Learn
On June 28th SFCC will celebrate the graduation of 20 Corpsmembers in the GED program

and 15 graduates of the Corps to College program. This milestone will honor the individual
success of the young men and women, and the overall success of SFCC'seducation program.

The goal of the education component is to provide Corrmembers with a rigorous academic
program that will teach them how to read, write, and think cntically. Corpsmembers are provided
with a range of fine classes and services that will belp them to achieve this goal. The classes are
held weekday evenings and ell day on Friday.

When Corpsmembers first join, they are given a battery of tests and assessments to deter-
mine their level of competency in a variety of subject matters. Based on the results a
Corpemember is placed into eilLer an Adult Basic Education (ABE), GED or Corps to College
class.

The ABE courses have teen contracted through Youth for Service, a non-profit youth
service agency in San Francisco. SFCC hss been fortunate to utilize YFS's computer learning
center where Corpemembers can develop their basic reading, writing and math skills with the help

of the latest in "state of the art technology." The lab includes interactive computer video programs
as well as an assortment of Computer Based Training (CBT) programs. These prognsms are ideal
because they are self-paced learning modules that accommodate learners of various skill levels.
Corpsmembers also have the opportunity to develop skills in computer technology.

The GED component is a major focus of die SFCC, because the majority of Corpunembers
fit into this category. The GED program is offered in both English and Spanish and classes are
held at both the Fort Mason and Hunters Point Centers. Each component offers 3-5 subject areas,
and Corpsmembers work on OW component during their morning classes and ooe during their

[MM./

altemoon. The GED component has produced very positive results, 1/3 of all candidates will
graduate with their GED diploma this semester.

Corpsmembers who complete the basic academic courses are offered a variety of lifeskills
classes including ESL, Family Life and Health, Video Production, First Aid, and Crewleader
Training. Also included in lifeskills training are Friday educational programs where guest speak-
ers from the community talk sbout various topics of interest to the Corpsmembers.

The education program is supported by the Luke B. Hancock Foundation, The Bernard

O Osher Foundation, The Gap, and the Hearst Foundation,

MARY DUFFY

01.11111.1
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Recruiting Update
Robed Fau batch has joined the SFCC staff as Assistant Job Developer. This part-time

position war established to help the Recruitment and Placement Coordinator Mediae Carbon hire
and train new Capsmembers, as well as provide job canseling and placement for Mae leaving
tbe Corps. Funding is being provided by tbe San Francisco Foundation.

Robed comes to SFCC fiom tbe Center for Southeast Asian Refugee Resettlement, where
he worked u a lob Developer with refhgent and recent arrivals to tbe U.S. He speaks many
languages including Mandarin, Khmer, end Spanish, and has travelled and taught throughout
Cambodia and Thailand.

In the short time he has been bere, Robed has already developed a new multi-cultural
promotional flyer to attract more diverse applicand. The flyer will be distributed in six len-
guages. He is olio working on a brochure to appeal to prospective employers, stressing tbe
benefits (and there are many) of hiring a Corpsmember.

Martine and Robed have referred more than twenty Corpsmembers to employers in the past
six weeks. Prospective employers include the Save Energy Co., Royal Hawaiian Seafood, Hyatt
Regency - Fishamans Warf, Carpenters Union #46 and the Golden Gate Bridge District. Tbe
team is currently designing a new job search workshop to teach exiting Cospemembers interview-
ing, presentation, and resume writing skills. Classes will be taught in Spanish and English.

MARTINE CARLTON

First Corps to College Program a Success
In January SFCC and San Francisco State University launched an innovative joint venture

that will lead to a college education for some motivated Corpsmembers. Tbe Corps to College
iffbrings Corpsmembers to the SFSU campus for a series of classes in Ethnic Studies,

elgrenPreparation, and Cmative Thinking. The classes were developM by Jim Todd and Jacob
Parea of tbe Ethnic Studies Department. The design d based on SFSU's nationally recognized
Step to College program for high school students.

Fifteen Corpsrnembers are cunently enrolled in the class, which will end in June.
Corpsrnembess that do decide to go to college at SFSU will be eligible for a scholarship estab-
lished by SFSU in honor of Robed J. Burkhardtdr.

SFSU agreed to provide the first class on a pro bono basis. However, in the face of massive
cuts in the education budget, they caa not continue to do this. Therefore SFCC and SFSU are
currently involved in a joint fluidraising effort to find 520,000 to continue this exciting and
productive program for another year.

MARY DUFFY
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RIP Roarin'
In the era of ozone depletion, global warming and groundwater contamination, the things we

throw away we as important AS the things we produce. To Address the issues of waste
ment, environmental awareness and our own goals for youth employment and training, ISTIFIlle
initiated the Recycling Internship Project in 1989.

The basic idea is to provide for our advanced Coepanembers to week indepen-
dently and gain specific, marketable skills while retaining the supportive SFCC ribere.
Within thM framework, approximate y ten Corpernembers work at recycling-related oriations
throughout San Francisco on five-month internahipt The interns also put in au hour and a half of
classroom time daily, addressing the relatioeship between recycling and the preservation ot
natural resources through readings, discussions, ert projects and interactive ermine.

One of the strengths of this project is the vsriety of participating work sites, which Include
community recycling centers, design company that produces art works made from found
objects and the Center for Marine Conservation, a national non-profit organization dedicated to
preserving OCe411 life. The variety of the sites enables us to address the variety of skills and
interests that our Corpanembers poemss.

Upon completion of their five-month stints, interns have been hired by WO COMP Salvage
and Recycling, and the San Francisco Recycling Program's School Education Program. Most
recently, the Center For Marine Ccaaervance hired all intern to run its Marine Debris Infcemation
Office.

Beyond finding permanent employment fcr graduating interns, however, the success of the
Recycling Internship hovam can also be mealured in the development of "intangibles." The
cument crop of interns have taken on numerous taske above and beyond their basic duties which
can only be attributed to a growth in self-coofidence and a ma Ting of oudook. Externally,
interns participeted in lobbying efforts for recycling in Sacramento and represented SFCC in
several stale-wide conferences, providing unique insights on ways to improve recycling programs
and environmental cunicula to address all segments of the urban population. Within SFCC
the interns are visible leaders of the Coepernember population, facilitating community meetings,
leading morning exercises and helping to start a Corpsmember forum.

Fix most Coepernembers, the most difficult part of dm job is learning bow to flinctica
outside of the supportive Corps atmosphere, to take what they've mutured fof 12 months at SFCC
and allow it to flourish in the "real world." Through the Recycling Internship Project, we provide
a lifeline and a gentle push.

TOM AHN
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Photo by Debra Moeca

Youth In Action
Ed. Note: Johnicon is a team leader for Youth in Action. Besides being involved in this

program, he also volunteers his time icr organize the Corpsmember fonun and many other activi-
ties

Youth In action is a program designed to provide recycling and environmental education to
middle-school students. Funding is provided by the Califania Department of Conservetion. The
program has tem main components, one fix the Summer and the other for the Fall. The Summer
geogram gives Teainleeders a chance to work with the children more. Students attend VIA four
days a week. Monday through Thursday. The first two hours of each day is devoted to field
studies. Then we go out to do work projects. The work projects consist of graffiti paint-outs, tree
pWatieg, litter at element, recycling and landscaping.

In the fall we have less time with the students, but it Ls mote intense. On Thesday and
Timidity we have field studies, sod on Saturday we do work projects. The work projects are of
the same type as the Summer program, but we often do more projects that are combined with
other community based organlanloes. Fee example we did a graffiti paint-out project one
Saturday is Lakeview.

Before the project we did a field study about people that do "tags" (graffiti) on other peoples
propeny. This was an excellent opponunity to motivste the youths to do the paint-out project.
Afterwards we had a barbeque at one of tbe big parks in Lakeview which also made them feel
rewarded.

The field studies are a non-paid pen of the program, but it's the most rewarding pan. It's an
opportunity for youth to learn abois cntical issues that we going on in the environment, ranging
from the ozone layer, rain forests, landfills, natural resources, gatbology, recycling, end bow to
turn trash into art.

We did one project with a bottle cap artist All the materials us used were either re-used or
recycled. The finished project was a 7 foot by 5 foot quilt. The Teamleaders cut 8 by 8 .inch
plywood, which was gathered from the transfer station on Tunnel Ave. Then the students nailed
on bottle caps, which were also Wm out of the trash.

The Youth la Action Program isn't just to: the adoleectitts. It's also for the Temileaders
The Teunleaders come from the year 'round program of SFCC, They go through an ipplication
and interview process. Then the ones who ate selected go through a thirty day evaluation in order
to get a "green hat" (crewlesder status} and a raise.

"Green hats and a raise" are me the only thing the Teamleados will gain They also learn
how to speak in front of a crowd, leadership skills, and teaching skills. They also become rear
motivators.

lOHNICON GEORGE
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SFCC PROJECTS - 1990
245h Street Ckanap Participated in community clun-up day. 306 Street Senior Center Landscaped garden end installed men. 49'ere
Pantie Recycled bottles sad cans and cleaned up debris. 491 31N Ave. Installed tables and benches in outdoor recreation area. 4th of July
Coldwation Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. 525 Bryant Painted interior walls of hombres Melia. 41 Mose Street Painted

f Sider apartment compkx. 657 Clay Street Repaired oardimiske damage. A Is Carte A la Park Recyc led bottle. and cans and cleaned

up debris Adont-A4loack Led elementary school students on beach cleen-up and education activities. Affordable Housing Fair Recycled
bottles sod aim NW cleaned up &Mk. Airport Ditch Removal of vegetation from waterway. Alamo Alumni Rue Recycled bottles sod CAW
and cleaned up debris. Akstru Island Repaired cracks in helicopter landing pad. Alice Griffilk Improved play equipment and replaced sand
with tmberk. Bey to Breakers Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. Bayview Hunters Point Daycare Coster Removed brush
mid pruned shrubs. Black Cuisine Assisted seniors to prepare and serve Mona. Bridge to Bridge Ron Recycled bottles and cans and domed

updebris. Boma Viola Park Planted nativespocketo coatrolerosion. Cadillac Hotel Shootrock andpaint confaenceroomandresidentsquarters.

CandlediCk Simko Recycled at 49'er and Gams games. Carraval Street Fair Recycled bottles and cans and ckmed up debris. Castro
Strut Fair Rocycledbottlesandcaos andclessed up debris. Center for Merlin Coreorvstim Pankipsted inbesch clean-up day. Chinatown
Community Coster Painted hallways. Golden Gots National Recreation Ares Removed brush and exotic species, and Installed and
maintaimirocyclIngeontainentbroulhout tbe park. CHIPPS Metalled grabbers and other safety devirssin more than 250 bomos of Senioratizens.
City of Watsonville Installed playstructure in trailer park for earthquake victims. Coastal Cleanup Dey Led school children on beach field
trips Goody Celebridlin Day Recycled bottle. and cans and cleaned up debris. Crittenden Childcare Coster Repurodeuthquake damage.
Curbside Racycliag Private Distributed door hangers annolmcing new curbside recycling service. Excelsior CkildCare Caster Installed
playstructurs end beeches. Pests Indiana Recycled MM.% and cons and cleaned up debris. Festival rle Ms Ameritss Recycled bottles and cans

md deiced up &Ms. Festival 200 Concert Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. Whitney Young Ckildcare Caster Installed
aviary, concrete *and par course. Preselect) Reservoir Removed weeds from hillside. Freak McCoppla Childcare Center installed
storms shed. Gay Freedom Dsy Parade Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. Geed Ssmaritris Summer
Program Tutored Elementary school youth and helped / produce a theater program. Grme Childcare
Developeseet !metalled spring toys and other play 'Oft- 0.4°4014 iteMs. Great Highway Housing Installed
facing. Hamilton Family Center Installed 11, playstructure, benches and pAnIc table. HANCarr1.140 I
Constructed songs bens for holding recyclable.. SF , 171,;- ...omotteity Recyclers Plant trees and installI.
tirlgotioa system. Hervey Milk ChildcsreCenter Installed plsystructure and planter boxes.
Hawthorne *MA Painted mural and pruned 4, Per trees. Hayes Valley Removed graffiti from
Ogle housing arm Holly Courts Distributed flyers and participated in a community clean-up
sod wattle eradicated day. Healers POO Boys

egi, II
errao,_ Club Repaired fence and installed new beaches.

ledo-Chimse H000leg Project Installed playstructure. matting. deck and other play items.JAI"? playstructure and benches. La VictoriaJeffers.. Childcare Center Instilled
Childcare Colter Replaced sand in play area.
Installed fence and landscaping Lakeside
pmeed trees. LIS America Ckildcare Center
Rehab. Built doll led stairs. Mmy's/AYH Bike Adventure
Milaufecturer Hamner Corporate Clueless* Recycled bottles and cans

'A Lague Gold.* Gale Childcare Coster
s-iib Property Owners Removed fire bazards and

'Pr Constructed mini-park. Lower Rt. MANN
Recycled boles and cans andclemedupdeblis.

and cleaned updebris. Mast Twain High Scheel
Removed btu& and debris. Martin Luther IC*, Jr. Parade Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. McLaren Park Removed
binds and other debris. Mission YMCA Painted exterior of building. Nike Marathon Recycled bottles arA cans and cleaned up debris. North
Boob Howie, Installed new bulkhead and spring toys in community play area. North Beach Housing Constructed ramp for two ph/Weeny
handicapped rultisnts. Northeast Lodge Installed dock and doorway. Ocesaview Playground Cleared and planted hillside. Operation
Cestmt Painted walls and %stalled shelving. Palace of Rise Arts Pruned shrubs and removed debris. Pies Yoe. Smth Installed beaches,
tat4m, alid landscaping. Polytech Boy's Gym Removed debris and old lockers. ?recite Community Center Repaired playstructure.
Resdelph Street Landscaped rear yard and pruned bushes. Recreation Center for Me Handicapped Removed brush sod weeds. Recyclieg
Mural Painted recycling oriented mural on Indiana Street. &eyelet' Tease Establisbed and maintained recycling systems at %%AM state and

local novernmont offices. Recycling Internships Trained Ind placed Corpunembers at various recycling centers. Reggae I. the Park Recycled
bottles sedum md classed up debris. Rkimmad Ervirmimerlisi Action Installed concrete pad and constnicted sorting tables and storage bins.

Rem Parks Hendee Metalled benches, horseshoe pit and prdens. Roe to the Far Side Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. San

Francisco Nem Festival Recycled bottles md cons and cleaned up debris. San Francisco lat. Airport Removal of Me beards along perimeter
fin break. Sas Francisco Marathon Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. SF Arts F.ducalion Foundation Event 'ft Recycled
bottles madams ad cleaned up debris. SP Sailor Coster Painted interior walls, doors, and ceilings. SF Unified Scheid District Helped process

45,000 bast booklets sad maw papers. SF Boys aid Girls Club Painted new game lines. St. Vincent De Paul Installed end painted eew doors

sod walls. St. Reticle Sq*are Installed planting beds, and removed weeds. Stern Grove Concert Series Recycled bottles and cans al summer

concert amiss. Tsksra Cable Care Chase Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. Tenderloin Neighborhood Development
Remind earthquake damage in low income apartments. The Hill Stride Recycled bottles and cans and cleaned up debris. The Bench's Installed
beaches and pathway in neighborhood mini-prk. Ildrd Street Improvement Removed litter and painted out graffiti. Trail Mixer Evert
Recycled bottles madam and ckaned up debris. University Reser voir Fire hazard and erosion control. Valescia Gardeas Installed new swings,

and repaired decks, benches and basketball courts. Verb. Bona Plaza East Installed new playstructure and fencing Yoey Childcare Center
[Mallet playstructure and fence. Youth le Attlee Taught middle tchool students envircnniental education and perform recycling projects.
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MS. DUFFY. Congresswoman Unsoeld, Congressman Miller, it is a
pleasure to have the opportunity to speak to both of you today.

My name is Mary Duffy, and for the past year and a half I have
served as the program director for the San Francisco Conservation
Corps.

Our Corps was founded in 1984, and it has become a model for
urban conservation Corps that have sprung up around the country.
Given your background, Representative Unsoeld, I am sure you can
understand the similarities between a mountaineering expedition
and the obstacles presented in making accessible education to
young people in our country.

At first glance, both of these challenges can seem insurmount-
able and the way to the summit treacherous, but by proceeding
with perseverance and taking one step at a time, the goal can be
reached.

The San Francisco Conservation Corps has a history of innova-
tive education. Its experientially based model of learning through
work combined with a rigorous academic GED program has prOvid-
ed many of its Corps members with a well-rounded education.

This year we took our learning model one step further by joining
with the step to college program at San Francisco State University
to create a new educational component called Corps to college.
Through the support of the university we are now in a position to
hold out the opportunity to higher education for a generation of
young people who have historically been underserved.

To explain the Corps to College program and this new joint ven-
ture between the Corps and San Francisco state, it is my pleasure
to introduce Mr. Johnicon George, one of the key team members of
this educational expedition.

Mr. GEORGE. Thank you.
Good morning, Members of Congress.
My name is Johnicon George. It is a pleasure to be able to speak

on the issue that is important to me and my community.
First, I would like to say something about the San Francisco Con-

servation Corps. I became involved in this program through the
San Francisco's sheriff horticulture program. The Corps is an ex-
cellent program for youth from San Francisco. It. has helped me to
build my personality and self respect.

As a Corps member, I learned, technical skills in building dikes
and constructing playground construction. Then I was selected to
work in the San Francisco Conservation Corps youth in action pro-
gram. This program works with middle school students in San
Francisco.

In this program I taught these younger students about environ-
mental issues and how they can improve ale environment in their
community. I also supervised them on work projects. Being a team
leader helped me build my leadership skills at the Corps.

I am now the facilitator for the corpsmen reform at the Hunters
Point Center. In this forum, Corps members discuss issues that con-
cern us and prevent views on these issues to staff. In the past year,
I feel the education department at the Corps has really improved.
Corps members are now getting what they really need, whether it
is a GED, English as a second language or college course.
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Myself, I am in the first Corps to College class. I really like this
class because it shows me that you don't have to have a three point
grade average coming out of high school in order to get into col-
lege. This is what youth that only have a GED needs to learn.

This course held at San Francisco Stee University campus has
given me a desire to further my education and get a 4 year degree
and feel part of the campus community.

The course is offered throughout the black studies program and
focuses on critical thinking. I find that it is very rewarding because
I am improving my reading, writing and listening skills, and I am
also learning about my history as an African-American.

When we attend class on Fridays, we might be looking at a video
or listening to a lecture. Whatever we do, we must take notes be-
cause our homework can be a three to five page essay on the topic.
My classmates and coworkers seem to enjoy the class also. It
doesn't matter the race, college, color or creed; everyone enjoys this
class. I think that is important and made possible by the way we
work together on the grade and inspiration and motivation that
our teacher-mentor Joe Tighe gives us.

In closing, I think we should have more programs like this on
the Federal, State and local levels, so I ask for your support.

Thank you.
Mr. MILLER Thank you.
Mr. KLINE. Excuse me, I wonder if I could just add a word.
I am Tony Kline. I am a Judge on a Court of Appeal, Chairman

of the San Francisco Conservation Corps. I am a former Juvenile
Court Judge. The San Francisco Conservation Corps is, as Mary
mentioned, a model of community conservation corps.

I know that Congresswoman Unsoeld is familiar with those be-
cause she worked on Congressman Martinez's subcommittee, and
you heard testimony a year or 2 ago about those organizations.

We are the sort of organization that is talked about in Title 2 (R)
of the President's National Service Act, such as it is. The only foot-
note that I want to add, the only reason I am really here is to
make this point, the San Francisco Conservation Corps is doing
more, as little as it is, to reach out to the out of school so-called at
risk kid in the innercity of San Francisco than any organization
that exists, which is a scandal.

We give more GED's than anybody other than the school district
to these sort of children. This is beyond the step to college program
that Brian talked about. The problem is really money, as you
know. I don't believe in the history of the U.S. House of Represent-
atives anybody has been in as good a position to do something
about this particular type of young person, and I will grant you we
are a small part of the big picture, as you are, Congressman Miller,
and it isn't simply because you are the Chairman of this subcom-
mittee, and it isn't because you are a senior member of the Educa-
tion and Labor Committee. The real reason is because you are the
Chairman of the Interior Committee and also because you have a
history of care, a history of concern for this problem.

We have given up trying to get money out of the educational
system. We are nearly a $4 million a year program, but we are pri-
marily self-supporting. We work for most of the money that we
earn. We get almost nothing from the school district. They loan us
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an old school building in the Hunters Point area. We get nothing
from the community college, although we have tried desperately,
because they are so overextended.

We get nothing from the University of California. We get noth-
ing out of the whole educational part of the budget in this State.
The money we do get comes from the environmental area. We are
not only an educational organization; we are an environmental or-
ganization.

I am here just to suggest to you, and I will do no more than sug-
gest, that as Chairman of the Interior Committee, you can do more
for the educational opportunity of these young people than most
people every imagined could be done through the Education and
Labor Committee.

Mr. MILLER Somehow I knew that was coming. Let me just say,
Ken, to your opening remark, that the main purpose of this hear-
ing is obviously to look at the financing of higher education in this
country. And what do we authorize, $18 billion a year, which obvi-
ously doesn't add up in terms of the total cost, but is a significant
chunk of dough.

It is not a question of what the private or public sector is doing,
because obviously if you look at what the private sector spends
training people and educating people after they hire them or prior
to hiring them, it is equal to what we are doing, and in fact more
in the amount of money they spend sending their employees back
to school and for training.

But the second part of this hearing was sort of what I consider
sort of the prospecting part of this operation, and that is that we
are losing too many young people to the opportunity of this system
for a whole host of reasons. There is probably no end to the list
that you could make of reasons why people make a decision not to
participate in further education; and a lot of it sometimes, Ken, in
the young people you take into your program and end up in the
Corps and these other programs, some cf these decisions aren't
theirs to make. They are made by others, and they become victims
of those decisions.

And I want toon that point, what is it that gets a kid into the
Spunkmeyer program? Do you want to bring your directordo you
want to bring your director up?

Mr. RAWLINGS. Merrill, you deserve to say something.
If I might, I can give a quick background on Merrill Cal lows. He

has been a counselor, principal, and teacher in Contra Costa
County. He was my high school basketball coach. We are life-long
friends, and without Merrill Cal lows, there would be no program.

And, with that, how do we get kids in the program?
Mr. CALLOWS. Basically, we go through the high school, primarily

the counseling department of the high school; and we get them to
give useach counselor has their own particular method of going
about this, but basically, we ask them for a list of candidates in
excess of what we might be able to take into the community.

These are kids for which we have a description. We give the
counselors a description of the type of student that we are looking
for, and it varies from time to time. We started out taking stu-
dents, for example, in the first year that they thought would not

1 S
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stay in school until graduation; and we worked with that kind of
student.

Mr. MILLER. For whatever reason?
Mr. CALLOWS. Right. Mostly, I would say that they wereit was

attendance, drug problems, and things of that nature.
At that point, we realized we would have to have some equiva-

lent number of people who were making it, so that they could come
in and act as an inspirational influence on people who were in the
program. So we more or less asked that there be a group of stu-
dents the next year that would be more involved in school and in
activities. We sort of followed that along.

But basically what we are doing is dealing with the middle 70
percent of the students who, most of the time, because they are ca-
pable of making it, nobody pays much attention to them; and what
we are trying to do then is to give them support and encourage-
ment, tutoring along the way, and the additional support that is
available through the company.

So it is mostly a modeling, as somebody has indicated earlier.
The program where they are using a mentoring programAvance,
say, and some of the other programsare the type of thing that we
are doing with students within the area, and we select the schools
not on the basis of anything in particular, but primarily upon our
ability to serve them, depending upon the area in which the coun-
selor's sense is, so we have something that we can make phone
calls to, we can be in touch with the school.

So I think it is extremely important that we deal with the par-
enth and require that they be a part of :le program and that they
must attend. That is the critical part, we think.

Mr. MILLER. You have how many students now in post-high
school education?

Mr. RAWLINGS. Thirty-seven.
Mr. MILLER Thirty-seven are currently enrolled, and the cost of

that education is paid by the program if necessary?
Mr. RAWLINGS. That's right. Merrill doesn't like me to use this

term, but we guarantee that everybody that is qualifiedthat
means they have gone through the 3 years of tenth grade through
twelfth grade in the programwe guarantee them an education, fi-
nancially. We guarantee that they will not lack a college education
due to money. In some cases, the kids go to junior college or maybe
this school, so the outlay for us is substantially less.

We had one success. I mentioned we have had some outstanding
students. We had an A student that we just sent back to George-
town, and we guaranteed that we would pay her college education.

So we do that. Those are exceptions to the rule, but we guaran-
tee everybody will get through school, financially.

Mr. MILLER. Now, what is the impact on those students when
they know thatin terms of the counselors working with these stu-
dents, if they know that this higher education is going to be paid
for, if, in fact, their familiesbecause your families aren't low-
income, by any means; they are a mix, as I understand it, so some
families will have the ability to pay for some part or all of educa-
tion.

Mr. CALLOWS. In all honesty, I think at the tenth-grade level the
finances are not so critical to many of the students, but as they get

1 9 1
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up toward the later part of their schooling, then they begin to real-
ize what an important aspect that is, and that keeps them going.

A lot of kids who don't see that they are going to make it after
about the second or third year, they don't make Cal requirements,
some of them will just drop out of sight sometimes, as far as aca-
demics go; but they know they can get some assistance in this way.
I think it helps them tremendously.

I think even moreand what kids have often said is that the
support and the encouragement of somebody who cares outside of
the school or outside of their parents is the thing that really keeps
them going.

Mr. MILLER How do you deal with this issue or will you deal
with this issue in Corps to College? You are not going to be able to
guarantee the cost of that education, but do you still try to create
the enthusiasm and the desire to do so?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes, for us the restraints on using the word "guar-
antee," which is rooted in a whole set of statutory and regulatory
requirements, doesn't stop us, nonetheless, from working out fairly
substantive arrangements between our financial aid people and our
admissions people. And what we have, in effect, told people is that
if they successfully complete the program, we will do everything
we can to facilitate a financial aid package, admission to the uni-
versity, that kind of thing.

Using the Step to College model, as long as we can ensure
through some very direct intervention that people make the dead-
lines and do the things according to the various elaborate and
sometimes incomprehensible forms, that they will get their finan-
cial aid package. So even though we can't technically or legally---

Mr. MILLER. I understand that. It is more tenuous, somewhat
more tenuous than in the case of the Spunkmeyer program?

Mr. MURPHY. Yes.
Mr. MIT LER. If there is a connection, I am trying towhat is the

reaction to the students in that? One of the things we looked at,
some of the programs that are similardifferent than what Ken
and Linda are doing, but somewhat similarthere has been some
indication that kind of knowing that that is available has kept peo-
ple's noses to the grindstone at the other level.

Mr. MURPHY. VVell, I will mention one part of it. Then I think
Johnicon can probably answer part of it more directly.

The first is the critical thing we learned in the Step to College
program, which is now part of the Corps to College, is the role of
faculty, that if our faculty are face to face with the students in the
case of Step High School and in the case of the Corps in the Corps,
the motivational modeling effect. These are faculty that are over-
whelmingly Third World faculty from our Ethnic Studies program
and the School of Education. It is not so much the abstract guaran-
tee, but rather someone who has come to you and said, this is a
university course, and you do this, you can do university.

Now, Johnicon just went through the course. Maybe you can talk
about that part of it for you or for your classmates.

Mr. GEORGE. What am I getting out of the course? What was the
question?

Mr. MILLER. I think the question is, is this helping in the motiva-
tion for someone who didn't originally believe that they were col-

19':
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lege-bound or had a whole set of additional problems that may
have prevented them either from graduation or going on to college?
Is this overcoming some of that?

My theory is that kids are capable of so much more than we ap-
preciate or are willing to ask of them, and there has got to be some
process of drawing that out. And it is as different as the entire
youth population is in the country, because they all come as indi-
viduals.

And one of my concerns is that we lose some of our sort of "raw
resources," our young people. They just fall through this gap for a
whole host of reasons. And one of the things is, how do you transi-
tion that into worker education?

Mr. GEORGE. Well, the Corps to College course, for me, before I
got into this classbecause at the Conservation Corps we do have
to do educationI was in an adult basic education class; and all
tile work that I was doing, I was scoring real high, and it was just
going to a community college, doing things that I already knew and
already had.

When I got into the Corps to College, and I was at State on the
campus, it made me feel better. It made me feel that I could do this
and that college was for me. So the things I was doing in there, the
same as I was doing, I was scoring real high on those; and the in-
structor, he was a real down-to-earth person, and he dealt with us
on a one-to-one basis, and he was a great motivator.

So what this Corps to Collegeeven though they don't have the
things that this program over here had, I still feel that, you know,
like I could do college, that it is for me; and listening to everybody
else talk about financial aid and all that--

Mr. MILLER You may change your mind.
Mr. GEORGE. Well, that part made me feel that I might not be

able to do it financially, but it is something that I want to do, so I
am going to proceed on it.

Ms. DUFFY. I would like to say something about that.
I think one of the things you made reference to is the way people

will start into college and then disappear. Part of the thing that is
the beauty of these kinds of programs, it creates bridges. Someone
will develop a level of self-esteem and appreciation for their poten-
tial in a program such as the Conservation Corps and taking that
and moving it into an academic avenue, which oftentimes they
would never even consider was open to them.

They get that ongoing support because one of the things we are
looking at developmentally is continuing to have people work at
the Corps as well as go to the university. So that there is a commu-
nity support system, both at their workplace and also in the uni-
versity. And I think that will really assist some of the other prob-
lems thlt people face trying to enter into an academic arena like a
university setting.

MS. RAWLINGS. I think our program does that, toocreates
bridges. I think that is important with all the changes facing the
student body. As that changes, different bridges are going to be im-
portant.

We feel our program is a model and can be replicated easily by
other corporations in the private sector to get this kind of thing
done.
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Mr. MILLER. Jolene.
Mrs. UNsoEm. Innovators all, quite inspirational.
You are right, Mr. Rawlings, we do tend tosometimes, at

leastpublicly slight the very important role that the private
sector is playing increasingly in this area. It is not just because
well, it may be a factor that industries are now spending $23 to $30
billion a year in remedial education, so they have got an invest-
ment in helping the graduates of our public system be good work-
ers.

And you can play a particular role not only in what you have
done, which I really want to commend you for, but you are a better
spokesperson for the needs of education than often we are.

Some of us, whom we call "do-gooders"get patted on the head
and sent on our way, and others who are labeledyou have got a
vested interest in it and, therefore, discredit what that person has
to say, but you are able to speak to much of the public in a much
better way than we can. So your participation is doubly appreciat-
ed.

Brian, I am glad to see that in the intervening years since I last
saw you that you have not lost any of your radical, creative leader-
ship. The general education will never catch up with you, but hope-
fully, they will keep tagging along behind. You stirred memories.
How about moking some comparisons in your program and what
you are doing and what Evergreen is trying.

Mr. MURPHY. You see the footprints everywhere. From an intel-
lectual standpoint, Evergreen is indeed the model of the academic
program. Evergreen has the capacity to do what virtually no uni-
versity does.

Mrs. UNSOELD. I might add, for those of us who are not famil-
iarit was the only, I believe, public higher educational institution
in the State of Washington that has come along based on an expe-
riential education approach.

Mr. MURPHY. And a curriculum which owed an enormous
amount of its inspiration to your late husband, I would like to add.
The program at Evergreen did an extraordinarily important and
does an extraordinarily important intellectual act. It says that the
organization of knowledge into disciplines and departments is
purely a bureaucratic artifact and not one that has much to do
with the substance of either intellect or learning, and therefore dis-
penses with it, and carves abcore the lintels of the institution
"Abandon All Hope of an Academic Career, Those of You Who
Enter Here," so the faculty who enter there because you are for
nevermore a biologist alone.

That interdisciplinary model is very much what we are attempt-
ing to do in the Conservation College.

What is critically different are two elements for the Conserva-
tion College. One is that the integration of practical work into the
curriculum, which varies in the Evergreen experience according to
the nature of the program, is absolutely central to this program
design, so that the entire curriculum of study is integrated with
work.

As a parenthesis, since our target population is low-income and
nonwhite persons in the main, the fact that the work is also paid
work through the Conservation Corps model is critically important.
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So as I mentioned in the testimony, this is not make-work projects
or study projects; these are projects that build things in the public
world on contract.

The second is the racial and class issue, that it is one of the oddi-
ties, though not without explanation that most innovative interdis-
ciplinary programs in the past several decades have been primarily
white and primarily middle class, and the institutions have re-
mained, like Santa Cruz, Evergreen itself, predominantly middle
class or middle class and white. Aud for those of us on our faculty
who are involved in this program, we simply see it as scandalous
that programs that are the intellectual forefront ought not be
available to everyone. And so there is that second component,
which is that we will do our best intellectual work with the stu-
dents from the inner city.

And so it is those dimensit ns, it is the full integration of work on
the rebuilding of a maimed environment, if you will; and the fact
that it is aimed at a student population which is considerably dif-
ferent than most you associate, say, with experimental education
or something like that.

Mrs. UNSOELD. Thank you.
Mary, part of my vision of what the Conservation Corps is doing

is to provide that motivation, that spirit of ability to do something
that they never thought that they might be able to achieve or to
tackle, and I believe thatI hate to use the word "technique" be-
cause that somehow downgrades what it is you are attempting, but
what are some of the methods, the ways in which that, "Yes, I can
do this" spirit is engendered among your students?

Is there a physical as well as other side to it?
MS. DUFFY. There is a whole assortment. We try and take the

whole person, when you look at the Conservation Corps' philoso-
phy. Everyday, everybody, including myself, including the execu-
tive director, go out and do exercise.

It is part of the whole idea of building community, building a
good physical state so that when you go out to go to work you are
ready to Fo. There is discipline that is taught through that.

There is community that is taught through that, so it is actually
a really good way to start a day. I don't know why we didn't start
it this way this morning.

Mr. MILLER. I did it before I came here.
Mrs. UNSOELD. What about risk and challenge?
Ms. DUFFY. Well, the whole thing is that from the time one

walks into that that program, it is so oftentimes far removed from
anything they have ever experienced before, they are in a work
crew with ten other individuals, and they are tackling projects that
often times they don't know how to do. The supervisor serves as a
mentor in that way.

They serve as a mentor in teaching skills, in teaching philosophy
of community, but they also teach self-worth, self-discipline, and
the potential that is within each individual. That happens by an
individual starting a project and completing it and seeing that, yes,
I can do this. It is not simplistic projects.

I mean, we were out yesterday looking at a basketball court and
a baseball diamond where there was a lot of math involved, there
was a lot of problem solving. There were things that are inherent
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to doing a work project that you can't say, well, this is what will be
covered in the curriculum, but that is what is covered there. I
think that is part of it.

The other side of it is that the education component is heavily,
heavily focused on in that we are trying to build and go against
what many people in the Conservation Corps have been taught,
that you cannot succeed, that you cannot make progress in an aca-
demic arena.

We are successful enough that we have 50 percent of the people
in our GED program graduating within really one semester, taking
all five of the texts and completing that, and then also all of the
individuals that went into the "Corps to College" class are graduat-
ing, so we have caps and gowns; you all are invited, of course. It
will be 1 o'clock on the 28th.

I wanted to let you know there are a number of ways you have to
approach that, and I don't thinkthe work projects take care of
some of the stuff on a hands-on experiential bases, but we also
have more of a rigorous academic portion that needs that, from all
anglec

Mrs. UPISOELD. Given that it is more cost effective to establish
that motivation in the first couple years of a child's life, but with
considerable dedication and, hopefully, some financial assistance,
some of you can help remedy it where people have had a decade or
more of having it hammered into them that they don't have the
ability, and that you can overcome that so that all of our young
people will have the opportunity to be what they have the capabil-
ity of being.

Thank you very much, all of you.
Mr. MILLER. Let me ask a question.
We heard earlier about the cutback in counselors at the high

school, and yet you are engaged in intensive counseling, somewhat
more broadly than most high school counselors, although not neces-
sarily.

Mr. CALLOW. More personnel.
Mr. MILLER. You are more personally involved I guess would be

the case. But are we headed in the wrong direction here with this
cutback in counselors, when we see the kind of guidance you are
able to give kids who are troubled, for one reason or another, and
the results you get, and then we see in the public sector that we
are often reducing the availability of counseling to these students.

Mr. CALLOW. I will try and keep this short.
Absolutely. There is just no question in my mind that the coun-

selorwe don't do anything that a school counselor doesn't do.
We just have the time to do it. So I think that we are supportive

and encouraging of everything that the school counselors do.
They deal with all of the people. We deal with small segments of

the people.
As I say, I think the thing that probably makes the importance

of the counselor at school, and definitely the importance of our
group here, is that the kids have the feeling that somebody cares.
It is like there wouldn't be any sense in us coming to this kind of
an opportunity unless we thought that you people cared enough.
That is what keeps us going. That is the only reason that people
are talking to you, because they know that you have some influ-
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ence. That is the influence that I think works with our kids, that
they know that they can talk to Linda, or to Ken, or to anybody
else in the company, and they know that they care.

I mean, they just write this constantly and say I was able to
speak with the president of the company, that is a big deal, just
like you folks are a big deal for us.

You are the only chance we have to talk directly to the govern-
ment, and you have taken the opportunity to come down. I think it
is a perfect example. That is what they all are. I think that is im-
portant.

Mr. RAWLINGS. We have quarterly meetings with the counselors,
we have a dinner at our home. One of the things that comes up
about the counselors they are dealing with at the schools is their
workload is something like 200 students, 5.. they don't have the
time to care, and the good ones have to pick out 10 or 15 people
they can help and kind of throw off the 185 that they can't help.

Not knowing about the cutback in counseling, that is not effec-
tive counseling, no matter how you slice it. So if I were running a
company that had counselors like that, I would cut it back.

I would cut it off; I would do something. You laive got to change
it because you are not getting yovr money's worth, based on what I
have been told by our counselors, and I believe that to be true.
There has got to be a better way.

Mr. MILLER. And yet when you look at your cost per student, and
given what we invest in many students similarly situated because
as they spiral out of control in other--

Mr. RAWLINGS. Ours come cheap. Ours are cheap. Ours, in my
opinion, are more effective.

We discussed this, George. You mentioned, and I am glad you
did, because we use it in our speeches around the town that the
one common denominator in successful students is a clearing sec-
tion, that a student that goes to school, somebody cares, it may be
a guardian, it may be a single parent, it might be a coach, like it
was in my case, but some:lody really cares about that person being
successful.

There is nobody in my opinion in the school system that can say
that. Now, there may becertainly there are exceptions and there
are certainly coaches, and there are teachers, and home room
teachers that really take an interest, but they don't have the time
to be interested in everybody.

With that in mind, I think that our program sponsored by the
private sector is one of the major answers to this while counseling
problem. When I talked about private sector not being here, the
private sector is not here not because they don't want to be here,
but they don't know how to do it.

We had problems when we took our program out to McClymonds,
that was the first school we went to in Oakland. Merrill says wh re
should I go, I said go to McClymonds, they need more help than
anybody. They threw us out.

We will go to San Leandro High School, that is where our compa-
ny is, we are big shots in San Leandro. We went to San Leandro
and got thrown out.

So the schools were not receptive to somebody from the outside
coming in and getting involved with their business, and in some
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cases why blame them, so now we are outside the school system.
We are doing it very cost-effectively, and we are doing a heck of a
counseling job.

I believe that if other corporations out around the country did
the same thing we are doing, we could solve this counseling prob-
lem that your are talking about and we will be talking about for a
long time at a lot cheaper price.

One more point I want to make is that when we got into this, we
are a very visible company, and 4ertunately we are a profitable
company. I take all the charit: ,;ails. If you want to go through a
nuthouse, take the charity calls.

Don't worry about it, it is tax deductible, give us cookies, they
are tax deductible. I say I can throw them in the garbage and they
are tax deductible.

We get hit up for money, and I have a guilty conscience every
time I talk to somebody when I don't give money to them, but now
with out student motivation program, number one, we don't have
any administrative costs. The American Cancer Society, my infor-
mation tells me 65 percent is administration costs. We don't have
any, so it is a dollar for dollar. We use our money, we control our
program, and it is cost-effective.

I would like to close this. I believe every corporation can do it.
The help we need is we need you people to pass the word around,
and then Linda and I and other people doing the same, we will go
back to any corporation that wants to do it and we will show them
how to set it up. They can call it the IBM student motivaConal pro-
gram. We think that one of the greatest things we will ever do is
having started the student motivational program. We truly are
cocky enough to say that we think we have the solution.

We generally talked about problems here today, and we think we
came here with somewhat of a solution.

Mr. MILLER, I think the key issomebody asked me whether the
education debate was raging around one of the speeches the Presi-
dent gave about the private sector and one of the business councils
and what can the private sector do. If you look at this table, it is
kind of right there in tient of you, and I guess the private sector
term would be venture capital or investment.

We have an educational system in this country that for the most
part, for the most part, not all, is running exactly as it was at the
turn of the century. It is running in 1990 as it was in 1890. It is the
only assembly line in America that is the same, not the auto
plants, not the steel mills, not the chemical plants, nobody has the
same operation they had in 1890 except the educational system.

When you start breaking down the doors and to reach out to the
core and you start to engage young people in a program that builds
the esteem and the desire and the understanuing of what they can
accomplish, and you go out and essentially apply venture capital to
these students, that :Ft really what it is about.

The problem really is probably that the public sector doesn't be-
lieve in venture capital or reinvestment. Art !ike to live off of our
investment of 50 years ago and 60 years ago.

Mr. RAWLINGS. I told you several years ago you should have been
a Republican.

1" CJ
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Mr. MILLER. I just happen to acquire my venture capital differ-
ently than you do. It is really a question of whether or not the
public officials really have the courage of the private sector at this
point.

When I look at people who in this district have made $50 million,
$100 million, $200 million investment and they are rolling the dice
on the next 25 years in their particular market, whatever industry
they are in, we won't roll the dice on behalf of that raw material.

Weyerhauser and your company will plant a tree now, knowing
they can't harvest the tree for the aext 15, 20 or 30 years from
now. We will plant a kid. We can get the kid back in 5 years or 10
years or 12 years. It may be thatwe like to lambaste the private
sector, but it may be the public sector that really lacks the courage
and the vision and the foresight in that kind of investment policy. I
mean, that is why this panel is here is that you have gone out and
you have ventured with your people's lives and talent, and you are
getting a return, and yet we keep pulling back that opportunity,
and we are not getting the return, and yet we keep repeating the
pattern.

I don't have to say, wait a minute, you know, something is
wrong.

Mr. RAWLINGS. Another comment you made about the $25 mil-
lion the Corps spend so you can use it to reeducate the students
coming out of our school system. I don't care how good our school
system is, corporations will always spend $25 million or more to re-
educate. I mean, they have specific jobs. I don't think the stu-dents

Mrs. UNSOELD. This is basic reading and--
Mr. RAWLINGS. Well, my opinion, and I come from a small

sample. You are coming from a bigger sample, my opinion, the
people that vr,_ are getting to come to work for our company are
well prepared to come to work, and we have to train them, but that
is okay, that is part of our job. They may have to run a piece of
equipment that we have to train them how to run that equipment.
My opinion, I don't expect the high schools in this country to edu-
cate the kids to do anything other than read, write and count.

I think one of the mistakes we make is we do more than that.
When I went to school, we had a principal, a vice principal, a dean
of boys and a dean of girls, and that was it. We didn't have counsel-
ors. All of a sudden, counselors start showing up and all of a
sudden I have got so much administration costs.

Mr. MILLER. You had a euach that wore both hats; don't forget.
Mr. RAWLINGS. 1(011 bet. They are still out there.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you very much for your help and your pa-

tience in today's hearing.
Let me thank all of the witnesses and let me thank Tom and

Maureen from the committee for accompanying us, and Diane from
my office for her help, and Carol back here for arranging all of the
logistics of this hearing, and to Michael Grepo, our stuient intern,
for arranging this hearing.

With that, the committee stands adjourned.
Jolene, thank you.
[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
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